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MUSIC.
The Heart's Answer .B. EnyeVmann
Offertoire in F (Pipe Organ) . . -E. H Read
Marche Militaire (4 Hands) .®. Tschaikoicskv
The Coming of Santa Claus (4 Hands)
/■’. L. Ever
Love Me. .J. Francis Cooke
The Cuckoo ...-4- Arensky
Chanson du Matin .B. Hackett
A la bien aim6e.Ed. Bchiltt
Old Norwegian Folk Song .R. Hasert
Full Moon .Julius Bolcer
The Brooklet ...B. Ryder
In Knightly Array .0. If. Schoebel
Summer Evening Idyl .. . .Oskar Merikanto
Pansies and Roses .L. P. Braun
The King of the Winds.. . .Newton E. Bwift
The Bird in the Apple Tree. Newton E. Swift
Don Juan Minuet .W. A. Mu dart
Sarabande.1- 8. Each
Mazurka. Op, 8, No. 3 .G. Schumann
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Colonial Dames (Violin and Piano)
J. F. Zimmermann
Song of Bethlehem (Vocal) .C. Minetti
Soft-footed Snow (Vocal) .S. Lie

N all the world there is only one Grand piano so perfect¬
ly constructed that the evenness of tone is not destroyed
when the soft pedal is applied, but on the contrary, the
tone volume remains perfectly proportioned throughout the
scale from loudest to softest

S

UCH tone shading is only possible with the Isotonic
Pedal, and the KRANICH & BACH Grand is the
only piano in the world that contains it.
NOTE: It will interest you greatly to read a little book
describing the famous Isotonic Pedal - it cannot be
comprehensively

KRANICH & BACH, 233-45 E.23dSL, NEW YORK

Two Particularly Appropriate Musical
Christmas Gifts
Nothing can possibly^please your ^musical friend

The Standard History of
Music
A First History for Students at AH Ages
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Whether young or old, student or music lover, your
friend will find this comprehensive, (260 pages) concise,
clear and fascinating series of forty story lessons a most
welcome Christmas Gift. Finely bound, handsomely ulustrated, self-explaining and self-pronouncing, it has all tile
attributes of a useful and attractive Christmas gift. You
can make no mistake in giving this book as it has the
endorsement of four world-famous pianists, four worldfamous teachers, many distinguished r ■
“ ' ~
andJ enthusiastic
pure
newspapers a ' _ _
‘ "
*
st dePachmann says of it: “I hav
... ..-jueh interest. It is remarkably con
is form and from the educational standpoint I c<
t inva’uable in the library of every pupil.1’ Send
Regular Price, $1.25
Special Holid. "

---1

A Gift Book of Distinct Charm

Imaginary Biographical
Letters from Great
Masters of Music to
Young People
By ALETHEA CRAWFORD COX
And ALICE CHAPIN
K ... ........._lorning ;_
from Bach, —
Handel, Haydn.
find letters addressed .. .—-,
- ' --t, Berlioz,
Mozart, Beethoven, Rossini, Mosoheles,Schubert,
Berl
__ __
Mendelssohn. Chopin, Schu_T|
—J Wagner,
™"
__ _ This fascinating little book is
__._e
charm
of romance and
best thing. t It
adds
-'....J
nusical biography. It makes the composers
en. It will surely be appreciated.
Special Holiday"Price, 84c, postpaid

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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0|OME of many
remarkable fea¬
tures of the recent
past, the present
and the future.

THE

The Unexcelled Musical
Christmas Gift Is

JHE ETUDE is

THE ETUDE

as the Piano itself.

as necessary in
the Musical Home

ETUDE

goes wherever
the English lan¬

THE ETUDE

guage is spoken

T

HE'Psychology underlying the problem of what induces the subscriber
to renew his subscription is one of the most interesting phases of

HOUSANDS of music lovers, teachers and parents make Christmas
an occasion for presenting an ETUDE subscription, a gift that is wel¬
come for 365 days, a gift that has been the foundation of many a profes¬
sional career and the inspiration of many successful amateurs.

The 1912 Etude
\Y/ILL eclipse all of our previous efforts.

*pHE

The Etude’S Past Guarantees the Future

Musical Magazine
from the standpoint of largest circulation and the
international eminence of the staff of contributors

M. MOSZKOWSKI
(See Compositions “Musical Mo¬
ments," August, 1911, and May, 1910,
also article in January, 1910. All
exclusive ETUDE features. Many
similar features coming.)

About Renewing Your
Subscription to

CONTRIBUTIONS
^ from all leading
American and
European Musical
Authorities

THE ETUDE Is the World’s Foremost

ETUDE

magazine publishing.
PROCRASTINATION rather than dissatisfaction is usually the cause
MME. C. CHAMINADE
(See “ Recollections of my Musical
Youth" in this issue. Many similar
features coining.)

EUGENE d’ALBERT
(See “The Glory of Beethoven” in
his issue. An exclusive ET.UDE feaure. Many similar features coining.)

Nothing has been left un¬

*

of failure to renew.

The subscriber says: “ I must not fail to send

in my renewal—I’ll-do it.tomorrow;” but that tomorrow is long in coming.
IN the case of a magazine published solely for the purpose of

done to make THE ETUDE so good that anyone with any interest
in music cannot possibly afford to do without it.

1 the reader

zine

Worth While Music

ot

helping

to while away some idle time in entertaining

procrastination is not a very serious matter.

!■
PROF. X. SCHARWENKA
(See "Standard Teaching Etudes,”
March, ’12. An exclusive ETUDE
feature. Many similar features coming.)

reading,

But failure to renew a maga¬

service like THE ETUDE may lead to undesirable consequences.

^ARRANGEMENTS have been consummated whereby we may promise our
readers some exceptionally fine new musical compositions for 1912.

HE ETUDE, of all publications, is unquestionably a magazine of service.
It brings something to the music lover every month that enables him to

*S ^^nkable. Together with these modern masterpieces THE
j .
Presents in all nearly two hundred pieces published in the journal
during one year.
J
EDUARD POLDINI
(See “Valse Charmeuse,” Novem-

Articles Worth While
THE foremost musicians of all the civilized countries of the world send
their best thoughts to THE ETUDE.

Over 100(1 ,rHVI~

Indispensable for Musical Success

T

With the world’s most distinguished living writers of fine piano music
Moszkowski, Schutt, Poldini and others writing for THE ETUDE, a higher

maintain an active musical interest.
VLADIMIR de PACHMANN
(See interview "Originality in Play¬
ing, October, ’ll. Many similar
interviews coming.)

PROF. HERMANN RITTER
(See “Ten Greatest Events in Mu......
•• II I MO
H/I_

-J|

]\/|USIC, of all the arts, demands that its followers shall be unwavering m
1V1
j, devotion.
Many a worthy amateur or professional career has

from
this noted write. Many similar articles

been abandonedl^lely because of wavering interest, which THE ETUDE

comu,*)

might have revived.

during the year and a glance at the pictures surrounding these pages
'"THERE is no manner in which musical interest can be better maintained

shows at once why THE ETUDE is the best musical Christmas gift.

1

cal points that confound the teacher and the student, acquaints you with the

•JHE departmental service of THE 1912 ETUDE will be stronger than

necessary musical news and brings you nearly two hundred pieces of music

* ^ ■ At lTiSt ,tWenty'five
the foremost teachers in as manj
great music centers have arranged to give THE ETUDE their best ideas
on vozce, organ, violin, club work, etc. Every department is as good as
many lessons.
Don t miss these immeasurably valuable features.

Grand Opera Issue
T~F January’ 1912’ ETUD§ wil1

than bv THE ETUDE service—a service which introduces you to the

latest ideas of the world’s best musical thinkers, explains the various techni¬

Departments

a grand opera ETUDE, with contri

for piano solo, duet, violin, organ and voice during the year.

A Permanent Musical Necessity
JAMES H. ROGERS
(See many pieces of this and other
foremost American composers.)

EDUARD SCHUTT
(See "Ariette,” August, ’ll, and
“Petite Scene de Ballet,” July, 10.
Exclusive ETUDE features. Many
similar features coming.)

A

A

GENERATION ago such a service could not have been secured for
less than a fabulous sum.

THE ETUDE service has always improved,

always progressed. Every year has been better than the preceding one.

If you

HAROLD BAUER
(See important interview on th
"Artistic Aims in Piano Playing, in
forthcoming issue.")

have ever needed it in the past, you will need it more during the next year.

O

Pawmli athTSP°m and !pejal mterv,ews wW> Mme. Bernice'bc
Pasquah Charles Dalmores and many other great operatic celebriH^
This is the issue you have been looking for and it will be oreseS f
years by knowing musicians for club and class use.
P
rVe° ^0r

NE dollar and fifty cents (less than one-half of one cent a day) will
extend your ETUDE service for another twelve months.

Special Christmas Offer
'T'O every new subscriber who makes the request wif-h

LOUIS C. ELSON
(Many invaluable
.valuable articles from this
.his
r. Many similar articles

Isn’t your

musical interest worth more to you.?

Of Interest to Subscribers
,

S

..
*¥ beS^d to send thirteen splendid issu« for thereeular^l'r ™
tonpnce. That rs we wil start the subscription withSs IvT’"
issue. Where desired, we will time its delivery so as to arrive
™as morn,nS> sending an attractive holiday gift announrpm^p „
. ..st"
the name of the donor and send THE ETUDE for all 191? f Car^ glvm§
of the regular subscription, $1.50.
U for the P^ce

END three subscriptions and receive your own as a premium.

Add ! 5c

to your subscription remittance and select your choice of the 50c col¬
ections listed on page 870 of this issue;
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
...
. wlde,V copied in'erview on
.Amencau Musical Taste," Octobrr,
• Many „m,lar interviews coming.)

DR. HUGO RIEMANN
(See “Simple Embellishments which
Perplex Pupils," by this renowned
German Savant, January, '12. Many
similar features coming.)

$1.00 collections.

add 30c for your choice of the

Only one with each ETUDE subscription.

of our subscribers solicit and send us subscriptions.
of education alone.

Thousands

Many do it for the good

An illustrated premium list is interesting to all.

We

liberally repay those who are interested and who work for THE ETUDE

HANS ENGELMANN
(Most of the popular successes of
this composer have appeared first in
THE Etude. Many simikr features
ccrcing.)

797

796

THF
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ETUDE

New Calendars
for 1912

Gift Books for Music Lovers—at Holiday Prices
Make Yourself an Authority

Mistakes and Dis¬
puted Points in Music
By LOUIS C. ELSON
Retail Price $1.25
Holiday Cash Price 84 Cents
It is a magnificent thing to have
positive information and this work
will straighten out many a slip¬
shod musical education. Ihe
book covers all the essential points
from Acoustics and Notation to
Piano Technic and Orchestration.
You can buy this book for a trifle
of what you would pay for the les¬
sons at a leading Conservatory.

By ADOLPHE JULL1EN
Holiday Cash Price $1.17
The interest in a great
novel is in the struggle.
No musician ever struggled
harder or triumphed more
gloriously than Richard
Wagner. The story of his
fight and his victories is
told very graphically in
this work. It will prove a
most stimulating and ap¬
propriate Christmas gift,
especially for those who
are struggling for success.
Illustrated.

Life Stories of Great
Composers
35 Biographies of the Great Masters
Holiday Cash Price $1.00
The lives of great men are charts
to enable us to navigate our own
careers. They show us the rocks
to avoid and the ports to make.
These 35 biographies include all
the greatest factors in the devel¬
opment of the art of music. Each
chapter is followed by a chronology
of the composer. As a book of ref¬
erence, a book for the library, and
a book for study it will be found
a most profitable investment. Il¬
lustrated with full-page portraits.

Business Manualfor Music Teachers ^ ^

„

you will doubtless locate the reason at once.

MUSICAL POST CARDS

IMPORTED

CALENDARS
Artistic—Durable—Practical
With Eagel on Back

-

Photogravure Musical Pictures

Great Masters
- 12 Ilahan Gmtoosms - - 6
Modern Master. - 6 | Great Piannls. Senes A 2
Opera Composer. - 6 ■ Great Pianists,
BIZ
Russian Composers - 6 Great Violinists- - O
Northern Europe Com- Celebrated Violinist. - &
posers - 6 Renowned Vtolmists - &
French Composers - 6 American Composers - °
Opera Singers. Series
iModern Pianists &
A-E, each - 61 Modern Violinists, Senes
Master Violinists - 6 A and B, each - - 6
Conductors - 61
.,
50 cents per dozen postpaid
NEW SETS FOR 1912
American Conductors - 61 Modern. Pianjsta.
Famous String Quartets 6
■ Series A andB - &
American Composers Celebrated Organists 6
Series A andB - 6 Famous CellUts - - 6
50 cents per dozen postpaid
HISTORICAL POST CARDS
LISZT—Six Cards—The set, 15 cents.
WAGNER—Twelve Cards—The set. 30 cents.
BEETHOVEN—Twelve Cards-30 cents per set.
GREAT COMPOSER POST CARDSTFoUrjeen
of the Great Composers Printed in nine colors,
with the composer a birthplace on each card. 35

t of subjects, plarinotype finish, in
me large snape, size 6 by 8 inches.
Choice may be made from the following classes:
Great JWuaicians, Pianists, Violinists, Singers
surd Opera Scenes.
Seiections.cannot be guaranteed except on very early
orders, as all are imported and cannot be renewed.

A number of subjects in color, and Opera scenes, size
8 by 6 inches.

PANEL
CALENDARS

dozen

THEO.PRESSERCO.
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

TITLES

Harmony
Franz Liszt

reward' cards
A set of fourteen cards. Portraits of the Great Com¬
posers with their birthplaces, printed m nine colors On
the reverse is a short biography of each master. With
each set is riven free a Music Prize Card, a steel engrav¬
ing, with portraits of eight composers, and blank tor in¬
scribing name. The Price. 50 cents per set.

Price, each, 25 cents

te of Musical Pictu

MEDALLIONS

$1.00

FRANZ USZT

OPERATIC POST CARDS
Reproductions of photographs of the Wagner Operas t
iy, Lohengrin
presented in Germany,
Lohengnn M),
'4). Meiitenjingers
Morten
(6), Parwfal (1C' Tristan and' 'IioltSe (3).Tann28).
rhe Ring ' 28
haeuser (9), The
>erass printed inr
in colors, /-uun,
Various Operas
__ Falstaff, Iris, Tosca, Modern Operas,
Rienzi-Hollaender. Tannhffiuser-Lohengnn. lnstan,
Mostemngers, Parsifal, The Ring. Six selected

AN INEXPENSIVE GIFT, YET VERY
APPROPRIATE AND ATTRACTIVE
An ornament for the par¬
lor or for the studio. Por¬
traits of the Great Masters
in the form of large medal¬
lions. Two sizes: Four inoh
Round and Cabinet Oval.
IN THESE SUBJECTS
Beethoven
Mozart
Wagner
Schumann
Liszt
Verdi
Handel
Haydn
Schubert
Mendelssohn
Bach
Chopin
As a special holiday offer,
we will make the price for
both sizes the same. Price
26 cents each, postpaid.

THEO. PRESSER CO.

Visions of Wagner
Mozart at Salzburg

HARMONY

Schubert: The Maid of the Mill
Beethoven: The Approaching Storm

PORTRAITS
Ch onin

Schumann
Schubert

Rubinstein
Liszt
Hand Colored, 75 cents

Metronomes

O

UR METRONOMES are of the finest quality made, and are
guaranteed for one year against any defect in manufacture.

HOLIDAY NET PRICES
Transportation Included until Dec. 31. 1911
With Bell,.$3.15
Without Bell,
- - - - $2.15
French (J.T.L.), - - 4.25
French (J.T.L.),
- - 3.00
A metronome and an Etude subscription for *3.50. or one witli bell J4.00. or given as a premium
lor five subscriptions at $1.50 each, or one with bell for seven subscriptions.

^-1■

Bas-Reliefs

1
^Wagner,

Liszt,

Handel,

Schubert,

BacH,

Beethoven, Mozart, Chopin, Mendelssohn
50 Cents Each, Postpaid

Brahms, Joachim,

•

65 cents Each

These placques are made of hard plaster, size t,'/i xt>H
inches, with a ring attached for hanging requirements.
They form an artistic and appropriate decoration lor
the homes and studios of music lovers.

XHEO. PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut Street

1712 Chestnut St., Phila. Pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. v

Philadelphia, Pa.

the
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TO TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Tropical Scenes

White-Smith Music Pub. Co.

BOSTON '7WUSIC COMPANY!

FROM THE HOUSE OF

AND OTHER PIECES
A Book containing Seven Pieces for the Pianoforte including
the famous Romance by

JU.LIAN PASCAL

In the Bleak Mid-Winter
■■—
Words by CHRISTINA ROSE.TTI

■'

=j

r r

* {P3

SACRED SONGS

if? ^ *

pffl-f

Hfc

rftffn

A Charming Christmas Present
THE H. W. GRAY'CO.
Sole A»ents for NOVELLO & CO., London

“Blessed are the Lowly’of Earth”
Music by A. C. Mackenzie-. Key D a-C) F and Ab.
Words by Wn. H. Gardner
“A Crown of Peace ”
Music by Adam Ceibel. Key D (a-D) Fand G.
Words by J. B. Thompson
“"The Beautiful Gate”
Musi./by M. Piccolomini. Key C (g-E) Eb'and F.
(Cello objigato to each key) Words by Alfred Hyatt
“ The*Savior Calls ”
Music by Jules Jordan. Key Ab (c-F) Eb. Words by
Jules Jordan

“ O, Jesus, Thou Art Standing ”
Music by W. H. Griggs. Key A (g-E) C.
“ No Cross, But Crown ”
Me by Herbert Johnson. Key C (a-Ci F and G.
Words by Herbert Johnson

We will send the Complete Book of Seven Pieces, postpaid,
on receipt of ONE DOLLAR

21 East 17th (Street

“ I Saw the Holy City ”
tisic by P. Douglas Bird. Key F (a-D) G and Bb.
Words by P. D. Bird

“ Alone With Thee ”
tsic by EbenH. Bailey. Key Db <a-C) Eb. Words
by Robert F. Gordon

New York

62-64 Stanhope Street

NATURAL LAWS IN
PIANO TECHNIC

Its Principles and Problems
The book is thoroughly practical,
written by a practical man to meet
practical needs. We do not hesitate to
say that the work is one which should
be in the hands of every piano teacher
in the land seeking success.
Price, Postpaid $1.25
“ Crammed with information every
teacher and pianist needs.”
— The Nation.
-----1

By MARY WOOD CHASE
Presents clearly and concisely the es¬
sential laws of the building up of a good
piano technic. Contains fifty-seven
plates showing correct and incorrect
positions of the hands and fingers.
Price, Postpaid $1.25

“ Very original, stimulating, and well
. thought out.”—Ernest Hutcheson.
VO ICE )-

RESONANCE IN
SINGING and SPEAKING
By DR. THOMAS FILLEBROWN
Twenty-one years Professor of Oral Surgery in
Harvard- University
Price, Postpaid $1.25
“His directions for deep breathing
are, perhaps, the most lucid and valu¬
able ever printed. They are important
not only to students of singing who
have to become professional breathers,
but to all who wish to enjoy perfect
health.”
—Henry T. Finck in The Nation.

THE ART OF SINGING
By WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
New and Revised Edition complete in
one book. The text has been entirely
rewritten.
Price, Cloth, Postpaid $2.00
“A Text Book on the vocal art by a
well known teacher of the old Italian
method. Breath control, voice pro¬
duction and other technical matters are
lucidly set forth.”
St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

UL1 v LK DITSON COMPANY
.BOSTON

ESSENTIALS OF
PIANOFORTE PLAYING

THE FIRST PIANO
BOOK

A Practical System of Mirid and
Finger Training

By THOMAS TAPPER, Litt.D.
Author of Tapper’s Graded Piano Course

By CLAYTON JOHNS
Price $1.25, postage paid
“ Mr. Johns has succeeded admirably
in setting forth clearly and concisely
the points considered and I believe the
student who studies this book will do
so with great advantage.”
—Sergei Rachmaninoff.
|

POCKET MUSIC DICTIONARY
By LOUIS C. ELSON
Professor of Theory of Music at the New England Conservatory of Music
*
in1^?63

SflftrieFr^tfy One. High Bb; Med. G .50
R“veeEaEy“of blue. High Bb; Med. Ab
or G; Low F
Slater, David Dick

W. J. BALTZELL
WorklorS1? Ha£dy Reference

Ifst of promLnt8

pronuncfatiM‘of
tlmel^nd the
date of their births, etc. A short vocabulapr of English musical terms with
their Italian equivalents.
Price, Cloth, Postpaid $1.00
Elson’s Pocket Music Dictionary
Price, Cloth, postpaid 35c

wm be sent on approvai

-60

F The Island Where Babies Grow. Med.

fi™fdn”anmoBistographical

•Shy “„bKhSdb“k »' »«*«Price, Postpaid $1.25

dict[onarJ>r^f>a4ly t^e
complete
data no^in the
Louis C. Elson in Boston Advertiser.

^rDlmnight. Bar. Bb min.: Bass G min.;
(Eng. & tier.)
Ger.)
?• Ten. Ab;
.60
Bar. F; Bass Eb

.50

J°Sots m'y Love to me. High F; Med. or
Low D
-50
» n„ on
High Ab;
ie Malone. Med. Ab

May day M

SONGS WITH OBBLIGATO
{Obbl. instr. appear in parenthesis after title)
D™y TrueTove (Vo. or ’Cello). High G;
Med. F; Low Eb
Greene, Edwin
, ,
I know a lane in Springtime (\ o. or
’Cello). HighBb; Med. AborG; Low F
Lullaby Land (Vo. of’Cello).
High Bb; Med. Ab or G; Low F
Voices of the Past (Vo. or Cello).
High F; Med. Eb or D; Low C

NEW Y0RK

SONGS OF POPULAR APPEAL

High
F; Med. Eb or D; Low C. (E. & GJ

.60
N&Fr^I?ighG;Med.ForE;
LowD
Taylor, Arthur Melvin
,, , ..
At. I T
rirnnm Hitrh A bMid. F

riends at Chris

#tft Ceri tficate

__ur certificates, and the m
upon their surrender to us the
re 9 by 6H inches. It is handsomely printed in
eipt of money, or will be charged on open accoi

d"u the gilt most valuable. We believe, therefore.
i. Certificates will be issued for any amount; and
nt in musical merchandise, sheet music or music
name as well as that of the recipient. Certificates

PUBLICATIONS OF G. SCHIRMER: NEW YORK

|j

A

.«>

ITe Enchanted Hour (Piano orOrch.
Acc.) High Eb; Low C
NLife’Lesson. High Bb; Med. G

If NoO

NEW

SERIES OF
RUDOLF

I
No. 1. Butterfly dance ..$0.60
No. 2. Veil dance .
.
No. 3. Valse coquette."5
Op. 78. A Day in May:
No. 1. Dawn.fO
No. 2. Barcarolle .
50^
No. 3. Noontide .30
No. 4. Evening Prayer.30
No. 5. Fireflies
.50
Op. 79. Five Mood pictures :
No. 1. Idyl.
50
No. 2. Penseroso .50
N>.3. A question.50
Valse triste . .
No. 5. Contentment .

COMPOSITIONS
FRIML

BY

Op. 81. Six easy pieces:
No. i. A fancy
No. 2. Little Minuet
No. 3. The rocking-horse .
No. 4. Oriental Melody No. 5. The daisy fields
.50
No. 6. Tantalus.
The pieces listed above range in difficulty from grade 2 to
5 ; the greater part of them meet the need of teachers with
a supply of new teaching material of a quality only too
rarely encountered—music not “written down” to what is
supposedly the capacity of young players in the primary and
intermediate grades, but music that quickens and stimulates
taste and feeling.
But aside from these compositions, which, regardless of
all their charm and grace, are primarily written for an
educational purpose, Mr. Friml has produced in the Butterfly
dance, Veil dance and Valse coquette from his Japanese
ballet, “ O Mitake San,” numbers that will be a source of
unfeigned pleasure to maturer pianists.
It can be unhesitatingly said that Rudolf Friml’s com¬
positions, old as well as new, need only be heard to be
appreciated.

Op. 80. Pastoral scenes:
No. 1. In the fields.30
No. 2. Recreation.
30
£jo. 3 Shepherd’s song
.30
No. 4. Crossing the bridge .
30
No. 5. The chase .50
ANY OF THE ABOVE WILL BE SENT FOR EXAMINATION

Send for FREE copy of our PIANO TEACHER’S GUIDE, a graded and classified list of piano music, selected from the publications and importations of G. SCHIRMER, NEW YORK

pM iq 71

Ab* r- DITSON & CO.
PUu. mention THE ETUDE wheTaddressingouradv!!!!!!!?-

__
./o
.60

Bar. or Bass Bb; Ten. F
word (from opera Tofan i”j
.; Ten. C min.

GSin"eMe t<Ts?eep (Violin Obbl )

-75

NDee’p in a Rose’s Glowinsr Heart (Vo. or
’Cello). High A; Med. G
-50
TR?m’JEce. (Violin). High D;

Adoration. HighC; Med.Bbor A; LowG.60

-

biographical
DICTIONARY of MUSICIANS

necessary word used

t

f

Send for complete work in miniature,
free on reauest..

DICTIO naries

SeeTnrid the Winter’s Snow (Christmas).
High Emin.; LowC min.
■«
Willis, W. Archibald
The Angel’s Message (Christmas)
High Db; Low A_"

Song of t
BassD

26&28WEST ST-bostok-

Intended for children. May be used 1
preparatory to any course, method, or
system. Instantly successful.
Price, $1.00, postpaid

-oO

J°Wbere Blo’oms the Rose. Bar. D; Ten. F .50
Lehmann, Liza
_ .
MGaerdenh"nByassn(?jriSnal) Eb; Bar. F n .50

WITTY AND CATCHY ENCORE
NUMBERS
Colburn. S. G.
.A
Jenny Kissed Me. Med D
,
d?
A Little Dutch Garden. High Gb
.50

Chicago

k

By CLARENCE G. HAMILTON, A.M.

GSoe”e’DEayVAgain. High F; Med. Eb orD;
Low C
-60
Nutting, Godfrey
T
n m
With You. High G; Med. F or Eb; Low D .50
Old English Lays (Newly Revised Edition)

13 East 17th Street

@ Successful Books for Progressi Teachers
PIANO TEACHING

w

Bonheur, Theodore
, ... ,
The City Divine (Christmas). High F;
Med. Eb or D; Low C
BTheKing of Love my Shepherd is.
High Eb; Med. Dz; Low Bb
jjressan waits (Christmas).
Med. G
Stewart, H, J.
Stewart,
a Saviour (Christma:
This Day is
..-ow B min.
High D ■"
enly Star (Christmas). Higl
The Hcav„

Whelpley, Benjamin
The Nightingale has a
HighE; Med. Db; I

Published by Whitesmith Music Pub. Co.
•Boston

NEW YORK

NTViime“hrtHigh Db; Med. Ah;
Low Gb (Eng. & Ger.)

I wept, Beloved. Hitch F# m
Eb min. (Eng. & Fr.)
Saar, Louis Victor
The Little Shamrock Leaf.
At Nightfall. Med. E
ENGLISH BALLADS

Send for Thematic Catalog of the following

IT****vi

.60
m
.w

h^pring Reverie. Med. E. (Eng. & Fr.) .«)

PRICE 50c.

This song is published in two keys :
Low Voice F (a-E) High Voice Ab (c-g)

^r *

C "oSkylarMor thy wing. High F; LowDb
Gretchaninow, A.
... Fr
Slumber Song. Med. E (Eng. & Fr.)
Lehmann, Liza
0 Tell Me Nightingale. High D min.,
Med. C min.

NEW
SACRED
SONG
_

MEN’S SONGS

SACRED SONGS

EXCELLENT TEACHING SONGS

Adapted to the Christoas. Service

'

SONG DIRECTORY
Our test uni most suitable vocal compost,Ions, o, all styles, ani /or all voices

MRS. ROBERT N. LISTER

Aml/mta-* ROMANCE.^-7®^

799

e t ud e

CITY
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

800

OPERAS for
AMATEURS

Musical Necessities
PUBLISHED BY

THE WIUIS MUSIC CO. fflSSMPeters’ Modern Pianoforte Method
A practical, melodious and progressive in
troduction to the art of piano playing.
Both clefs are used at once; other studies
being cited when more work is desired in the
treble clef. Accompanying the exercises
from the very first, are pieces, (solo or fourhand) to be used exemplifying the practice
work.
Various Etudes and Selected Studies are
referred to, complementing the method.
This Method is the most satisfying, either
with or without a teacher.
The numerous pieces contained in the book
render it serviceable for recital al-o.
Peters' Modern Pianoforte Method,

Material for the Study of Pianoforte Pedais
By ALBINO CORNO
PART I-FIrst (loud) Pc.lal
The first nine exercises consist in connect¬
ing chords by means of the first pedal. The
next four, in connecting tones of the melody
by the first pedal.
Exercises 15 to 24 show effect of sustaining
a note or chord with pedal, while the hand is
removed to play accompanying chore'
Exercises 24
™ --- .:— =legato.
Exercises 30 o 33—Peda' effe . ts produced
by hands.
Exei
o 36—Pedal
I to sustain

MODERN PIANO PIECES
The best works of all the recognized modern composers have been included in
this collection. Every one of the twenty-seven numbers is a musical treat The
teacher, the student, the music lover—everyone by whom good music is appreciated
should have a copy of this hook. Price, 75 Cents.
- COMPLETE CONTENTS A la bien air ..Schutt
Uelodie .
Paderewski
Alla Marcia
• ...... SchutU
Wallet
•me d’Etude
Murmuring Zephyrs
Leschelizkv
Prelude.
. • Rachmai
58 d’Hoffmann)
Romance without Words
/Off-abac It
2me Valse.Durand
Serenade (Heller transcription)
Slumber Song.Schumann
Song of the Lark • • • • Tschaikowsky
Song without Words. . Tschaikowsky
Spanish Dance.Moszkowski

Material fertile Study of Pianoforte Technic
By ALBINO CORNO
A complete and exhaustive series, to be
used in practicing every possible use of the
wrist—siaccato, legato—in all positions and
with all fingerings.
Price, SI.50
First with right hand alone, in various
figures—then the left hand alone—first as¬
cending, then descending. Then in free
variety, combining single chromatic figures
with minor thirds in the other hand—furnish¬
ing a satisfying text-book for all the higher
Rrad?s_Price, SI.SO

Exercises for the Fourth and Fifth Fingers

By ALBINO CORNO
As thorough a series of exercises as the
Wrist exercises. Utilizing figures to place
the hands in every possible position, and then
developing exercises to gain strength and
flexibility therefrom
Exercises for he 4Hi and 5th Fingers, by
Albino Coroo-Price, SI.50

Selested Studies

Complied anti Carefurly Graded by
HANS REUTMMC
These studies published in four books, have
been culled from the vast field of writings by
the foremost authors. The selections were
not made on the authority of any one teacher,
but by a consensus of opinions of the best!
Minute attention has been given to the grad¬
ing so that the four books may prove a com¬
plete course.
Selected Studies, Books 1 to 4, by Hans
Reutlinp—Price, 7S cents eafch

^kf75e^temr::r^,fe Comp,'te
Theory Books

New Numbers in
“Summy Edition
MRS. CROSBY ADAMS-DolPs Minia¬
ture Suite (No. 47).$1
A cycle of four songs and three piano pieces.
Doll Stories, simply and effectively told iii
song and piano. Grade 2-3.
CARRIE A. ALCHIN-Rein. :e ChUaren s oongs.
A collection of six of tf
Rdnecke, arranged ’
simply as piano
piLv-ita, me wuius are aiso inserted. Grade I.
OLGA H. FISCHER-In A Garden. (No.
A set of eight little characteristic pieces, hirhanefg 3Graded °2 8°°^ pracl*ce *or
FLORENCE A. GOODRJCH-AIbum of
o Studies
A^h,

From Old Japan
A Cycle of Songs by Alfred H. Hyatt

Wabash Ave.

“

-S&ftMksr1 i£°*,w Anut"
SffDn,Td^te^u51rhfeSon,.

Vc. Low Vc., P. A. Schnecker. $0.ou
It Came Upon the Midnight Clear,
High Vc., A. W. Lansing .... ■■ -60
My Guiding Star, Medium Vc., H.
J. Wrightson ..
•*In Old Judea, Vln. Obi., High Vc.
and Low Vc., Adam Geibel... .60
O Night Divine, High Vc., Jules Jor- ^
Our Saviour and King, High Vc.,
F. H. Brackett.ou
Sleep Sweetly, Babe of Bethlehem
Vln. Obi., Low Vc., Adam
Geibel .. ■ • • ’B0
Song the Angels Sang, The, Medium ^

Now
appeal.

here

is

our

Bounding, n. lourgee......
For Unto Us Is Born This D;
Sop., Alto and Bass Solos, J. —
Trowbridge .
Gloria in Excelsis, T. Edwin Solly.
Glory to God, Augusto Rotoli ....
Hark! the Angels Sweetly Singing,
H. Tourgee .
.
O Come to My Heart ]
Frank H. Brackett.
O. Little Babe of Bethlehem, Sop.
Solo and Q’tte, or chorus, R. M.

COMPLETE CHRISTMAS SERVICE
FOR SUNDAY-SCHOOLS
Tidings, by R. M. Stults and
Others. Single copies.$0-06
Per dozen (prepaid).55
Per hundred .. 4-°°

NEW
ANTHEMS
of Christmas, A. W. Lan'#015

Rejoice SGreatly,' 'o' Daughter of
Zion, A. Berridge.• • ■■
Ring the Bells for Christmas, A. F.

Shepherds' ' Hail' '.' the ' ' Wondrous
Stranger
(with Violin Ob
bligato), Wm. Dressier...16
Sing, O Heavens, John B. Grant... .lb
NEW SOLOS
IN SHEET FORM
Glory to God (High Voice), R. MStults . »0.60
Song of Bethlehem, A (High Vo.
and Low Vc.), Carlo Minetti.. .60
NEW SERVICE FOR SUNDAY-SCHOOLS
Joy of Christmas, by R. M. Stults
and Others. Single copies. .. .$0.05
Ifr hundred lP.r.eP“:d). V.'.'. 4 00

Shout ° the ’ Glad’ Tidings, Geo N.
Rockwell .
Sing O Heavens, Caleb Simper.
Sing O Heavens, T. Edwin Solly...
Sing O Heavens, Berthold Tours ..
Star of Peace, The, Henry Parker.
SOLOS AND DUETS IN SHEET FORM
Angel’s Refrain, The. Vln. Obi.,
High Vc. and Low Vc„ Adam
Geibel .. w • --®0-50
Angel’s Song, The
(Wondrous
Words), Medium Vc., A. F.

last

A post card will bring
you both our popular and
graded catalogues together
with a sample piece of
music from either catalogue
as you may choose.

Bells of Bethlehem, High Vc., G. ii.
BellsJifCBethiehem,' Low'v'c’., G. L.
Tracy
Dawned
Christmas Morn H:
Again, High Vc.

There, now! If we do
not hear from every reader
of The Etude we are
insulted.

T:'em„aumb?rwm°rppea0rmnexte m! n?h "eW
We allow liberal discounts oil large e-i. small
quantities, and our usual promptness m exe¬
cuting orders may be depended upon. We only
suggest that all orders be sent in at the earliest
possible date, so as to allow sufficient time for
rehearsals.

Christmas Pastoral, A, Low Vc.,
Wm. H. Pontius.... • • -Du

Stark Music Printing
and Publishing Co.
381 8 Laclede Ave., St. Louis, Mo

G1°rIaandinLoEwCVciB ATm Gdbel

.60

j
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Boosey & Co.’s
Latest Successful Songs and Ballads
JUST PUBLISHED

Sen, on approval. We have othen).
Concert Duets and Quartets

for themselves their proper recogni¬

Sz. (Asktlfc.]1**

a”"S;
h’ 38

tion among the better class of singers.

tau^u!7he i^n“g ®eUMaaed for 25 eenu. (^.^0^) *

A-o-

“ FAITH, HOPE AND CHARITY ”
Word# by ROLAND EYREF
^ G(BloD)mJBb
Marie by ERNEST AUST.N
“TOM, JAN AND HARRY”
WordsbyF.CHATTERTON HE^Q^ D(BtoE) EbandF

:by ROBERT BATTEN

“ O HAPPY CHILDHOOD ”
WordxbyFREDG. BOWLES FourKw; G(QftoD) Ab BbandcrMusic by A. von AHN CARSE

Choir Music

Studies in Sight
Reading
For the Piano
By Mary Frances Frothingham
Price 75 Cents

l little

ecbon of eight bright little piano pieces
”‘“1 words accompanying. Grade 1
ADOLF WEIDIG-Canons. (No. 52 . ..
A set of eighteen Canons and a two-voiced
f U8Uev Nothing of more importance in the
form of music for polyphonic playing has
been published m recent years than this set

such

New Male Quartets

The reputation of Mrs. Salter as a
song writer will secure a hearing for
these songs and the songs will win

The chapters forming this work are follows:

_rdSriY “"a 'om‘' 6nei*

ELSA SWARTZ-Characteristic Melc
dres for Begmners. (No. 43).
Seven short preees, well and attractively
wrtten, and are excellent studies. Grade

o“ArRM°N-rY AlNI? INSTRUMENTATION.
T?'h" h,ow,'»
<« military bank,

s&te

Set to music Jby
Price $1.25

afford good study m phrasing and Pedaling.
oM™ • “
— -*■

GERTRUDE M. SMITH
Sketches. (No. 54)
Descnpiive

MENTW/12>»WFrEAAI? ACCOMPAN1.
M- T’
/ help.
l I Ht’krl
■f1 "%>
need.
The only
boot of°»diewhich
kind every
pubHmhly commended by tbe bert muriciTn,.
nmble to every aspiring cemporer. Valuable
masters" PriS,
°™
^

Mary Turner Salter
A collection of six original, char¬
acteristic noteworthy songs.

P..CUCC -c3f§t’ form of 'kd’n'L'a'i
Small Suite for Small Hands. (No. 48)
Kondoletto; Reverie ; Deuce. A segtlel to
the Synthetic Series cf Piano Pieces. They

A preparation for octave playing—the hand
takes either two white or two black keys at
‘--— ■*-- i* in small foim,
: playing. Grade

and practical teacher cf harmony publiihed. Used ex¬
tensively by teachers, as well as for self-instruction
1 he bed book on the subject published. Highly com¬
mended by the profession. Price, $ 1.00.

J30NG OF BETHLEHEM

Bright" and joyfui is the Morn,

It may be that we have
put our case too mildly,
for it does seem that our
modesty almost exceeds the
bounds of propriety.

A Dramatic Cantata
SAUL. KING OF ISRAEL, text by Judge
vv tills B. Perkins, myi c by Chas. H. Gahrlrl. One
of I he strenget and b«t if Scriptural Cantata, ever
published. It pictures tbe characters of Saul. Samuel
, ■pav,d w* the excitement that the inteniily of
ir lives warrant. In short, it is a great cantata avail-

.
.vOtogy (Soimo* of KnSo)'.'.".! 1!!!"!!;
..._
—WISCOUNT8 TO TEACHERS
HINDS, NOBLE & ELDREDCE, 31-33-35 West 1 S.h Street, Ne>

a villainous thief.

large or small, is available for he!p. Only five leading
solo characters necessary. Pasquita (pronounced
g| L“ L-'-with great

Songs^from ^>lpu)ar Opera. ( Wards and Pit

m

Qur supply of Christmas —-■
varied; the partial list herewitl
guide those who are looking foi
effective works for the occasioi
you a collection for examination
will be sent upon application.
ANTHEMS FOR CHRISTMAS
Behold, I Bring You Good Tidings.
Arthur Berridge..
Bethlehem, F. M. Spencer..
Brightest and Best of the
the Morning, Rubinstc.-

Procrastination is

It has stolen more from you
than ever has the Sugar
Trust.
There are quite a
number of The Etude
readers that have never
even sent for our cata¬
logues.

$1.00. The
book at 50c.
■pt books will

CHRISTMAS MUSIC Heralds of Heaven, Vln. Obi., High

Now, Look Here!

ring choruses; easy, beautiful solos. Opportunities for
high-class individual work. Singbad the Sailor has
been perfected through performances. It is complete.
Music score complete, $1.00. Libretto, with full in¬
structions, 25c. Books sent on approval.
PASQUITA, a romance of the Philippine*, text
and music by Alfred G. Wathall. This new operetta
was written for the use of brass band organization*,
with a view of furnishing them a play in which band
music is to be used. The opera may be used just as
well, however, by chcira or musical societies^ anyjcind

MAIDS, a litht operetta
airlci A chaiir.ing play,
/erv popular. Never fails
te book, /5c. Orchestra

[I.

trary|S,Udi“ ”
keyboard and
staff; oral, written and at the piano
Melodies in all keys for playing a, slght.

'

sfghf Sh°rt comPosltlons tbythmicaily at

nuS^htr‘t,Ubl| S'l|.a
*• Christmas
Now ready.0^,0^ anthem journal. 77* Choir.
Christmas Music
Ch,K',d^Uta'.h™S’
^ ouartets.
and recitation*taUW^ Kavi
Balogs
Christa.asatalog^be^bf
m.r FKEe!
Children’s Songs
A new book

“ TO BE NEAR YOU
Words by CLIFTON BINGHAM

book =
nu. STaZv.i° H'art

" Pri«’38

Two Keys
“ WHO CALLS ?

Words by P. J. O’REILLY

“ BIRD OF BLUE ”
Three Keys : Db (C to D). Eb and F

‘or chadren. by A. G.

■sic by F. W. ROOTHAM

Key of Db (D to F)
“ UNTIL”

Mu. by WILFRED SANDERSON
Db (B to E', Eb and F

Orchestra and Band Music
,oi

FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE
Cincinnati, O.

or

Ask your Local Dealer for THEMATIC BOOKLET of the above songs,
or write to the Publishers

BOOSEY & CO. -

re Garden

9 East 17th Street, New York

These ^nu‘^!1'bX"^’hcent'r?'fa“' Rkblrirt ^chfr
S ale yoSnf and old ‘’VheySS' Christmas.gift for any child.
for their charm is as lasting as the blocks themselves.

King of Toys
J

'THE WOODEN CRADLE”

Three Keys: Eb(C to F), F and G

WITH RICHTER’S ANCHOR BLOCKS
■

by HERBERT OUVER

Words by LILIAN GEE

f -KiE

Chicago,,,,.

Music by ERNEST DUNKELS

S

Music by EDWARD GERMAN
N

V. Observations of chromatic signs.

PnbUshers

lenof

“ THE LAND OF LOVE ”
Words by P. J. O'REILLY

Fl)N FOR THE FAMILY

Music by J.A1RUED1X

Key of Eb (C to G)

“ SUMMER ROSES
Words by CYRIL MORTON HORNE
Key*: E (B to E) *ad G
Word* by " CHRYSTABEL"

IV. Readmg m the higher and lowest keyboard

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO
THE WIlllS MUSIC CO.geSSCTlf

SINGBAD THE SAILOR, text and music by
Alfred G. Wathall.
The plot and details satisfy every demand of its
suggestive title. The neatest hit in comic opera since
the days of Gilbert and Sullivan. Happy, jingly
lyrics; all within amateur reach. Bright, clean, emp
musical lines ^swinging, catchy, melodious and ex^res-

• • McDowel

Exercises 37 to end—Left hand used in
complement with first pedal. Price, Si.50
This second book treats of and explains
how to vary tone-color by use of first or
second pedals, both used together, or how to
obtain this variation by use of both pedals
and sustaining notes or chords with the hands.
For example: “The hand and pedal together
can produce the greatest possible contrast in
volume of tone.”
“Legato impossible by fingers alone, there¬
fore use the first pedal.”
“Louder effect than fingers alone can pro¬
duce.”
“Notes of Melody sustained by First
Pedal, repeated softly in the accompani¬
ment.” “Effect to be imagined.”
“Right hand alone, left hand alone—a
study in contrast of tone-coioring.”
These and many other points are exempli¬
fied—giving a complete system of material
for pedal study._
Price,St.50
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Kingteof%AnToys.forCwhhrtbem

^velop^he^rristkTastf and^heir'constructior! enteritis yiu^'fudo^d

hiraseIf' Richler's Anchor Blocks are e “

Beautiful Catalog FREE

-po all who are interested in children
1 toriv-eig
Satlcf wit.. ,.- ...
gns that i
ri.iGQt^s the child through ph
id they last forever
re of the
' Childr
Fill Out and Send the Coupon To-day
Inv -stigate this fascinating toy. A-k vour dealer about Richter =
Anchor Blocks. If he does not keep them, simply fill out and
send the coupon and receive our beautiful catalog fret-^
and postpaid.
of your catalogs showing colored designs and doscrihlug
Name.

House,

'lease mention THE ETUDE when addrewin* our advorturers. “
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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tone
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sio-ht the higher spiritual development, the wider human experience
and the loftier historical education might see m the -same classi

quality

unequalled; to build a piano that has fixed

An Idea for Christmas Music Making

territory^

p}anists ruin their interpretations by viewing only

the basic principles for all makes; to create
a world

standard and keep

unapproached

by

it at a

others,—that

Once more the splendid Christmas time! Once more good <*eer>
good will and the wonderful spirit of human love that 1:he Son o
Man brought to the world. Is the world Rowing bette^
Ut
course it is, and Christmas time is the time to realise A^and cete
brate it. As the years fly by close observers have noted that
addition to the religious significance assigned to this festival by
those who worship Christ there is also a tendency upon the part of
those whose ideas on theology are not allied with any creed to. ook
upon Christmastime as a kind of anniversary of the birth of modern
civilization. Thousands of Hebrews in our great cities pay the r

level

is

the

Steinway achievement through four genera
ti°ns.

Quality

should be

the

only deter

mining factor in the selection of a piana

®fje IBalbtom ^laper=Btami

Miniature Grand, $800 to $900
Vertegrand, $550 to $600

eenius's «>«'»**«' Suppleness of exer
Theother third is persona^ *
*"
-«*-»■

tribute to the Great Rabbi who has had more mjwwi?®
e
remoulding of the world than any other force
All the beauty,
humility, the grandeur of His life are symbolized by this day.
of course there are still those who turn what was originally
the most churchly of festivals into an orgy of eating, drinking and
Xfichi. of trinkets. That is no. the Chr.stnus sp.nt
at all. The Christmas spirit is love love for all mankind particularly the unfortunate, the afflicted and the dejected-love for those

According to Case

r&HpSISSii^^2rs4=a
share tne ,.rt^stn^ion of
U alUimlelf/
?ianist' “°ne
*»■
E BALDWIN PI,AVKR-riANO”-tU5 book sent on request.
St. Louis
1111 Olive Street

STEINWAY & SONS
STEINWAY HALL

1°7.1°9 East 14th Street,

NewYork

whom Christ would have loved.
f _i.nm
As the religion of Christ is a religion of joy and not of gloom,

Subway Express Station at the Door
D„,„.

Publications

so the music of Christmas has alvvays been the music of good cl]eer;
In olden time France a carole was a dance. In fact in Chaucer
the word is used both in the sense of dancing and ringing
The
Welsh had summer carols and winter carols. The oldest known
carol is found in a manuscript of the thirteenth century.
Christmas Festival in England was in a sense grafted upon an old
pagan celebration of mid-winter, it has come to pass that our
Christmas has. in addition to the festival of the church a somewhat
secular side. This is fortunate, for in this way it has become a

,h.Coun,^

of ARTHUR P. SCHMID' ’

BOSTON, 120 Boylston Street

CHRISTMAS SONr.s
BLAIR HWiH

•isH^st99^..
..
rw.,e rea,n“or

<2 **■>.so

ORGAN MUSIC
CARL.

FOR

new York << ,,,
_’ U Wes* 36th Street
CHRISTMac

GIFTBOOKSFORM.Kirn Q,„, pprr[

T*
Messiaii ■■).
1 *
Pastorale (From“The
w. FALLKES. Op.- i^ NoVe.’' p,™..
oSXHUR POOTE. Op. 29, No 1 Pe«».
m...

FoRPASKr;;—Pianoforte 30,08
(Second*(i^(]ejon*h- 8 Melodious Pieces
I‘5*,f48. phank
"".
Si
Gradef***11**’ 10 Melodious Sketches
(Second
~ __
(Schmfiir*
..
«i
U- *.

L™:vC™r,,,mtts sonB <2 keys)..

..

ho—:zvZdDnrc,w <3 **■>.6o
Beliold, . bHUgy„»f ^
.
SHACKtKY, F, ».
“UOUKeto.6S
o Hoty Mgl.t of ChrUtruasttde (2 keys)
fio
Glory to God (2 keys)...
Just9 Issued

"THE MORNING STARS SANK TOCFTHcp »

0C.™'i^l Ov«mre Cll™T’
60
'*• SPENCE. Grand Chceur in D
.60
CHAS E. TI.YNKY. Christmas
..
w. WOLSTENHOLME. Op. 69 No 1
a..
1 Souvenir. . .fin
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Christmas Duet
Rir RDITMA MVTv.m*

NEW SACRED SQMr.s
ADAMS, THOMAS

7 7

IHE QRGAN1ST’5~F1RST FT!,nr

.,

~

«vns ™v oH earth and h— <2 *»>■ ■
Hrjotce, Ye Pnrc t„ Heart (3 keys).
Th*ra>X“n?!*y t' Home (Onet)
.

M^assssr
Wlie..
•drous cross (2 keys) ,.

WKgT, JOHN E,
O God, our help |n age past (2 keys).
Lead me to thee (2 keys).
WOotuB, ALFRED
O Lord, rebuke me not (3 keys)

S.l«ud.„d

a true,4
MTh?M'utu°£5WClll

transcriptions torthe organ

TEtrst<vt;,**AtBEt. MADihojj1 7,1,168andRhymes .75
and Tunes.. nn'1«nd. A collection of Rhymes
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SF.rovn SERIES’1*11^™1’
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Ptlce Sl.oo
Nautilus
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_ .

„
and P'unplM«->icla„d.
.
•ggteaiyH-

_±Se^mg

■nrcli and Recital Use.1*

Duets for Teacher
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-

DU(&Citi?°™2Y“a"hhmmi*Uurglj„„n, ™ ; • ■ • 12 Melodious
..60

•

1
•

the most mundane technical aspects of the piece «P°£
they
are working. To them a scale is a scale,-to Chopin the same scale
might have meant the flight of Ins very soul. They strum o .
chords in perfectly correct metronomic time, with the latest and
most approved touch, little dreaming that'Beethoven called those
same chords “the voices of immortality.’
Seeing with the sou ,
however the psychologists may ridicule the existence of the soul,
is as important as seeing with the mind. Surely Franz Liszt never
said anything greater than “A tempestuous, magnetic torrent a veritable flood must bind the intellect with the emotions. There must
be music in our poetry and poetry in our music.

Mental Clothing
If we may be accused of having an editorial hobby, that hobby J
is the great desire to see musical work in our country placed upon |
a sound educational basis. We do not mean by this that all of *
our musical efforts must be made in pedagogical strait-jacket. „
We believe in sensible elasticity in methods. Eo one method suits
r
all classes of pupil, and the office of the teacher is to adapt a method
.
to fit present needs. The teacher, however, should always look upon
,
music as a legitimate educational subject—never as a harmless pas- j
time. Many people regard music as a somewhat unnecessary accom- ;
plishment. This is because they have failed to realize the educational

importance of music.
Education is, in the final analysis, the most vital asset of maa
What matters his life if he has not the mental, physical and moral ^
training to enable him to live that life in a manner profitable .and .
. honorable to himself and to those dependent upon him
One ot ^
popular festival of the people.
. .
.
f
the sanest of modern educational epigrams was that of ex-President The bright Christmas music is often the most fascinating of
music for children. Would it not be a fine plan for the teacher,
Elliot, of Harvard: “The best educated man is he who can best pro¬
vide for himself.’’ When music is advocated for the educational
particularly the teacher in the small city, to revive the fine old cusbenefits it creates, as well as for the emotional delights it inspires,
tom of carol singing in the streets on Christmas Eve.
Could not
the teacher give a "kind of Christmas Eve party and during the the position of the music teacher becomes more secure.
We lay great stress upon the necessity for providing our chil¬
evening let the children pass out into the, s.treet, !n a body smgin^
dren with shelter, clothes and food. Surely it is of equal importance
some bright and beautiful Christmas carol in which they had been
to provide them with the education to earn and enjoy these things.
previously trained? How could the true Christmas spirit be brought
to the minds and souls of the townspeople in a more beautiful way
than by the sweet voices of children ringing out upon the clear
Are You Really Progressing?
night air, “Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men?
Just as the Waits
in good old England brought the “glad tidings of great joy to the
Nothing stops. The pyramids are melting before the hot
people in all stations of life let our little folks do their part m
blasts of the desert; the works of centuries are the cobwebs of time;
awakening the beautiful Christmas spirit—the love spirit.
the mountains are fluid in the eyes of God. Change is the one great
law of existence. Progress, education and life are synonymous.
Failure, ignorance and death are the antonyms. We must progress
Unseen Beauties
if we want to succeed. Every day must represent a step m advance
in your musical ability, in your intellectual development,—a widen¬
Cardinal Newman in his third volume of Historical Sketches,
ing of your life circles. The moment we stop we are going behind.
discourses in his inimitably beautiful English upon “Athens as a
We all know these truths, but it is human to let them pass un¬
True University.” In describing the wonders of the country as
thought. We expect musical progress to come to us instead of
they may be seen to-day he starts with a review of what the busi¬
realizing that the secret of all progress is locked up in ourselves,
ness agent of an English commercial house might see at first.
The key to this secret is initiative. Alas, music students expect
“He would report that the climate was mild, the hills were lime¬
their teachers to supply the key, when it is already in their own
stone- there was plenty of good marble; more pasture than at
hands and simply awaits the turning. With Browning let Progress
first might have been expected, sufficient certainly for sheep and
be our constant thought:
goats; silver mines once, but long since worked out; figs fair; fishProgress, man’s distinctive mark alone,
eries productive; oil, first-rate; olives in profusion.” Then the
Not God’s and not the beasts: God is. they are;
author of Lead Kindlv Light gives several hundred words to a
Man partly is. and wholly hopes to be.
wonderfully poetical catalog of what the man with the deeper in-
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By ARTHUR ELSON
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we arrogant Americans?
if d„ri!!. ,1
ge Clt,es advancecl musical centers
/ 1
‘he season, they capture a sufficient nU«and I f
S°l0,sts> and sP°rt a local orchestra,

naturally think changes needless.

In fact certain

The public usually regards opera as the most
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to sex) / their valuable leisure (?) fa to be taken
up by the study of new roles Vet
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“I do not believe there is any such thing as nation¬
alism in music. Music is a universal thing, and
what is termed nationalism in music is really noth¬
ing but environic suggestion. Supposing Wagner
had been born in New York, is there any reason
to suppose that he would not have written just the
same music as he did?”;
Shades of Grieg and Balakireff! Have we been
fondly imagining that the “Nordische Weisen” were
Norwegian, and “Islamey” Oriental, when they are
really nothing but products of environic suggestion?
What’s the difference, anyway? Does Moszkowski’s
“Aus aller Herren Lander” make him a citizen of
the world?
As a matter of fact, environi|?:suggestion is only
another name for national influence. It has played
its part, from Glinka and Weber-to Edward German.
Of course, it is not the only factor in music.
Tschaikowsky was accused by the Russians of being
too cosmopolitan; an atrocious accusation, which
the higher genius need attempt neither to palliate
nor to deny. Wagner’s lofty music-dramas, even
though they resulted in part from Weber’s folk¬
song school and the national legends, are works of
a genius not limited by local or national considera¬
tions.
Where Wagner was born .mattered little •
but what temperament he inherited, and in what
surroundings he lived, were of great importance;
and if that is all Mr. Sousa means, we can con¬
sistently support his platform. But a Wagner
descended from captains of industry and social leadi
/at!Sed m the metroP°bs of Manhattan
7hn, lT h-Veu rtten “L°bengrin” or “Tristan,”
though he might have known something of Rings.
talce tW ,ldUuaI geniUS is 0f Paramount impor, ’ *’ tkat wh;cb we call nationalism is still with
much
Soymany
^ lame W0Vld C0l1nt for
as
that his own °ne.m!gh* remind our “March King”
°W.n ™s,c 15 heM to be more or less distinctivelv AmpriVan I

itUry-n Tedy °f. the troubadour Adam de la Hale'-

MAKING REGULAR PROGRESS
BY THEODORE PRESSER.
. With most pupils progress is made de,
Not by a steady flow onwards like a rivt
leaps and bounds. Sometimes these sudd
follow each other in rapid succession, and
mind will remain at a standstill for a long.
while the most earnest effort is being m ,
philosophy of this we will not attempt ,.*.
but every teacher of experience has obsei
principle with himself and with his pupils
• Much of the discouragement arises i
k-nowing this principle of the action of ,1„
If good work ,s being done, res, assured ,|

mind
™nd

fcnf^refareud- f°r a changc-

,f ,he

these leaps forward.

Perhaps on,

wise
ut by
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,-riod
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this

For instance a nnt.il

musical novelties significant and other.
WISE.
week m-l'ht

f

our companies reserve one of their

Hude Coffin °tn Me Spu,r of the mornent would in
fnrl th R b, T Marion; remnants of Monteverde
ScarHttieavy taIlan,dayS; examPIes of the best in
bcarlatti, Reiser and Lully; Purcell’s “Dido
Tineas;” Handel’s “RodeHnda;”
‘The ^e 'r’s
RaPmreaa„-P“LsasS;

°f Grdtry> Monsigny,

examples of the early Mozart; ’“Lei Deux W
??!. ;, „rLa Vesta,eI” "Guillaume Tell;” “Hans Heil
ng.
Czar und Zimmermann;” “Life for the Czar”
and so on. A full historical cycle need not stop in
chreaT°OhPaSt’ bU‘rCOl,Id indude works stl g'veh
;D°".
‘ Aida,”
Sno°SeM
“Hins^Gr^^
exZJr™ and, “Pe,!sas et Melisande say one
example from ^ch great school of opera.
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“Actd” foot
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WIDELY QUOTED SOUSA INTERVIEW.
The Westminster Gazette, of England, quotes a nart
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remarks have occasioned much comment.
which

ner’s ‘Truffaldino.” based0on
1°^ ?“g0 DaffTwo Masters.” Berlin t ?" ,G°'d°n'LS
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Hans Huber, violin concertos by Kaufmann and
Schoeck, and works by David, Lampe and Maurictalso it will hear Hausegger s new Choral Symphony
Stenhammar has published a second piano concerto*
English novelties include^ Bantock’s orchestral
drama, "Fifine at the Fair,” a Stanford symphony
(No. 7), and variations by Arthur Hervey, entitled
"Life Moods.” A summer school of folk-song and
dance at Stratford sounds interesting
ColeridgeTaylor’s striking ‘Tale of Old Japan” is a sort of
native “Madama Butterfly” in cantata form
‘ In an unguarded moment the Musical Slur lard said
that a singer should have imagination.
w -\j
A. P.” writes to it that this doesn’t matt r if on*iv'
nrpec 'wronf Vino if

pressipn to lhe piadyin "S cf,a^ caa give the rivht exmay be full of expressL L "omP°3ition. A piece
^i' to correctly internrM
yCt the novicc 'vi!l
■Without musicianship t|,P
i he comPoser’s idea.
graSP the entire meaning ofP ayer Cannot hope to
*■ 01 a composition.

The j>upil n.,,.,
,
foundatio" 0f his ?"Jrs*and'hat the scales are the
Principle of a„
and that thev are the basic
forced, repeated, 1J
This should be
ScaleT0 p.recePt- until he f.Md' 'ne l-pon 1'nc, prePractice is the basis of""01 g/f away frorn ilS1S °f 3 Perfected technique.
A punctual pu'D;i ; T
’

The quality
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La Zlnaara Yalse Caprice, Air de Bullet, Pierrette and some
others Mme. Chamlnade again honors Thb Etude with a
contribution. This time, however, she presents in a very
fascinating manner her memories of her musical childhood.
It is needless to say that this arLicle will prove of great
value to those engaged in the search of historical material.
The translation is by Mr. A. S. Garhett—Editor’s Note.]

MY MEETING WITH BIZET.
In this way my childhood was spent—perpetu¬
ally under the influence of music. In the evenings,
after dinner, my parents and their friends played
trios and quartets, and my sister sang. When the
fatigue of sitting up too late was too much for me,
little child as I was, I used to creep under the huge
grand piano and allow myself to be lulled to sleep by
some piece of chamber music softly played.
One evening I was called to the drawing room
and introduced to a stout,, swarthy gentleman who

805
disposition. His hair was long and straight, ana
his eyes were deep and seaching. Earnest man,
as he was, he possessed many curious mannerisms
and eccentricities. Amongst other things, he was
never to be seen without his box of candies. Even
when he was teaching it remained open beside h.m
on the piano, and he never ceased devouring his
bon-bons. He ate them to an immoderate extent, but
was never conscious of the fact.
: Le Couppey was a severe teacher, always very
exacting while the lesson lasted, but once the les¬
son was over, this unrelenting task-master became
the mildest and most affectionate of men. He was
adored by his pupils, and delighted in being in their
midst.
He had a most astonishing faculty for
work, and never took any rest, believing that it
was time wasted. Le Couppey gave a considerable
number of lessons, and devoted as much individual
attention to each pupil as his limited time would
permit. I had the honor to be preferred above all
his pupils, and he found a nickname for me, calling
me his “first pedal.” This was an extraordinary
compliment when you recollect that he called th-e
pedal the “soul of the pianoforte.” Thus was Le
Couppey, whose pupils, during his career at the
Conservatoire, gained the greatest number of first prizes.
I have always had a special regard for this con¬
scientious, just, and most kindly of masters.

A TRICK ON SAVARD.
I studied harmony, counterpoint and fugue with
Savard. He was a very scholarly musician, but
The period of my early childhood recalls to me,
dry and pedantic, and I found him
clear in every detail, a thousand delightful memories.
rather too fond of strict rules. He
I remember the lawns where we used
never permitted one any freedom
to play, the broad stretches of green
of fancy, and to my mind he opposed
landscape, the hills, the many colored
more than he should have done
clumps of flowers, and the dark woods
any tendency towards originality on
and thickets in whose mysterious
the part of the student. He invari¬
depths I know not what ' charming,
ably commenced by finding every¬
long-forgotten games were played. It
thing bad. At first my respect for
is doubtless to this early environment
his authority effectually paralysed
I owe my love for stillness, and my
the rebellious feelings that crowded
weariness of the big cities.
upon me, but little by little 1 be¬
Many happy hours were spent in the
came less in awe of him. . My silent
house at Vesinet, where I still dwell,
endurance burdened me, and upon
and where I still hear the echoes of
several occasions 1 found that he
the cheery laughter of life-long
was positively unjust.
One /day,
friends.
Later, during the spring
therefore, I determined to put a
months, my parents took me to Peristop to it. I would play a trick
gord, Lafarge, where we owned some
upon the professor. In accordance
property. Our residence there seems
with my instructions, I would bring
. to have been more subdued; yet I
still retain very tender memories of. a
to my next lesson a little fugue!
The day came. In all innocence
limpid stream, a perfumed terrace, im¬
mense linden trees, broad stretches of
I placed my exercise before the pro¬
open country, and of a lofty old house
fessor.
with its quiet, cheery apartments.
“But that’s all wrong—it’s full of
Nevertheless, my most delightful
blunders,” he commenced. “What
hours were assuredly those spent at
have I told you? You will not lis¬
Vesinet, running races and holding
ten! Why do you not remember
picnics on the grass. Like all young
what I tell you?” With a furious
girls, I had hosts of friends, dolls, toys,
he commenced to make correc¬
, dogs, a cat, and a parrot. But all the
tions, grumbling the while.
MME. CECILE CHAMINADE IN 3JER HOME.
realm of childhood over which I ruled,
I let him go on for a bit. Then
This photograph was taken expressly for The Etude and shows the composer’s favorite
served a purpose peculiar to myself.
with all the innocence in the vfrorld,
piano at which she has worked out the compositions which have
This glorious world of chosen friends,
I remarked:
charmed millions.
i delightful make-believe, and dumb
“Oh, I beg your pardon, maitre.
'friends, furred and feathered, all bebut
I
have
made
a mistake! The fugue is not
made me play all the pieces I knew. My childish
, came pretexts for music—everything I possessed.
mine—it
is
one
of Bach’s.”
compositions amu&ed him very much, and he sub¬
There was a long silence.
mitted me to a complete musical examination.
MY FIRST COMPOSITIONS.
I had in fact, copied a little known fugue of the
While my back was turned to the piano, he rapidly
old German master’s, and presented it as the fruit
While quite a tiny tot I used to compose, and it
touched the keys, and bade me name them to him.
of my own endeavors. Gradually his amazement
seems to me that I have always possessed an in¬
Then followed some chords, and the examination
passed. He continued his criticisms, and little by
strument upon .which to express my thoughts. My
closed with some musical dictation. When I had
little demonstrated to me the excellence of the
cat and my dogs, like everything else, were merely
finished, the gentleman said to my father, “She un¬
work submitted to his judgment. The shock, never¬
an excuse for a musical parade. My dolls danced
doubtedly has the gift. Give her all the opportunity
theless, had been severe, and for the rest of th-e
.he pavan, I dedicated slumber-songs to my dogs,
for coming to the front, and she cannot fail, but,
day he was disposed to judge my work more leni¬
and for my cat, whose ways were mysterious and
above all, do not bore her.”
ently. I was given more license to follow my own
. unaccountable, I would compose a nocturne, or a
The stout, swarthy gentleman was Georges Bizet,
bent.
serenade lunaire—a moonlight serenade.
the illustrious composer of Carmen, a near neigh¬
MUSICAL HYPOCRITES.
My ingenuity was most freely taxed, however, in debor of ours, and a great friend of my uncle, in
Mystification of the kind indicated in this little
' vizing games in which my little friends could take
company with whom he journeyed every day from
anecdote is. I must admit, one of my pet foibles.
part. At the age of twelv-e I used to compose
Vesinet to Paris.
After this memorable evening, a
I love to play jokes—harmless enough at bottom—
ballets, and I would often prepare them for my
new musical life was opened to me. I passionately
which go to prove the sincerity of judgment dis¬
parents by way of a. surprise. With my sister, rqv
surrendered myself to study, but whenever any one
played by my friends, and even nowadays, I con¬
brother and my playmates, I worked unceasingly.
attempted to impose upon me a task which was
tinue to practice them with satisfaction, and often.
distasteful, I would recall to myself the words of
I arranged the steps, invented the figures, designed
I fear, with some bitterness of feeling. It has en¬
Bizet—"above all, do not bore her.”
the costumes, sent out the invitations, and disposed
abled me to understand how limited is the number
of everything. The costumes were all specially
of those whose criticisms are unaffected by what
LE
COUPPEY
AS
A
TEACHER.
designed for the occasion. Every hole and corner
others say. The great majority of people are con
About
the
same
time,
I
began
to
take
lessons
not previously rmsacked was searched; not a drawer
tented with opinions which are preconceived, and
with Le Couppey, professor of pianoforte playing
was left untouched; the most obscure hiding-places
ready-made. They are prevented by inertia and
at the Conservatoire, and author of the famous
were compelled to give up their secret treasures.
often by ignorance from revising opinions which
piano method. He was a man who possessed great
Old silks, old laces, veils—our ravages spared
are incomplete or hastily formed. Many times I
force of character, and was of a somewhat austere
nothing.
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IS WOMAN’S MUSICAL TALENT REALLV
a man of keen wit. Nobody knows better than he
admi«Vd ^ meanCuh°ly P*easure of compelling
limited?
admiration for a trashy piece, or a hasty improvi¬
how to give a touch of originality to an anecdoje,
The following quotation is from an article bv
sation merely by attaching to it the name of a
and how to invest a simple story with an indescrib¬
great master, and, on the other hand, of causing
appeared in the London
George Lowe which *vvme
able relish. Though of foreign birth, Parisians hnd
Musical Opinion. The writer leans toward the tiinc.
ftd!!r.S.e cntl^sr" of a masterpiece by presenting
it hard to believe that he has not always trodden
old opinion that woman’s musical talent 18
is bmited
:°rk 0f an “nknown composer. The genthe asphalt of the boulevards.
’vho asserts that he has heard Beethoven’s
because of her sex. This position w<
Nevertheless, his wit, caustic as it may be, harms
‘‘eve is not
■\h r,al Symphony more than seventy times, and that nobody, and his barbs are free from venom. To
at all tenable. The intrinsic merit c
ht
work of
he knows its every detail 1 have often compelled
our women composers cannot be es
one who asked his opinion upon a very distinguished
lated solely
H?ah dTe- Wlth a11 ,external Signs Of ecstasy the
by comparison with their male
modern composer, whose ability is incontestable,
cmporaries.
disheartening stupidity of some insignificant ‘roself, aa*
1 heirs IS
pccuuav i"
m uscii,
Theirs
is a laieni
talent peculiar
but whose polyphonic originality borders at times
indicated
upon cacophony, he replied, ‘T am sorry, dear
by the remarkably virile and characteristic work of
b^t
mAnf ‘?e l3dy ,wh° cannot endure anything
£
u tra“modern music-have I not seen
friend, but you must consult a medical specialist.
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach.
We would recommend
I am only a musician.”
English writers to investigate the art fishing ac.
Chords?00" aW3y 31 th* S°Und °f a few dissonant
To another who inquired after a concerto for
complishments of this foremost Americ. n composer
violoncello and orchestra which Moszkowski had
before predicting that woman’s musical dent; may
GODARD’S ABSENTMINDEDNESS.
commenced;, but afterwards abandoned, he care¬
be limited. However, the writer has t
rcssed his
Among the musicians who visited our house au,
fully explained, "At that time I was suffering from
ideas with clearness and interest whirl
lainis the
insomnia, and I swallowed a multitude of drugs
'their chaermarIyadayS and brightened- our lives with
attention of the music-lov
'
rested in
1 ■£ *
Personallty were Benjamin Godard,
without effect. There remained one last chance:
the musical progress of women.
Emmanuel Chabner, and, later, my brother-in-law
to write a concerto for the ’cello. But my doctor
“Among
the
varied
branches
of
w<
Maunce Moszkowski. Benjamin Godard-who was’
whereby
has advised, me not to make a habit of taking such
women have gained great popular rein
>n. that
£ mv Wr -nen and my teacher—was something of
powerful opiates.”
of the art of song writing may be pofitly ?c.
h,vmy ‘ Cn m aPPearar>ce. He was very tail, incrediThese great artists of whom I have spoken were
counted. Plato recognized the gciier.tl
Diy stern, and as unyielding as a stick. His hair
stability
my friends from the earliest times, and one can
of women to most offices more than t
i
housand
ion?
infl,eX'ible aS his body’
worn very
easily imagine the benefit which resulted from
years ago when he wrote in his ‘Rcpul
There
'£ he
i'ttle' much «iven to self-commun
their companionship. Thanks to them, I never
is not then, my friend, any office ann >n
< whole
recolfect hi! b
S°me VagUe legendary spirit. I
lacked the encouragement so necessary for a be¬
inhabitants of the city peculiar to the
wh£ !! I- T£tlngr mC °ne day- and meeting me.
ginner.
They
sustained
and
comforted
me
from
with the kindest of inquiries.
I answered him
sidered as woman, nor to man considered
nan; but
the
very
beginning
of
that
most
difficult
of
all
that I was not feeling at all well, and that I wa
the geniuses are indiscriminately difiu
through
careers—above all for a woman—the career of a
’suffering very much. He wore a “far-awav” look ii
both. The woman is naturally fitted f.,
-•ring in
musician. Many other great artists came to our
all offices and so is the man: but th<
>man is
reJlkdT’ tUt W‘th a" a'r °f Perfect affabihty, h,
hou?!~?°tabJ^:Marsick, for whom I used to play
w.e@ker.jp all than the man ’ This Iasi
• rtion i»
accompaniments. The musical atmosphere in which
“f,llons! So much th« better, so much the betqualified by saying that 'there arc in
women
1 lived increased in me the desire to “produce.” I
who in many things excel many men.'
gave
myself
up,
more
and
more,
to
composition.
Godard s stiffness and reserve earned him some
{‘With regard to music, however, it
to be
enemies who attacked his music more than his
acknowledged
that
woman
has
not
raised
rsclf
to
MY METHODS OF COMPOSING.
personality. Quite a number of people decried
so hi£h a position as she has gained .
, rature
I
developed
the
habit
of
composing,
by
prefer¬
f0c reas0ns -Which had aothing to ao
and ih art. Music can show no woman
ence,
in.
the
evening,
and
succeeding
years
have
and urhnnC'
tfUe ** 'S tbat suPerficial politeness
commanding a genius as George Eli.d
!harstrengthened the habit. The surroundings of nature
the woddi6 CoH "!irS,acquire f°r one the favor of
lotte Bronte in literature nor as Rosa r
t e world Godard, however, was more frank than
are indispensable for me for creative work, whether
art. Women composers have elected t..
it be -near, the. sea, forest, plain or mountain. I
■dCe°voGonWlth WS fHendS’ and WaS capable °"Vreat
lie
Javor
in
works
of
small
calibre—mi
>
do not like big cities and cannot work in them I
modern song—rather than in the largei
can only work when everything is peaceful knd
the brilliant chabrier.
They have seemed to shun painting
quiet around me.
This appears to be a Snd If
broad
canvas, though occasionally they hair
•Igjfoe^sannot imagine a greater antithesis to the
natura shyness which I cannot conquer, for I adore
! much
rltshnction outside the somewhat na:>
hvmg
solitude
where
few
friends
come
to
trouble
limits
stTut thick01?03" °f U
than the
within
which
they
have
circum,mired
:
Stout, thick-set vigorous, bull-head, devil-may-care
me. _ My most intimate pleasures are those which
iselvcs.
The wo operas, Dcr Wald an,I The MV.-,
of Dr,
iT m'l|ErT,"iYkr'~h?“ny a"d “‘“'*1 ki«Ethel Smyth are cases to the point
hrier was the very incarnation of the every-day

£T”L

“d

ilSS-cS.

of •—> ** b’“5”’
This brilliant musician—too . soon lost to art—
■ thilta l-Ty ™erCUriaI ternPerament. Ambitious, en¬
thusiastic and good-hearted, he was a loyal friend
tb those whom he liked. At this period, however,
tnhT-!S subject to fits of profound melancholy, irrindrs'of athe fen£snes8’ w,tich were the forerunfrom on m d? Ct malady which
took him
Dalle! It k dSj .In . more exalted moments he
passed all bounds in his 'enthusiasm for artists and

When I complete a work, I am reluctant tn
it published immediately, preferring to keep it hidden in a drawer for some considerable time until
I come across it again and find I have confidence m
t. I am afraid that the enthusiasm which always
accompanies a work at its inception may lot c£

true art. Speaking generinT?^0
” al
niay be said
k ^ ®enera - •
sense o: bumoi

5X 7
"irw“
*• wT
I™I recall,
among other
things, a musicale

tneless

hapPy-g°-U,cky Chabrier became
or a moment the very embodiment of tragedy On

to the publisher, but I have . h„™

”d

h , efforts
snhc
*r iv
Mis
to control
his h?”h'
irritability at the begin-

,

”

’"”king mku’ “ »■“’

oloLdf r6 eVen,ng resu,ted at the end in an ex¬
plosion of uncanny fury. My salon was at that
' shaft prnamented. wlth a picture of Gounod, and I
shall always retain a vivid mental picture of ooor
S’om" and
arndWIaddressing
H han<1 the portrait with It'S
,r6om.
a volume

-| Sparer",ook»*—

' Nevertheless, this strange, stricken man was an
enthusiast and a man of conviction.
Everybody
knows with what devotion he fourrht
,

fortunes. .And how "Sly^onT^ecMifThe ”n’
swerving friendship he bore for Catull Mendes and
how passionately he acclaimed the works of’that
sIender’ w>th long old-fashioned mousgfe acc®ntuating a fine head, possessed of great
dignity and an air of perfect
distinction MaS
. ^
Jtaity
perfe^TS
iee
Moszkowski completes the
circle of musidal!
Who were on intimate terms at our home. An un¬
mistakable man of the world, he is one If th
amd0dSsttol'san|C°nVerSati0na,istS of our tirne> ana
adds to his gifts as a musician, the attractiveness of

things
writers
i rank.
Kilities
ficiant V|C,r ma C C°mpe,i,ors arc oeeas,
ly de
chrm7anen!;re-deHcnCy
and arc
refine,n-/th
TWr
attractions of which
v,„.
,
as weenl!’-h0WeVer’ is rcco8n'2ab!c in si.
there are
great’ and amon8 modern s. ■:
ThJZl
many wonien who take very I,
J^Wintroduced into the
,er^ain

ACQUIRING A GOOD TOUCH
Y FRANKLIN TAYLOR.

than With 'Sti&SrSZSZl’S'.’S*
playing were the sole object sought eo!d tTu
could never be acquired. In view then of a
h

When from

■

CHRISTMAS.

ts jS? Sl^z^rse'!6

Shouted for joy, while
S°’l °f God
Again, when He was hT“g tbe morning stars.

axiom may

ca«.«d by ,hs",“eS
used finger is comparatively unimportant anT w'n
their keys
formation of a good touch.

are notable exceptionTto^h^ ,a?king; tho,,ph ther<
of the modern ideas of
th ? e’ As
,llc cffecl
Max Reger and rt i
Sl,ch as Richard Strauss
cians, liftle trace o I
”',SSy l,pon
^».sipreferred to found thl;
°, erv,b,e
Thc-V have
the older composers rr-LW°r,k Upon ,he mo<lcls of
« clear conTSe m
! thcm’ t,lcy ha'e aimed
harmonic basis. Proh kidy'-h"'11 l,pon a definite
treating a noem
°ba°‘y in their methods of
niodernism, but tlievTh'3' ° cdten been influenced bydisregard for the accent!! !0t general'y shown that
of their masculine clntamharm0n,C rules that many
We have therefore h ”i POranes have displayed,
cave mirror distortions ofShare<1 ‘h°Se convex con'
Jess gifted members of thn au.ty that sonlc of the
dieted upon us.”
tbe rn°dern school have in-

P

^
nt’ the

kT'Create the world I, Wh°Se mission ’twas>
Hugh heaven poured f0 l °m crror’” niKht'
1° hymn the advent of 7k h?,r *nyriad angel hosts
Ihen let us with th* ° vC Prince of Peace.”
To greet the approach If
Ch°n,s -i0'"’
brought the prom; ' th/‘ au?Picious day.
ich even now. with e! of tIlat “Peace on Earth,”
Shl«es through the st!!6'’ bnghtening smile,
world.
storms that still distract the
—Dr. Hugh A. Clarke.

same manner and the sound of a common chord thus
distinguished from its inversions. I assure you I hav
known hundreds of quite unclever people get thus far
but I admit that it generally require* a good deal of
coaxing and the incentive of seeing othersJoing it.
When this stage has been reached and not till then
we are fit to understand what Harmony has to tell us
and to absorb it. Harmony, like English Grammar,
would like to tidy up all the confusion and litter in
vour mind. But there must be litter there for it to act
upon. It seeks to put all the different sound-effects into
separate pigeon-holes of your brain and labd teem so
that you will know them again. (It is true mat me
Professor of Composition at the Royaf Academy of Music.
names on the labels are somewhat uncouth-but so are
the names on botanical and chemical specimens and a
London, England
trifling knowledge of Latin would soon make that all
right ) But where is the use of telling you what a
Dominant Seventh is an how it behaves if you dont
know one when you hear it? Seeing it is of no avail.
I often see girls puzzling out their figured bass exercises
and counting up the intervals on their fingers. The
progression of very familiar chords going from C major
thing becomes a mere sum and they cannot tell, when
to D minor and the next four an almost similar sCt of
you play it to them which particular exercise out of
chords coming back to C—that the whole melody is
several it is.
sequential and that the harmonies, had he but been
THE COMMON CHORDS.
trained to recognize them, are absolutely household
You must have, then, before your mind can be tidied
words to him. The curious dreamy broken part in the
up, a lot of sound-effects half digested and a vague
middle, which seems so incoherent, is rendered per¬
gives some sound advice wmen our^
teclinical terms
sense that one chord sounds different from another.
fectly clear by a slight knowledge of harmony. There
Even among the most ignorant I seldom find a student
Nadira wh^ live neve? °sntnd?edd H^r^on^m^r^nefited
is, in fact, in this piece, not one chord or pair ot
fail to aisunguisn
distinguish the
who can tan
me ugly diminished
.— triad
by this article, wf have attempted ^deHne^t^^ definitlons
chords that one has not played a thousand times before.
from the pure common chord, except when tney s..
ft the'enT0Pt°the article—Editob of The Etude.]
them on paper. Our terrible musical notation is here,
WHAT LEARNING HARMONY MEANS.
as always, a greater stumbling-block to learners than
■The most unpopular part of musical study is certainly
To learn harmony means to learn these chords and
they know; the beginnings of harmony are therefore
Strict Counterpoint, and next to that Harmony, or
pairs of chords once and for all, instead of stumbling
best taught orally. Harmony, after giving a number
J Theory as it is vaguely called. The very vagueness of
over them again and again every time they are en¬
of definitions and names to things (which now you
the name explains the dislike and tells of non-comprecountered. But no! the student is content to practise
will dimly perceive the use of)proceeds to describe how
hension. Students in general fail to see how wnting
scales and arpeggios for years without a thought that
a common chord, major or minor, is the only complete
ugly exercises in four part harmony can help them in
they are anything more than ugly and tiresome exer¬
kind of sound-combination; all the others being incom¬
singing or learning instrumental pieces which are wtitcises for the fingers.
Yet these exercises contain
plete andi unstable. It is obliged to enter into details
' ten as if the worrying rules about “consecutive fifths
in themselves nearly all the harmony he needs to
and show you how when our chord is placed with its
arid “consecutive octaves” had no existence. And I fear
know — the common chord, the dominant seventh
third in the bass it sounds weaker (that is, somewhat
that the text-books are somewhat to blame, m that they
chord, the diminished seventh chord and the con¬
as if it needed the assistance of another chord to fol¬
are written from too mechanical and arbitrary a stand¬
struction of the major and minor scales
Hew in¬
low) and when with its fifth in the bass it seems toppoint. I do not remember to have seen the ear tnencredibly foolish it is to drum these on the-piano for
heavy and almost, yet not quite, like a discord.
tioned in any harmony-book, and even the words conhours every day and yet know nothing of what they are
You will find no difficulty in comprehending such de¬
3? and “discord” are used only as technical terms
trying to teach you! Look at the time you might save 1
tails when once you have brought your ear to the pitch
and with little reference to their aesthetic significance.
Methinks I hear some virtuous student protest But
of conjuring up the sound of a common chord, but
I did study harmony for two years and only left it off
whether
all this will be digested and become part of
WHAT THE STUDENT GAINS BY KNOWING HARMONY.
because I could not sec that it did me any good!
yourself depends partly upon how it is presented to
Let me try to explain to students what they lose by
not if you learnt it as you do your piano—as a mechani¬
you and partly upon whether after all you really care
not knowing all about Harmony and what they would
cal operation. What you say only confirms what i
at all about music. You know there are plenty of peo¬
gain by possessing that knowledge.
' .
guessed before—that you have been, like so many, try¬
ple who profess to adore music but they really approach
Firstly I would ask them to realize—what is too often
ing to learn music by the eye instead of by the ear.
it as they would a looking-glass—to behold them¬
ignored-that “learning music” comprises three totally
Let me tell you flow your musical education ought to
selves shining therein. But my point is to show how
distinct operations: the understanding of music as a
have proceeded—how it may still proceed, if you care
simple Harmony really is.
thing, the reading of music that is written down and
to take a little trouble; how you may become a good
Having learnt all about common chords the student
the reproduction of this upon voice or instrument.
musician.
can hardly fail to notice the prevalence of such in all
Students in general believe themselves to be concerned
THE VALUE OF SIGHT SINGING.
ordinary music, nor their increasing paucity as we ap¬
with the last only; the first they deem unnecessary and
You should first have been taught sight-singing, by
proach what is foolishly called “modern music.
I say
the second “a gift” which it is useless to stnve j°r ,e ' either the Tonic sol-fa or other method: there are
“foolishly called” because extravagant writing is no
All these ideas are wholly erroneous Take a S1™p
several, all equally good. You should thus have learnt
invention of to-day nor yesterday.
example for proof. Nearly every pupil when first set
to gauge intervals and sing, or hum, or whistle them.
down to try Schumann’s Arabeske—that pretty and easy
You would have learnt to refer every note to its; key¬
THE DOMINANT SEVENTH.
note and every interval to its place in the scale. What.
Well the next chord we are introduced to, the chord
But you have not learnt all this, and don t want to.
of the Dominant Seventh, has a strangely familiar
But you do, and you can easily teach yourself. Come
sound about it. And well it may have, for it is Nature s
now: Every time you are on the point of beginning to
own particular chord that she utters everywhere. Hot
play, just make a rule of asking yourself how these
only in our pianoforte exercises have we heard it long,
two notes or chords that your hands are poised over
but with every note we.strike or sing the fairy sounds
are going to sound. It will hardly delay you an instant
of this chord, three octaves higher, peal out, whether
and will force you to listen, which is half the way to
we can actually hear them with our ears or not. It may
good playing. If you persevere in doing this you will
seem strange that this ever-present chord should be a
presently be able to hear each note a fraction before
discord, requiring something else to complete its effect
you sound it. and to hear notes is some way towards
but so it is. When we can hear anything at all we feel
understanding music, without which your performance
that the harsh seventh must fall to the note below, while
is like reciting a poem in a language which neither
the third-the leading, or sensitive note of the scalespeaker nor hearer understands.
yearns to resolve the ugly diminished fifth that separates
it from its fellows by going up to meet it. And behold.
HEARING WITH THE EYE.
the notes of these two chords comprising six out of
Now to hear notes in succession and appreciate their
the seven notes of their scale, whenever we hear them
relationship-in other words to understand melody and
both we know what key we are in. Thus, to discover
rhythm—is easy to all; but to hear notes m combination
at any moment what key the music is in one has only
—i. e. to take in harmony—is not so simple. I nnd that
to listen for a dominant seventh and its resolution.
once the ability to hear two notes together is acquired
■ the hearing of three or four is not so hard, and few
THE DIMINISHED SEVENTH.
chords consist of more than four different sounds. This
The only other chord of any importance that we
is where the practice of two- and three-part Counter¬
need to learn is the Diminished Seventh.
This is
point is of valuable assistance, but if you are afraid to
familiar enough to the fingers of the pianist from the
dabble in that art for fear of becoming clever—I have
pleasant fact of its always lying comfortably under the
had this excuse offered me by more than one pupil
fingers and feeling the same in any position. It should
Deceived by the breaking up of the broken chords into
you can teach yourself what a major or minor .third
i
i . r ;i: —
cov-c -f/rtt- q cimilnr reason ! it
four parts he (it is generally she) learns the who e of
cnnnrls like bv humming the two component notes hrst
tk» tWn first naues wrongly and has to learn them

The Simplicity of Harmony
By FREDERICK CORDER
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and down that scale and be converted—either by any ming away at things that have long lost all sense to
them, instead of using their brains for thirty minutes or
one of its notes falling a semitone or any three rising
so and then turning to something else! It is not as n
a semitone—into a Dominant Seventh in any key what¬
music were a difficult art either. The'difficulty arises
ever. It is the very Proteus of chords, and if the
because you will try to mix up three things together
Dominant Seventh tells us what key we are in it is
the comprehension of music, the deciphering of the
the function of the Diminished Seventh to puzzle us
hieroglyphics in which it is written down and the reproagreeably by concealing and changing the key. A pity
duction of it on an instrument. If one could only tackle
it causes so much trouble to the reader!
these studies one at a time how simple « would be 1
These are all the chords that matter in music. Pass¬
ing notes hardly need explanation. Suspensions—the
HOPE FOR GROWN UPS.
moving from one chord to another leaving one note or
Finally and in conclusion when you ( whether pianist or
more lagging behind—are only troublesome when writ¬
singer) find yourself a grown up person with a miserably
ten down; play them and all the difficulty vanishes.
poor ear, don't take the lazy course of saying: “Oh, all
“This is all very well,” says the student, “but with all
these things are gifts; either you can do them or you
their inversions and the different way they are placed,
can’t: I’m sure I should never be able to hear any note,
whose ear can distinguish one from another of these
let alone two or three,” because it is simply not true. You
multitudinous chords ?”
have learnt far more difficult things before you were
five years old—for example, to stand on your feet w.thONLY A FEW CHORDS NEEDED.
out falling. We all come into the world babies with
Now that is where you go wrong again They are
blank minds and learn just what we care to learn. How
not multitudinous by any means. Just listen! You are
can it be difficult to train your ear to recognize intervals
told in the books that there is a common chord on every
when you are listening to them all day long? How'can
degree of the scale except the leading note. But you
it be hard to recognize chords when even the motor-cars
rarely want to use more than three: those on the 1st, in the streets are shouting them at you perpetually?
4th and 5th degrees. Get some simple tunes—any ordi¬ The huntsman can distinguish between the sounds of all
nary songs—and you will find that you can harmonize
birds and beasts because he wants to; the—what d'ye
them on just these chords and (with occasional addition call him?—colored person in a hotel can distinguish any
of the. 7th to the dominant chord) you will find them
one of a dozen bells because it will save him a useless
quite sufficient for general purposes. As to distinguish¬ journey to the wrong door and you can, at least I sup¬
ing them, there are only three kinds of sound—four, if pose so, put your finger on any one of 84 pianforte
you reckon the major and minor varieties of the com¬
keys that you wish, merely by wanting to. Let me give
mon chord. These two, as I have said, sound comfort¬
you a still better example. I once had. a native of
able and “done with” in any key and position. You
Southern India sent over to me to study Western music,
cannot confuse their sound with that of the familiar
under penalty of death if he failed. Our very tuning—
dominant seventh—which has four notes, too—nor this
our notes and scales—all were to him as so much sense¬
with the sinister and indefinite diminished seventh
less noise.. Well, in three years he went back a very
And you, who can tell the difference between your back
fair musician and with a bandmaster’s diploma, simply
door bell and your front door bell 1
because he had to. Only say to yourself “This is my
O yes, there are other chords, of course; but once you
job; I’ve got to master it, or I shall be of no account!”
have broken the ice and trained your ear to the pitch
and very soon you will be able to turn round and agree
of wishing to distinguish between one chord and an¬
with me that Harmony is as simple as simple.
other it would not matter if there were a thousand.
You would soon learn them all. Ce n’est que le premier
DEFINITIONS.
pas qui coiite—(It is only the first step that counts) ;
The following definitions refer to terms employed
persuade yourself that music is for the ear and not for
in the foregoing article by Mr. Frederick Corder,
the eye and you have taken the first real step in a musi¬
cal education.
and have been prepared for the assistance of those
who may never have studied Harmony. A fuller
And when you become a musician you will probably
explanation may be obtained from Dr. Hugh A.
wonder at a curious omission from the harmony books.
Clarke’s
.Harmony.
Why do they never point out how much prettier or
Figured Bass. (Often called Thorough Bass, Con¬
uglier some chords are than others ? They never tell
tinued Bass and in German, General Bass.) This
you that the chromatic chords are nearly all beautiful
refers to a bass part provided with figures above
and they give you suspensions or major ninths in the
the notes (a kind.of numerical short-hand) to indi¬
bass without any apology, hideous as they are. I con¬
cate what chords are to be employed with the bass
fess I think this a sad mistake on the part of the theor¬
notes. At one time it was customary for the musi¬
ists, who would doubtless plead that they are only con¬
cian to be so proficient in reading and deciphering
cerned with grammar and not with graces of style; but
these figures that he could take any figured bass and
I think the plea insufficient. We want to learn the
play the chords indicated at sight. The accompa¬
beauties of sound properly at first and to leave all
niments to such works as the Handel oratorios were
abnormalities for afterwards. It is easy to be ugly (or
at least, I used to think so).
once written in this way. Later figured bass be¬
came the basis of all harmony instruction. In more
WHY BECOME INFERIOR HUMAN PIANO-PLAYERS?
methods63'3 “ 1,33 bee" discarded in some harmony
But I still hear the recalcitrant student mutter: “I
don’t wanf .to know what key I am in. I can play very
well without knowing.” Well, I defy you to read music
without knowing, unless some one invents a new nota¬
tion easier than ours. No note tells the reader its name
unless he knows what key he is in, and the once useful
device of a key-signature is now not of much use after
the first eight bars or so. As to playing well, perhaps
your hearers may not be so satisfied as you are I
think one can generally tell whether a man understands
what he is saying or not and anyway, where is the fun
of studying to make oneself into merely an inferior
species of pianola when one might be getting rational
enjoyment out of the matter? The construction of a
piece of good music is such a simple thing to the musi¬
cian and such an impenetrable mystery to the ignorant!
And its comprehension is so easily within the reach of
REAL EFFORT DEMANDED.
“Sixthly and lastly, my brethren, do try to bear in
mind that learning anything means real effort and initi¬
ative on the part of the learner and not just passively
receiving what a teacher pumps into him. Lessons are
not like pills, which you swallow in faith (and a little
cold water), hoping to derive some indefinite good from
them. I say this because the teacher of Harmony suf¬
fers so much from this torpid attitude on the part of
his students. Also in their instrumental “practice” how
often do they sit for hours, self-hypnotized and drum-

thirds super-imposed. It may be found on the seVenth degree of any major scale, or on the second
and seventh degrees of any minor scale.
IUuslfa
lion: The notes B, D, F, read.ng from bottom Up.
ward, form the diminished triad. B is the seventh
degree of both C major and C minor. B is also the
second degree of the scale of A minor.
The Dominant Seventh Chord is the natural
chord formed on the fifth degree of any scale. jt
is composed of a major third, a i erfect fifth and a
minor seventh. In the key of C this chord would
read from the lowest note up G, B, D, F. A dominant seventh can be formed on any m.t
It takes
its name from the name of its lowest note as the
fifth degree of any scale is called the dominant.
The Diminished Seventh Chord is composed of three
minor thirds superimposed. It may I
made by
taking the seventh, second, fourth and fiat sixth
degrees of any minor scale. For instance, in the
scale of C minor the chord B, D, F, ' fiat forms
a diminished seventh. This chord is ext me]y use¬
ful in modulating from one key to an
er. The
full significance of the chord is ably - fiained in
Dr. Clarke’s Harmony.
A Chromatic Chord is a chord in which
c 0r more
of the notes of the chords is altered
an acci¬
dental sign (sharp flat or natural). Tl.
ucidental1
in a chromatic chord is a note foreign
the key.
Illustration: The chord C. E, G sharp in
,■ key of
C is a chromatic chord because tin- n. .:
sharp is
foreign to the key of C.
Progression is the movement of one chm
another
or the movement of one note (someth:
called a
v.oice or part) in a chord to another n
Illustra¬
tion: Imagine the following chord in ti
Key C
reading from the lower or first-men n.i
note un- *
ward. C on the bass staff; B, D, F on the treble
staff. This chord is the dominant scvt-in chord of
the key of C. The most natural nm.n
• ,,f this
chord is as follows: The G in the bus.
followed
by either the C above or the C below. I !
I! j„ the
treble is followed by the C immediate! v ,
. <• The
•.Dmv.be foliowed by the F. above or ,!„ c below,
the F is almost invariably followed bv •!
K below
p &uch. movement of the voices on < i-.,
is called
Progression and with the chords memi.
d above
Th‘?-me,d, th.e. Rcso,ul'on of the domin.
seventh
vivinJ the
u feeling
fd,rSOnatjng
chord is followed
a chord
giving
of content

with
°r St!P °t,the minor
beginning
note is the'fiftl "1° 6 ^ c6 ,peldect fi^h above any
note is the fifth degree of the scale beginning with
TreiaTonncn°sC ET*
commo Vh°rd or Major
u A
n , ?* The m,nor form of the common chord on C (minor triad) is C, E flat G
Consecutive Fifths or Octaves. Consecutive intervals
are simp y two intervals, one fifth or one octave
ei'ther

eaclVather scale-wise (diatonically)
UP ^ or down the scale. Illustration: Play D
and the A above it on the piano in the form of

(or Hie r °T rliS ty ,r1C adjacent E and B above
(or the C and G immediately below). This move
ment of the intervals is known as consecutive??™
times parallel) fifths. In most works ™ ?,!

Sfl
cated ear.

These intervals are all used in modlrn

themrbles!’’nS

maSterS

in “how to violate

The Diminished Triad is composed of two minor

cism whatever merely because we.haVe t0
God-given genius, and a program given on one evening.
? ? gfor instance as the Diabelli variations, the Eroica
variations, and the Hammer Clavier sonata’ 18 cert3??
no evidence of reverence for Beethoven There are but
few professional musicians who wouid attend such
concert out of pure enthusiasm, though there1 arc: not
a few who might, out of simple vanity, offer a scheme

seventh

chord?" T?ferS ‘° any order,v ^'cession
chords. The repetition at least three li,

notes or
„f anv

=cendin?h°f-at
meI°dy regularly a»ecn«l
scending
by intervals.

or de

HOW MUSICAL SOUNDS COME TO US.
travel tow ? fami'iar with thc fa“ that sounds
of
XT
°r ?Vay from « m “wav,
vet few
stands on ?,
what ^cs place.
If’a man
Plavs lo?H1
P
°rm °f a ,:lrSe audit -urn and
is audibl ^11°° 3 trombon-e or a cornet.
e sound
sotod eL
°Ver tHe hal1' W* are told that the

a —s of

The Common Chord is formed by combining any note
' The
rnt -TTv
? of
'?in0r
its third
Perfectdegree
fifth.
The major
third
any third
note and
is the
or step of the major scale beginning with the
given note. The minor third above any note is the

NOT ALL BEETHOVEN WORKS EQUALLY
INTERESTING.
It is not necessary, however, to induge in no criti¬

around

d-th^uTr^itrthe cornet-How then
in the se?0tTfn

t,le air is very

wave motion

watch the wave?iMoV” th<\deck °f 3 liner and
mass of water was rn i°kS V thoUgh an immense
°f fact the water doe nnot h'lg
35 -a. matt^
you threw a cork on tl
changc ,tS posl,,on' If
down in one ni
tbe water u would bob up and
showing that??6 3 m?St as if i{ were anchored, thus
to make up the sT/T* df°PS °f water which go
turning found in a d°, n0t change Places, but are
-oul™^

of Wheat voi|Jw;uVatCh the W,nd b,ow across a fi,eld
rolling along in ,i7 as thou8h the wheat were
ously the wheat ,«?• °- tide Hke the sea> yet obvi'
waves, the particle,?? !" the same place- In sound
the drops of water •
m°Ve aImost exactly like
motion is much b- ? the Sea' excePt that the com°f the hall-scar g?Tater’ owing to the confinements
is not displaced?it
tb* a'> i« the room
the movement is
r? set into wave motion, and
to our sense of touch'^ that
is n0t percePtible

W„R corn at Glasgow, Scotland, April
10CT& f HlMr was a noteda ancehmuslc.aaTheSefd?' ■
SeT L°aVpnl0a Pu]^^ Ka^enne^ and ^r
fwaSaS ?!

Uszt as a “favorlte_pupll’;
long
s Tn* Europe and in __lOfmiate
many successful^
composition
deprived
his increasing
m «(jmc has
years Ms
increasing attention
»u“uv“ fi;:,,:;™',,
rxtrnt. His
-- V^lTranches of the
thee public of his
Ws services as

the Diabelli variations, and feign to be enthusiastic
over them. Nay, they even pretend to be offended at
others who are brave enough to own their honest con¬
victions in this matter. It is a generally agreed conven¬
tion that the classical masters-among whom Beethoven
takes the first place-may not be criticized, nor are they
to be regarded as being less successful in one case than
in another. What they have done must be considered
as perfect—even what is monotonous and tiresome must
be viewed with reverence. It will be long before these
antiquated opinions begin to give way.

„„_,PWL- produced with
brought out at Prague afl
in 190^
and
of” the”European
operatic centre®
such great success
nown work of this composer.—Editor
Is probably the besl
of The Etude.]
What a flood of sensations, of emotions, the name
of Beethoven calls up within us! With what rev^
ence we speak of it and look up to him! The coloss
might—the greatness of his genius transcends that of
& possess creative power no mat er in wba
field of art they may be exercised There is but
great mind of the Renaissance with whom he can be
compared—Michel Angelo. H,s works are .milar to
those great symphonies in martfie wlncfi the ‘a ^
created; similar, too, are the personalities of these tw
geniuses, whose lives were traversed by miS«y, and
possess many features in common-the same subl mUy
of conception, the same grandeur of thought the same
unselfishness and simplicity of being, as well as
total lack of personal vanity to which even men
genius are often subject.
'their art
Both knew only one object in life, one ai
_•
Neither was a match for the demands and contrane
des of daily life, and apart from the joy of creating
what was great and eternal neither could bc caUed
truly happy. They both lacked the softcnuig influence
of woman’s love; neither rejoiced in the faithful com¬
panion that holds the worker free from the petty cares
and annoyances of household life and surrounds
with the peace and comfort of a happy home. In Ae
midst of his labors Beethoven was calleduponto
himself with a dishonest servant, who thieved from
him. As Grillparzer, the eminent Aus‘rlan f0.6?®?
day called upon his great contemporary he found him
Beethoven—in a discussion with his housekeeper
(whose honesty was not above suspicion), w om e
accused of having used too much coffee.
BEETHOVEN’S GRIEFS.
He was lonely, and precisely on that account should
have had ten-fold tender care and attention. Ther
were times when he was not free for a single day
from physical pain. At such times he lay alone in
his primitive lodging, which was never cheered nor
warmed by a solitary ray of loving devotion With
the exception of a heartfelt correspondence m his early
life there is nothing to show that he ever experienced
a great passion or ever felt a romantic attachment.
And this we feel in his works, which bear the impress
of wild and burning grief rather than the exultation
of great happiness, which is but seldom found. In
spite of all their depth they give the impression of a
certain harshness. Their monumental character pre¬
cludes the appearance' of great warmth of feeling, and
the want of passionate love in Beethovens soul is
perhaps the reason that there is so much in his works
that in spite of their sublimity now appears antiquated.
Many have not the courage to acknowledge this; they
bore themselves by listening to the Missa Solenms or to

'^n
of piano recitals and of orchStrtl cSc^ one should not fail to consider *e
feelings of a modern audience, which are influenced
by the irritating activity of our rapid and agitated life.
How often one hears this opinion from really musically
educated and music-loving people! To be sure, tney
dare to express it only shyly and timidly for fear of
being looked upon as “uncultivated
Has not the public estimate of Wagner andIdoZart
reached a definitive and conclusive form? And yet no o
regards it as a crime against either if Die Gotterdam
meruns and The Marriage of Figaro are shortened
make them more suitable for publ.c performancu Bee
thoven will appear all the more radiant if he can stand
out through contrast and with fitting surr0“"d‘"gSp’
works of different character be groupedtogether. hor
Beethoven will always conquer; his f???!
glowing with heavenly inspiration, and often seeming
to withdraw us from earth, will take possession of our
souls, and we shall gain the ^ritr\???H to rIl ze
before is necessary to grasp his depth and to realize
£is work. In the domain of the P-nist this admon o
is more in place than for the director, for the orchestra
through its own means offers greater variety; the piano
is in itself a monotonous, tiresome instrument with n
distinctive tone-color so that even the most capable
and genial virtuoso cannot keep the interest of the
hearer alive in a program made up exclusively of Bee
thoven. This often misleads our pianists into all sorts
of extravagances and peculiarities in order to supply
this interest. They assume a style which sball cbab
lenge attention through the bizarre, through what is^^un¬
natural. All is put upside down: they play
works
orecisely as they should not be played—full of manner
Tsms and affectations. The word is originality at any
cost. Sound, natural sense is lost m absurd straining
for effect, the aim of which is to please—or, rather,
astonish.

Eugene d’Albert.
We are beginning to disregard them, but are yet
far from acknowledging that our heroes in art have not
always produced works of equal worth. Yet nothing
is more natural than to understand that this must be
so. Were they not, like all true creators, impelled to
yield themselves to their moods in spite of their genius?
Let us he glad that this could reach a height which
is given to but a few of the elect to achieve; let us
enjoy and prize their masterworks which belong to
immortality. But why also play the hypocrite and feign
enthusiasm when today the writer himself would not be
in sympathy with his own work?
.
My opinion that Beethoven had no sympathy with the
stage and that Fidelio—notwithstanding the riches con¬
tained in its score—is not dramatic, I share with dis¬
tinguished musicians. A work for the stage must, first
of all, be dramatic, and this explains why Wagner s
operas, at first recognized only by musicians, finally
won their way with, the great mass of the public. But
this has never been achieved by Fidelio—m spite of the
pathos of the scene in the dungeon and notwithstand¬
ing the power of other single episodes. Its perform¬
ance always bears the impression of being prompted
as an act of duty. And this duty the German people
owes its greatest master for all time 1

mistaken traditions.
Of “tradition” I may not speak It is a doubtful
word, and is frequently misused. But ,n any case the
great masters-Liszt, Rubinstein, von Bulow—have
given sounder and more faithful interpretations. of
Beethoven’s works than do our Presen ;day p.anis^
who too often treat a Beethoven sonata like a fantasia
by Liszt. Yes, if it were not for criticism they would
double everything to give it a more “effective form, for
they feel helpless against Beethovens simple, unorna
mental style of writing. What is done nowadays m the
way of tasteless additions to his works mocks descrip¬
tion The blame for much of this unsatisfactory state
of things may also be attributed to the numberless edi¬
tions, through which one becomes unaccustomed to read
a sonata as Beethoven wrote it. It is, indeed. almost
impossible to procure the sonatas without notes, addi¬
tions and fingering.
MAKING A BEETHOVEN PROGRAM.
As the program of a pianist may not dispense with a
Beethoven sonata, so one must pay the public the tribute
of playing five or six sonatas during a single evening.
If two or three are chosen they should be different in
character, and thus supplement each other. For instance, the sonata Op. 57 (F minor with the Eroica
variations, or the sonata Op. 31, Na 3, with the two
G major rondos. With the sonata Op. 53 (C major)
the sonata Appassionato can be played, and of theHast
sonatas Op. 110 (A flat major) and Op. Ill (C minor)
go very well together. The Hammerclavier sonata is
not at all suitable for the concert room, for only a small
circle of hearers are qualified to follow the sublime
noble lines of the slow movement. Op. 101 goes well
with Op. Ill; Op. 109 does not answer particularly well
for the concert room, although there is no objection to
its being played in connection with Op. HO or Op. 1H.
Three smaller sonatas may also be played f°g*theP’
eg- Op 13, Op. 27. No. 2, and Op. 28 or Op. 31. No. 2.
The sonata Op. 90 (E minor) may also be played m con¬
nection with another. <?. g.: with the sonata Op. 53
(C major) or with Op. 57 (F minor). The sonatas
Op 10 Op. 22, as well as Op. 31, No. 1 (G major),
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are not well adapted to the concert room. Op. 81a
(E flat major) is best heard by itself.
For a Beethoven number alone, however, a mingling
of sonatas and variations, or of sonatas and smaller
pieces is most to be recommended. The C minor vari¬
ations are excellent to open a program. Then the so¬
nata Op. S3 may be played, but it must be followed by
something from a different composer. This, however,
should not be Chopin—it needs a transition like Schu¬
bert or Schumann. It need not be a law that Beethoven
should be placed at the beginning of the program,
although it is judicious not to leave such serious music
too late in the course of a concert. At all events, the
last sonatas should be played at the beginning. The
sonata Appassionato, with its flood of passion and its
outwardly effective treatment, is well suited for the
middle of a program.
It frequently happens that a concert opens with a
composition by Bach which is followed by a Beethoven
sonata. Such an arrangement, on the whole, is not
greatly to be recommended, because it has already
assumed the appearance of a cut and dried pattern.
Then, too, one should have regard to the character of
the pieces rather than to their chronological sequence.
In any case the program should not be too long—an
hour and a half is ample time. Care should be taken
not to weary the audience!
(The second part of this splendid artic'e will appear
in the January Etude. In it Herr d’Albert will give
his opinions upon the proper interpretation of some of '
the famous Beethoven masterpieces.)

MENTAL PICTURES IN MUSIC.

the

ETUDE

and exact impression of the work that we are given
the credit of having authority in the matter, when
in reality we are only aiding our natural ability by
a thorough knowledge of the work and its environ¬
ments. It may be only a picture almost forgotten,
or it may be some tale of history or lore heard in
our youth, yet it may be Sufficient to provide your
imagination with a working b&sis from which you
may be enabled to see the composition as the au¬
thor intended that you should See it.
To-day, if you play sufficient of Bach to warrant
a familiarity, and if you have reached that point in
technical abandon wherein your thoughts may run
apace with your fingers, your memory may revert
to a picture you have possibly seen in soine past day
and in which was depicted some .gqenfcpt the ladies
and gentlemen of the days or Batm The scene
flashes before your mind’s eye and the figures in the
picture seem to take on actual life. You see them
with their dainty costumes and courtly airs about
to bow in salutation to their minuet. You note their
grace, their purity of brow, and immediately the
tempo may unconsciously slacken, your general
mien may straighten from a drooping diffidence to
grave dignity, and you may feel yourself to be one
of that moving group, equally graceful, equally dig¬
nified. And then, you pupils who may play Bach,
you may now realize somewhat of the advantages
to be derived from knowing something of the lore
of past ages, for without this knowledge Bach loses
much of his beauty, much of his charm.

PUT NEW ZEST IN YOUR WORK.
It has’been said that the secret of successful busi
ness is action. This is only another way of express
ing what the Irishman means when he looks around
him with a smile and asks the world in general to
“shtart something.” The rule holds good in music
practice and teaching as well as in business, and the
successful music students or teachers are the ones
who come to their work with their imaginations
wide awake for new possibilities.
Take the matter of playing scales, for instance.
If you practice your scales simply as scales—that is
to say, as a task which must be endured until it
comes to a painful finish at the end of the time
allotted—you will have accomplished very little. If,
on the other hand, you say to yourself: “Now 1
am going to play this scale as smoothly as I can,
because it may crop up in a piece sometime, and 1
shall be glad to have it at my fingers’ ends,’’ the
result will be valuable. It is the new point of view
which makes the difference.
■ Try and keep a fresh outlook on your work. Put
imagination into what you are doing. There is many
a small boy who is “tired" at the end of half an
hour’s practice who will cheerfully spend hours out
in the hot sun running, swimming anJ play g ball
without any signs of fatigue. The play i; ; ■ .Is to
his imagination, while the practice doesn't There’s
many a girl gets a “headache" from praiti.ii , for a
half hour who will cheerfully go roller skating in
tight shoes for hours at a stretch, and enjoy herself
all the time I The skating rink offers a form of
enjoyment she understands perfectly, and is well
worth the cost in physical exertion. The practice
bores her because her imagination is not strong
enough to show her what the result will be if she
keeps on.
We are all boys and girls in this matter. Thou¬
sands of business men leave the office "rush” for
the purpose of “resting themselves” rooting at the
ball game, and most women will endure untold
misery at a bargain sale without knowing it. Let
us put more imagination Into our music. In us
enjoy ourselves at it—even the drudgery pari t it—
for music without imagination is like an omelet
without eggs.

THE MUSIC OF THE SUPERNATURAL.
If you have read much of Burns, or if not having
had the pleasure of these writings you at least are
familiar with the tales of Salem witch-craft and its
.r"? luugue or most expressly.
Can picture the thoughts that fill our mind
eventful history, in either of which you have learned
When we, with bated breath, list' o'er and o'e
to the tales of haunting lore and its kind
somewhat of the very awesome days and nights that
werejoften spent in fear of an unwelcome visit from
Beneath many of our foremost masterpieces not
some wandering witch on mischief bent. In this
alone of literature but of music also, we find those
manner you may have learned of the superstitious
tense, powerful under-currents of episodes and en¬
terror that reigned over these simple inhabitants,
vironments which have exerted powerful influences
and of the great fear that often caused them to
m sweeping the author along to the finished pro¬
huddle close to the flickering candle once that night
duction, and from the fact that these works have
had cast her sable mantle over the little hamlet
met the world’s approval, is proof sufficient of the
b?T.
y°u!—those were-very fearsome days in
merit of such influences. They were not trivial
which all life seemed overshadowed.
events, these influences. Far from being the mere,
If all this lore still lingers fresh in your memory
silly tales so often coming from the ultra-senti¬
do you not think that you could make a more real¬
mental, we find these influences involving epochs of
istic interpretation of a “Witches’ Dance?” Taking
history, the rise and fall of powerful dynasties
the superb gem by MacDowell of this name, for ex¬
DO AMERICANS NEED MORE TECHNIC?
marked traditions of many lands and clans, not to
ample, and immediately your mind will fly to all that
speak of the many touches upon human life in all
you have ever 1 :ad or heard about witch-craft.
its various phases.
BY SARAH a. FARRAR.
Hi ^h,rr'ng runs in the first part will seem to
Especially from compositions of the romantic
taKe on new life and new wierdness in their bril¬
school do we find settings from which we may
liant scintillations, and a general feeling, of tincanAmeErjnVANDTKE,iS
hav,n8 said that “the
evo ve mental pictures, and carrying the impression
la<* ‘echnic, and the fact is
be
nincss will typify its proper rendition. In the more
well in mind, we strive with ripe vividness to paint
quiet middle portion of this number there is a sublife as well Pre!,“mably he meant that American
it, as it were, upon the minds of our auditors. In
dued air about it that impresses one most forcibly
brief with the aid of the God-given gift, ability
£/^ HoweverV »kS
and perfecti°" of ...an?f,,thhe
e*tent
°f
the
awe
and
grave
concern
often
Yeats who w’k Sage I!‘Isbman' Mr. John Butler
coupled with man-made technic, it is always our
felt by the villagers. But without the knowledge
aim to picture before the minds of others just what
looking at the New Yo’l "* * leisurelv th'« -vcars
of this lore, does not the piece lose half its interest?
we see ourselves, and if we have not the sufficient
America
re£ce3ThaIwi
Mr Year.
we are lacking in ‘°technic,
environment to create our mental picture, we are at
CHOPIN’S REVOLUTIONARY . ETUDE.
well as in f Speak/nK,a^ a Poet, says that in art as
loss to reproduce it to others.
We are not obliged however to seek alone among
To those who may have been so fortunate as to
dwindled humanity S°„tely perfect technic means a
'he supernatural for illustrating the influence of
witness the superb acting of Madame Bernhardt in
have it—nowhere
^ .^ontlnues: ‘The English
events upon creative music. Based upon only too
L Aiglon, it did not perhaps appeal to their immedi
smoothness of English lifeapproach to this
stern realities, we find much in evidence to inffiate attention that it was impossible for even this
ican traveler_vet a"
, II fascinates the Aniercate the effect of these episodes upon impressionsterling actress, with all her consummate skill to
at which it wa
u "0t kt him forget the price* creative genius. For instance, the picturesque
slip into such an interpretation without a thorough
greater than theSartista,nsd'” a™6 man 'S aIways
knowledge of the character assumed. Such perfect
the
world
with
miro
i
^econd-rate
artists surprise
Opus
EtUde its(Corigin
Minor>
Upus 10
10, No°T^
No. 12) by Chopin presents
in
abs®rption of the character must have meant weeks
technic oiten mean at8 f°f .Perfect skil1' Perfect
actna1 history and amidst the war clouds of grim
of research and preparation in order that she might
gies are imperXt 7n L*7'°T artist Great ener‘
battle.
Being
composed
at
Stuttgart
shortly
ffter
obtain the proper conception of the actions of this
that it was only because
Falu.ber* has sald
tha.t the Russians had captured Warsaw in
poor, misguided weakling. And with all the polish
that he bestowed
K
second-rate himself
pi othe .staunch,y Patriotic spirit of the eminent
of her technic, we were all made to forget that we
is the case with 8 much effort
style. If this
Pole flared forth in those crashing passages to such
bstened to her words-made to forget that it was
others.
e art’ So should it be with all
an extent that one can almost see the flashes nf th
Madame Bernhardt, and in her stead we seemed
battle’s fire. From the first sweeping chord to the
to see the flesh and blood of the over-ambitious son
color, individuality anH^d'SPenSable’ yet how often
very last harmonic crash, one can feel the
of Napoleon; for such is the infinite touch of genius
Jced for form alone. LeTth^3™8
be' “T
upon his art. But how much would have been lost
author°Wer ^ tWS masterpiece and
genius oHts
being given carefu]
the young student, while
had she not the character so well in hand?
scales, well-defined efc!. a®8 n t>ecllnic- clean-cut
From such evidence as this it may be readilv
In Just this manner would we couple folk-lore
may at the same
l and .^od enunciation,
derstood just how the notes of a comoositiru/™ °
with musical interpretation, not merely for the bene¬
youth, be made to
e’ notwithstanding extreme
hide its own true meaning as well as the ace' "
y
fit of its general knowledge, but for the added ad¬
the meaning and feel
ile sentence- understanding
vantage of giving one a more personal insight upon
wouldU g°e,S t0 Pr°Ve further that ffa"we
pretation, pausing to *
'"‘crest in the interwould
derive
complete
understanding,
We
imTst
the relationship existing between the author and his
composition.
know at least something of the world’s life and It
it over and over again
6 key or tone- takine
Purer singing qualify anA ^ 3 new dy"amic force.
lore. Even more than this, it proves to the peda
gogiie the necessity of teaching more than mere
As Edward Baxte^Pertv?Pr°V*d phrasi"gfortifying the imagination.
To a^Wild Rose “pv
y.bas said «f MacDowell’s
technic. It proves that he should broaden the men
By the vividness of our own mental pictures we
tal scope in all possible ways, and turn out inteT
strong impulse to nlav’TttIme 1 play il there is a
are enabled to carry to our hearers such a concise
lectual pupils as well as technical ones.
1 may bring a little l ‘ once a&ain- ou‘ of which
tainly therein.-6 ®0re sweetness, for it is ce.
BY ERNEST VON MUSSELMAN.
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TRAINING THE CROSSING FINGERS
IN SCALE PLAYING

T-—“T—f

By E. M. BOWMAN
From “Master Lessons in Pianoforte Playing” in the form of
“ Letters from a Musician to His Nephew

‘TrSiSSSSI
“s4\

fl-“Sr Jr

uJiknown educator writes to an imwlinary
nepleJ, the nephew ready Mng
tn,rnZ
and is no? in position* to take up Ms
musical work in a large city. His local teacher

My Dear Little Nephew
You will remember that
in the first half of this letter we discussed the necessity
for permitting the thumbs to pass under the fingers with
as little disturbance of the hand as possible. The
accompanying illustration shows the angle at which
the hand should be held to the keyboard in order to
insure free passage of the fingers and thumb at the
crossings.
The exercises are peculiarly effective in
providing material for the necessary drill.
Play the following exercises in thumb and finger
crossing very carefully, endeavoring to avoid the least
suggestion of jar at the moment when the thumb goes
under the fingers.

The exercises for the left hand are as follows. (The
same directions are to be observed as those given for
the right hand) :
DEVELOPING THUMB TECHNIC.
These are to be alternated with the right hand and
are to be practiced until you can do them well. When
you can move the hand along smoothly without jerk¬
ing. you may omit sections a, b, c, and practice only
d, e, f, g- Then, by degrees, you may increase the
speed until they go clearly and smoothly at 160, four
notes to the beat. This will probably take two or three
years, perhaps more. When you can do it at 160
your thumb will be active enough to make the crossings
in any passage that is likely to occur in piano lit¬
erature. The thumb will also have many crossings
to make with the third, the fourth and occasionally
with the fifth fingers. Those with the third and the
fourth are the most important. All should be practiced
daily until the thumb-technic is thoroughly developed.
Below are given the notes only of the different forms.
Each one is to be practiced in the preliminary way,
like sections a, b, c, of Example 2, and then, when pre¬
pared, you are to proceed to the permanent forms like
d, e, f, and g. In these permanent forms the rhythms
are “ones,” “two,” “threes” and “fours.” They should
be practiced fifteen minutes daily.

„
3

Ex. 3.
Form II.
n.
FORM
Bight Hand.

-p—b—i—F-^l

f

-fLeft Hand.

1
^

8
s

1
i

I

*
S

F—H==H

—V—:R-H
Then

Ex. 4.
At e, f, g, the movement grows quicker and quicker.
The exercises should be practiced daily at the above
speed for some days or weeks, or until they can be
played smoothly and easily, with the metronome at
from 80 to 92, at which time you may begin the scales.

Form m.
. Bight Hand.
rfnY_iztL L-^—-l-1-^-R——H
*
-g^ t * 1
414 i
Left Hand.

°

Practice each hand separately. Play legato, without
fail Count aloud. In the preliminary exercises, a, b.
c, remember to move thumb forward under fingers;
fingers over thumb, slowly enough to occupy the full
time of each note. Keep the movement going steadily,
do not jerk. Do not turn the hand sideways at the
wrist-joint; you may carry the hand somewhat bias to
the keys, but you are to keep the hand straight with
the fore-arm and maintain a pliant wrist-joint. Swing
the entire fore-arm to the right or left, just as the
thumb moves to the right or left. This makes it pos¬
sible to avoid that “worming” movement of the hand
on the wrist which is fatal to fine passage-playing.
In my next letter I shall talk to you about the scales;
their great value; why they should be practiced and
how, as well as how much. Make up your mind to
train your thumbs to do great things. Sebastian Bach
used to say his thumbs were “the best fingers he had.
Your
Uncle Edward.

1
1

Metronome: J-80 for preliminary exercises.
from 8b by steady advances to 160.

1

HOW TO HOLDITHE HAND.

^

The practice of Form IV should be deferred until
Form III goes freely.

“REMINDERS.”
BY JO-SHIPLEY WATSON.
Wish less and work more.
Study matters; taking lessons doesn t
The person who “arrives” must himself be his own
When practicing, try to make interruptions an im¬
possible occurrence.
To practice over four hours a day is nonsense,
what you are unable to do in four hours can never
be done in six.
Do not read music in a poor light.
To play is nothing—you must know what you are
playing. You must get on intimate terms with music
and become acquainted with harmony.
Avoid disparaging your rival. It is a well-known
fact that the commercial traveler who sells the most
goods never runs down his competitor.
The end of all lesson-taking is to do away with
the necessity of a teacher.
Do not strain your vision by looking into the
future; it takes your attention from your work
t0People will call you “a lucky fellow” when you
cease to expect anything from luck, when you plan
well, work hard and smile bravely.
Intensity makes difficulties disappear, hardships
vanish and excellence “a sure thing.”
Be patient with your pupils—you are dealing with
music, the greatest of the arts—and genius may be
treading over your doorstep.
All things are possible to those who dream big
enough.
Music may be called the “darling” of all the arts.
Indeed, in a broader sense.it is the “darling” of modern
society. Music is the most cherished attribute of
modern life. Where cultured, refined men and women
gather there seems to be a demand for the intellectual
entertainment which only the magic of tones can supply.
Hermann Ritter.
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so soon should it be abolished. If the black charcoal
sketch which the artist puts upon canvas to uSe as
outline shows through the colors of the finished
painting, no masterpiece will result. Really arti "
piano playing is an impossibility until the outlines 0|
technic have been erased to make way for true inter.
pretation from the highest sense of the word. There
is much more in this than most young artists think,
and the remedy may be applied at once by students
and teachers in their daily work.

How Piano Playing Has Progressed
From an Interview with the Eminent Virtuoso Pianist
JOSEF HOFMANN

TECHNIC SINCE LISZT.

Secured Expressly for THE ETUDE

[Editor s Note.—The distinguished concert pianist, Josef
uotmann was born at Cracow, Russia, January 20, 1877.
At nrst he was a pupil of his father, who for many years
was an exceptionally successful teacher in Russia, and was
iBrrli°vDg
engaged as Professor of Composition and
liaimony at the Warsaw Conservatory. The elder Hof¬
mann s talents were by no means limited to teaching, for at
times he conducted the grand opera at Warsaw. In 1892
i°hslb^a“e a,p,ipii of *he great Anton Rubinstein, with
/oTk ned f?r, two years. Before this, however,
Hofmann had been gaming a reputation as a child virtuoso
equaled only by those attained by Mozart and Liszt He
WJSfOta PubUc at the age of six, and before he had
ye.ar h.e had toured thousands of miles
m Europe and In America, appearing everywhere before
y*'dly enthusiastic audiences. Fortunately for his health
au<3.®ducation this tour was terminated In time for him to
study for the advanced work of the more mature artist.

view, it is the player’s individuality, influenced by
the factors just stated, which is the determining ele¬
ment in producing new pianistic tendencies. It is
thus very evident that progress in piano playing
since, the epoch of Hummel has been enormous.
THE NEW TECHNIC AND THE OLD.
You ask me what are the essential differences
between the modern technic and the technic of the
older periods? It is very difficult to discuss this
question off-hand and it is one which might better
be discussed in an article rather than an interview.

half months? In f894, when'HofmanrT^a^se'venteen1 years
££, b6e has6 steadOy*gained Vp^Zr ’Zor^l JTe
present time he has become one of the best “drawing cards”
in the entire concert field. Greatly to his credit this has
S
by lofty artistlcideals, dignified methods
' °d. without the exaggerated exploitation and absurd ad¬
vertising which has marred the careers of so many aspir¬
ing virtuosos. Mr. Hofmann is one of the most conscieneamast pianists of our time, and his playing is
™rf.ea b'’ both fervor and scholarly mastership—a rare
combination at all times.]

DEFINITE METHODS ARE LITTLE MORE
THAN STENCILS
I have always been opposed to definit,
-so-called when they are given in
fashion and without the care of the ini. i!
to adapt speeral necd to special pupil-

The question of progress in pianoforte playing is
one that admits of the widest possible discussion.
One is frequently asked whether the manner of play¬
ing the pianoforte has undergone any change since
the time of Hummel, and, if it has advanced, what
are the nature of the advances, and to what particular
condition are the advances due. Johann Nepomuk
Hummel, it will be remembered was contemporary
with Beethoven, and was, in fact, a kind of bridge
between the old and the new. He made his debut
at a concert given by Mozart at Dresden. For a
time he was a kind of assistant kapellmeister to
Haydn, and indeed'many at that time thought his
works were quite on a par with those of the great
master, Beethoven. Hummel was a really great vir¬
tuoso, and was noted for his remarkable improvizations. His style of playing was taken as a model
in his time, and consequently we may safely start with
this epoch by way of example.
WHAT DETERMINES CHANGES IN PLAYING.
It is sometimes said that the changes in the con¬
struction of the piano have caused a different treat¬
ment of it, but this reasoning is superficial, inasmuch
as the structural changes of the instrument itself are
called forth by the ever-increasing demands of the
composer made upon the instrument. So long as the
tone quality, action and nature of the instrument
sufficed for compositions of the type of those of
Domenico Scarlatti, or Franqois
Couperin
or
Rameau, there was little need for change but as tne
more modern composers longed for new and more
comprehensive effects, the piano-makers kept up with
the.r desires and aims. Thus it is that after all is
said and done, the composer, and the composer only
is responsible for the changes. The literature of the’
piano determines them. It is the same in the
advancement of piano technic and interpretation The
composers conceive new and often radically different
musical ideas. These in turn demand a new manner
of interpretation. This kind of evolution has been
going on continually since the invention of the instru¬
ment and is going on to-day, only it is more difficult for
us to see them ,n the present than it is to review them
in the past.
The general mental tendencies of the times, the
artistic and cultural influences of the world taken as
a whole, have also had a conspicuous though some¬
what less pronounced share in these matters since
they inevitably exert an influence upon the inter
preter. Speaking from a strictly pianistic point of

,. thods’’
rbitrary
■ teacher
• hods of

tine i
°n'y be rcRar<lc(l a' 1 ki’"!
stencil, or like the dies that are used •

musical
i,-s to

since"?I"*: nUmbCrS °f
"
Since art and its merits art- „„ „trany.

objects.
. n.lcnt

viduX dUa'ny (and ,bis i"cl“<1« anal
inflexible method ** pSyc,v,|°K,Val
effect
- ™USt necessari|y have a
enect nnor?h
upon its victims.

.-a! indi>ty>. an
adening

features" ni |?.prescnta,ion of so many exceptional
that it ha?^ rSUea°"r spacc has bee n
limited
of Mr HofmwT* n.^ccssa.r>' t° continw
port:on
for January*?
excellent interview in Tin Etude

POSING AT THE PIANOFORTE.

Josef Hofmann.

Judging from the manner in which J?
.‘i5
young players work, their sole aim is
°“S
human piano-playing machines quffe witL0?°“"
real musical consciousness.’ Before^ raTicaC
demning this tendency, however it should K ^ C°"'
bered that it has brought ns ™ ’
n°uld be rememtages. It cannot be doubted that'w^w1
ingenious investigators of technical suffice? t0 the
possibilities in effective polyphonic pffivffi?
greater
of power and arm mnHnn 1
> aying’ economy
the mind in the acquisition
°f
other praiseworthy factors in o-ood’
numerous
In the olden days^K^^SeS f/T
no means absent, they were not nearlv ?
by
and more time was given to
numerous,
ments in the study of the musical com
®uslcaI ele-

•«>™- if

Again you ask whether technic has made any sig.
nificant advance since the time of Franz l.iszt. Here
again you confront me with a subject difficult to
discuss within the confines of an interview. There
is so much to be said upon it. A m<
change in
itself does not imply either progress or r. ■progression
It is for this reason we cannot speak of progress
since the time of Liszt. To play as Liszt did—that
is, exactly as he did as a mirror reflect m object—
would not be possible to anyone uni.
he were
endowed with an individuality and per-m: 1 j»y exactly
like that of Liszt. Since no two pcoplexactly
alike, it is futile to compare the pla. ,K 0f any
modern pianist with that of Franz l.iszt
To discuss
accurately the playing of Liszt from the urely tech¬
nical standpoint is also impossible because so much
of his technic was self-made, and a|s.. .,
, manual
expression of his unique personality an
; ,t which
his own mind had created. He may perhaps never
be equalled in certain respects, but on tin- other hand
there are unquestionably pianists to ,l.o
>
wol||^
have astonished the great ma-t. r with t’
technics
—I speak technically, purely te< hni

ssnstr ;h'";

■n some of the systems of to-day arp !l j ? found
to secure real musical and artist?
effects based upon known
« • . .
new technic will prove valuable, and ^"shoflT*6
very grateful for it. However, as soon I?? d be
an objective point in itself and succeeds in eclin^W
the higher purposes of musical interpretation?St

veS°mAuchYS Pian°f°rte playcrs and singers bef
longer fl
°m " 'CSS Riftcd mortals
1, is
temper short0?? t l * *° W,Car !bc hair ,onc and
sway ranturnnsl ? S.Peab Nror is it fashionable
as was the fashion^?*
perf°rmance of a pi
ever, some excuse Z
unnecessary movernc?”
are nowadays conside
from The AuZcr)? ? T "
Those musicians iuf '* Breakf^< Table will sh
°f the genial Olive °u?e not fami,iar with this w
He remarks; ° lver Wendell Holmes will be anu.i
make such s?rang?enmP?n°fortc p!ayfrs ®nd sing
a"d song-books that?? °nS °ver ,heir '"strume
Where did our fr 1 bavc "anted to laugh at the
airs?’ I wquij
en s P'A up all these ccsta
member My Ladv^n
mySe''' Then I would
myself with thinkin \arr,a,Je a la Mode, and anu
Hogarth’s Sn5nbow aff«.a,i0n was the sa
bought me a canarv k'1?"13, * °wn‘ But one da-'
cage at my window
??? bUng him up in
, ”°nie and be^r. f y
he found hims
there be was, sure
P,!pe his ,ittle tlln<>s: a
about, with all the d”?Ug.h’ 9Viinming and wavi
guishing side-turnings of
and ,iftings and 1?
at. And now I sZ„u Z bead that I had laugh
?ls?’-and me, through
‘Who tn„Kht him
Waj not the one s?ffih h'm’ that the foolish he
and bowing and norldi?"18 'tSe,f from side to si
«hcr which was Pass d nR °ver ‘he music, but th
Judgment on a cre g ,ts shallow and sclf-satisfi
- « re which carri ? n]ade of finer clay th;
shoulders?■•
carr'ed that same head up?n i
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THE STORY OF THE GALLERY

SoS,

...
,.
-t.
Vh met with immediate and enormous appreciation,
In February, 1909.THE ETUDE commenced the first of this series of portrait-biographies, the la *
bioaraphies have been written by Mr. A. S.
i an original project created in THE ETUDE offices and is entirely unlike any previous journalistic inven ion.
students and teachers. Two hundred
ics nas
uy lhousand ^ Inf, r„atlon
" . wHjch
i • l cannot
not be obtained in even so
Garbett, and the plan of cutting out the pictures and mourning them in books
has Deen
been rouoweu
followed ^ by
and ten poitrait-biographies have now been published. In several cases these have provided readers with in ormatoon w ic:
as long as practical.
voluminous a work as the Giove Dictionary. The first series of seventy-two are obtainable in book form.
he a ery wi

DANIEL-FRANCOIS-ESPRIT
AUBER.
(Oh-bair.)
Auber was born Jan. 29, 1782, at
Caen, France, and died in Paris, May 14,
1871. He began to compose early in life,
and produced songs and “romances” at
the age of eleven. He was dektitied for,
a commercial career, and sent to London
a few years later. He paid little heed fo
commerce, and when war between Eng¬
land and France broke out in 1804'he
returned to Paris, where he remained
ever afterwards—even when the Ger¬
mans besieged the city. Cherubini Heard
one of his operettas—his first—and was
so much impressed with Auber’s genius
that he superintended the young musician’s
further instruction in composition. In
1835 Auber was made a member of the
French Academy, and in 1842 succeeded
Cherubini as director of the Con¬
servatoire. His life was mainly devoted
to writing operas, of which he composed
a great number. Some of these are ktill
produced, including Masaniello, Fra Diavolo, Crown Diamonds, etc. His style
is typically French—chic, polished and
sparkling. He may be regarded as the
legitimate follower of Boieldieu, and
superior to Herold and Adam.
As
director of the Conservatoire he exercised
a great influence upon the younger
French musicians of his generation. In
spite of his ready wit and brilliant gifts
Auber was very shy as a man, and never
conducted his own operas, nor even went
to see them, saying, “If I were to take
part in one of my own works, I should
never write another note of music.”

AUGUST DANIEL F, V. WILHELMJ.
(Veel-hel'-me.)
Wilhelmj was born at Usingen, Ger¬
many, Sept. 21, 1845, and died in London,
Jan. 22, 1908. Under advantageous cir¬
cumstances his career commenced early/
and after studying with Konrad Fischer
he played before Liszt in 1861, who gave
him a flattering introduction to Ferdinand
David, the violin professor at Leipzig.
After three years’ study under Haupt¬
mann and Richter (theory) and David,
he made a brilliant debut at the Gewandhaus. He also spent a year with Raff.
The greater part of his life was spent in
travel, touring France, Germany. Switzer¬
land, Russia, Italy, Great Britain, Hol¬
land, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Austria,
Turkey, Italy—in fact all Europe. He
was an especial favorite in England,
where he eventually resided permanently,
being appointed Violin Professor at the
Guildhall School of Music, London, in
1894.
He was greatly admired by
Joachim, and was also a friend of
Wagner, whom he ardently supported.
In 1876 he led the orchestra at Bayreuth,
and the year following brought Wagner
over to London.
Wilheimj possessed
great technical skill, had a rich tone, and.
played with a wonderful balatice of in¬
tellectual and emotional force. In his
latter years he played in public but little,
devoting himself to the technic of violin
making and to teaching his beloved art.
He was. nevertheless, a familiar and
dignified figure in the London musical
world.
His arrangement of Wagner’s
Preislied is much played.

JULES EMILE FREDERIC
MASSENET.
(Mas'-seh-nay.)
Massenet was born at Montaud, near
St. Etienne, France.
His first music
lessons were received from his mother.
At the age of eleven he entered the Paris
Conservatoire, where he won prizes for
piano playing and fugue, and eventually
carried off the coveted Prix de Rome.
When the government pension ceased his
prospects looked gloomy—the more so
because he married while abroad. How¬
ever, he gave piano lessons in the winter
and recitals at the resorts in summer,
and when the lessons and recitals failed
he played the drum in a theatre orchestra.
Some orchestral suites were produced,
with mild success, and after the FrancoGerman war his opera Don Char de
Basan made a hit, and he kept on with
his opera*, which include Thais (with its
beautiful Meditation), Herodiade, Le Cid,
La Navarraise, Manon, Le Jongleur de
Notre Dame, and other works familiar to
American audiences, thanks to Hammerstein. He was professor of composition
at the Paris Conservatory 1878-96, and is
also a member of the Academic. Mas¬
senet has written over 20 operas, ora¬
torios, a concerto, orchestral suites, etc.
Some learned critics tell us that his music
is “sugary” and lacking in individuality,
but most - people find Massenet vastly
more entertaining than his critics.

Cherubini was born at Florence, Sept
14, 1760, and died in Paris. March 15.
1842. He studied with his father, and
others, and finally with Sarti, in Milan.
For a time he travelled, visiting and for
a short time residing in London, Paris
and Turin, but finally he took up his
permanent residence in Paris in 1786. He
became Professor of Composition at the
Paris Conservatoire, 1816, and was
director of that institution from 1821 to
1841. His works include Ifigenia in
Aulide, Lodoiska, Anacreon and 26 other
operas, 17 cantatas, 11 masses and much
sacred music. His compositions revolu¬
tionized French operatic standards, and
purified them. Like Gluck, he was, in
later years at all events, inspired by the
highest motives and a profound master
of expressiveness. Naturally his austeriiv
did not appeal to the laughter-loving
Parisians as much as the novelty of hirich orchestration and new harmonic
effects, and they soon showed a prefer¬
ence for his pupils such as Boieldieu and
Auber. As a master of counterpoint
Cherubini stands supreme, and may be
regarded as the legitimate successor oi
Palestrina. His work on the subject
cannot be ignored by close students of
counterpoint even to-day. Napoleon had
little love for Cherubini, though he made
him Chevalier of the Legion of Honor
during the hundred days. The influence
Cherubini has exerted on music can
scarcely be overestimated.

STEPHEN ADAMS.
MiIEP?uAlDAMS' Wh0Se rcal name «
™nlhap 1fayJbrlck' "as born at LiverthP ;n t8 and' Jan- 31’ 1834’
bad
the good fortune to be a pupil of W. T.

poin7and7 ' S‘Udied harmon>’. counter
Point and composition under Dr. Richter
Adam’s w'
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. (The Etude Gallery.
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MARIA LUIGI CHERUBINI.
(Keh-roo-bee'-nee.)

AMY FAY.
Miss Amy Fay was bom in Bayou
Goula, La., May 21, 1844, and is the
daughter of a Protestant Episcopal
clergyman, and the granddaughter of
Bishop Hopkins of Vermont.
After
studying in Boston she went to Germany
in 1869, where she had the advantage of
studying with Tausig, Kullak, Liszt and
Deppe. Upon her return to the United
States she established herself in New
York, where she has since been engaged
giving lessons and recitals. Miss Fay
has also done much work on behalf of
the musical clubs of America, and has
done valiant service in the cause of
women in music. She has chiefly be¬
come known to the general public through
the publication of her letters, written
while she was abroad, describing her ex¬
periences in music study and her life in
various German- music centers.
This
work, entitled Music Study in Germany,
has been enormously successful both in
England and America.
It possesses
wonderful freshness and naivete. It is
a veritable self-revelation of the typical
young American girl, full of enthusiasm,
high spirits and sympathetic interest in
her surroundings and friends. There is
in it, also, a very serious interest in
music for its own sake, which has not
lessened as the years go on. Miss Fay
has done very useful work as a teacher,
and as a contributor to current musical
literature.
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pounds. Almost as 'S *
Wish Bill Carmody
daddy helped ac pick him
Tut ’never mind-1
had been a ™an f * y
*k of the dead behind their

A Christmas Story of Musical Life in a Great City

By JAMES /RANCIS COOKE
havin to go
•’Giggles” was in despair. She threw herself upon
her little white enameled bed and fought to keep the
tears back.
“Giggles,” whose exhilarating laughter
nearly every morning for four years had been ttie
reveille of the Magnolia Apartments—as Mrs. Carmody's Fifty-seventh Street “Select Boarding House
for Professional People” was euphoniously described
in the advertisements. Giggles of all people was blue.
And the blues at such a time-the day before Chnsjna^
Oh the inconsistency of nicknames! If you had seen
a tall and stately girl, beautiful with the ineradicable
beauty of the soul-a girl with the vigor and bloom of
the wonderful West, softened by four years of study
and art life in New York—if you had seen a girl with
the kind of beauty that is weather-proof and city-proof,
walking down Fifty-seventh Street toward Carnegie
Hall and passing to and fro before a large sign which

GRAND CHRISTMAS CONCERT!
American Symphony Orchestra,
assisted by
Florence Ashton Lethbridge.
Violinist.
you surely never would have thought of calling that

“Gewissl—1 think the whole day long. Ah the grand
concert when my adorable angel-she come with he
vblin on the platform-the great aud.ence it breath
quick, perchel—at such beauty such an angel-and then
the tone, ah! the tone 1-like ein stimmevon Paradise.
“Herr Varasowski, please, please,” whispered Giggles.
“What if Mrs. Carmody should hear you.
"Verzeihen Sie, Fraulein, I have forget. I play just
one more piece. Ciel! Debussy! A Night in Grenada
it shall be a lullaby, a little berceuse per voi, ma
C,Soon”the mysterious and abstruse harmonies of the
magical French master were heard above But Giggles
had forgotten about Poles, about everything,
^
Ltu that dress The gown was simple enough to be sure
b4ure wh te silk dmped with an exquisite lace dress
nattern and encircled by a girdle of green velvet-bttt
hS at that moment it was the most important thing
n her existence. What would her father think if she
couldn’t go? Would he understand that nearly evety-

ST*?—*
was almost ashamed

S old

to go in the street
.
Daddy who had come all the way from Kansas just
to see' his little Florence “make New York sit up and
take notice.” Wasn’t it worth while to put a mortgage
on the farm to reach such ends? He even forgave him¬
self for adding a second mortgage for the ^ke of buying a violin such as his daughter’s teacher had told him
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Three thousand dollars for a fiddle. Phew.
a dress-but a very extraordinary dress, mind you for
'o.-.
had not Giggles expected to wear that ™*J***J*
so much, to be sure, for a pme bul’’ f,/,3'Everybody
or even an automobile-but for a fiddle
Everybody
that very Christmas eve, when as Florence Ashton
■\VJr,Morn.C^t". mlSn.
for counties round knew of the scandal. But when
Lethbridge” she was to acquaint the great musical world
they learned that the verdict of a noted vmhn expert
S
a* . violinist. She had already droreod
had declared the violin to be a genuine and very
no less than six nickels in the hungry telephone box
a mighty funny thing. There I've gone and said it
famous example of the work of,Antonio Strato
downstairs, only to find out that Madame Vedram was
without asking you whether you loved either oftherm
still sick in bed, and that her assistants were doin= their
dating from about 1706, and really
instantly
thousand dollars, Jeremiah Lethbridge was instantly
But*you“o sm/of fancy MrAaW donh »«> Eh!
best to get the dress done in time. “What tf it should
proclaimed in the Bentonville Gazette/* good business
What’s that? I do believe the cb,1ds asleep
not come?” “What if all those years of Sevcik, de
Beriot, Schradieck, Ernst, Kayser and Corelli were to
man as well as a patron of the arts.
What wonderful legends there were connected wnh
be lost just because the dressmaker had been stupid
M”
wasPereeally asleep Satisfied that she actually slumbered
the instrument. Was it true that the wood had come
enough to contract la Grippe? It was ttagjcthe talkative old lady gathered up her belongmgs and
In the fourth story front Francesco KeUardipi was
from a fallen wayside shrine. Was it true
running up and down through cascades of Congone,
tio-toed out of the room, saying as she closed the door
was the violin that Mozart had played upon when as
Panseron,Nava and Bordogni just as though nothmg
a boy he visited Rome? Was it true that Paganini had
“Well, I’ve done some good after all. Poor dear
g
used that very instrument to extort the "ecessities of
were happening. Francesco Kf^d1*1
5,
JL
life from his jailers? Was it true that t had been
!hA8YtlVoffac, Giggles had heard ,ery Me of
atory Italian for Frankie Kellard.
e
pandemonium Kellardini was making with her badly
Mrs Carmody’s oration. She was trying to Practicea
olaved by one of the famous violinists at the Gou t
of Mark Antoinette? Were any of the hundred and
placed upper tones and her impossible accompaniments,
kind of combination of old orthodox prayer and New
was the enthusiastic playing of Herr Igttaee Varasowsfei,
one tales that clung to that little piece of Brescian wood
te^hone
true? Giggles took the violin out of the cas« w'th the
in the room directly above Giggles head. This w
adding insult to injury. Giggles had endured three
affection which only a violinist can understand. She
Liszt Etudes Transcendentals, part of the Chopm
hugged it under her chin and passed the bow over the
B minor Scherzo, the Schumann Fantasie, the Brahms
strings with that elastic but sure stroke which had
in a dainty pink wrapper, and down sta.rs with the re
Intermessoi, and now he was actually starting in upon
made her teacher predict such a great Mare; for
■
the Schulz-Elver variations of the Beautiful Blue
A knock at the door left her with the bow m the air.
Danube. Giggles snatched an umbrella, jumped on the
Could it be th at the dress had really arrived^
bed and tapped the ceiling. The playing ceased and
“Can I come in?” in the unmistakable tones of Mrs
men" and the office in Broad Street downtown and
the dreamy blonde genius, the adored of every girt in
Carmody, made Giggles rush to the door and fling
the conservatory, except Giggles, came rushing down
wide open. There stood the fat and genial landlady
stairs like a rural fire department on the way to a
with her arms filled with little bundles t'ed up m paper
eagerness which showed the true appreciation of a
blazing barn. He bumped up against the door with a
decorated with the bright greens and reds o: Ch™ mas
loud bang, and, finding it locked, shouted in his funny
holly and mistletoe. She stepped into the ro« ™
C°“H0dloeUrYes, this is Miss Lethbridge. Is it ready?”
combination of many tongues, “Oh, Miss Lessbridge,
good humor that was irrepressible, saying. (>Couldnt
“Is what ready?”
you are in deestress—I have come at the first signal.
help letting you see them first. Miss Giggles.
_
“The dress of course.”
Giggles knew what to expect when Mrs. Camody
I shall save you.”
. .....
_
“I’m in the harvester business, not dressmaking.
“Go away, you stupid,’’ called the invincible Giggles,
“got started” Kind, unmannered, wholesome, illiterate,
“Oh Dan, is that you? If you knew what trouble I
“I only want to rest.”
.
generous, prejudiced, Mrs. Carmody! Twenty years as
am in’ you wouldn’t laugh. T’ve been waiting for my
“You don’t like to hear me play? exclaimed the
tt.p nronrietress of a prosperous boarding house had
dress for three days.”
disheartened Pole.
_. .
given her a variety of experiences with different phases
“You’re nervous?”
“Of course I like to hear you play, laughed Giggles,
of human nature that would have equipped a Balzac
“but I think that you might let up a little while to-day.
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FRANZ LISZT AS I KNEW HIM.
By the Eminent Virtuoso
MORITZ ROSENTHAL.

ETUDE

„,t something flung at me now. Don t think of it,
debuts at which she had officiated in her humble
my dear; don’t think of it. Some other time yon
“Not a bit. I practiced all morning but it didn't do
but very necessary capacity. Some of her war a
any good. 1 suppose you'll be there early?"
can tell me all about it. Here, look at tin, lovely
had become famous; some were forgotten; some
dress Wouldn’t I look fine in it.” Mrs. r*r^,r.
“Sure thing. V\ hy this is the biggest thing that has
ever happened to Dan Ankatel. I'm not much of a hand • had married; some were grateful, others were in¬
did a few ballet steps that were so funny that they
grates, and she told with much indignation how a
for music. Giggles, but it seems to me that I’d rather
brought Giggles on the verge of hysteria.
hear you beat on a tin pan than hear most violinists
now famous prima-donna whom she had dresse
The following moments before the time that
honored her request for seats at the Metropolitan
play.
Giggles actually walked out upon the stage at Car¬
Opera House with two passes for the lop gallery.
“Oh stop it, Dan. Wait until the concert is over—
negie Hall llew by with such kinetoscopic rapidity
“It’s awful to have them give you the cold shoul¬
that’s the time to crow.”
that she was unable to keep track of them.
der, Giggles,” she muttered as she twisted a stray
“Can’t I come for you?”
She arrived at the hall and was in the dressing
lock of golden hair around her forefinger. “You
“’Fraid not, Dan.”
room and already dressed before any of the seats
ain’t the kind as would serve me like that, are yuh,
(A pause during which the young lady at the switch¬
in the auditorium were occupied.
Despite Mrs.
board actually stopped ruminating her spearmint.)
Carmody’s precautions, it was impossible to avoid a
“Elliot Constable isnt coming for you, is he?”
dressing-room reception of friends and well-wishers.
“Thought that you’d think that. Of course not, Dan.
a twinge as the good-natured old lady tugged at
First came the dreamy Varasowski, who assured
I told you that I was done with him.”
her hair.
Giggles that he was a million times more nervous
“Hasn’t he been around lately?”
“Of course you wouldn't, dearie. I’d rather have
than she was. He had planned to hear the per¬
“Yes. Same old story. He will give a fortune if I
them drop clean out of sight like a singer girl did
formance from the top gallery with the real music
will consent to give up my career and marry him.
lovers.
Father was knocked endways when I told him his
“Ah, Miss Lessbridge.” he exclaimed with Slavic
last figure—think of it, five hundred thousand dol¬
lars.”
fervor, "if they do not respond with grand ap¬
plause I shall inflame them to it. I -hall cry
“Phew 1 It would take me years to earn that.”
‘Bravo!’ 'Bravissimo!' ‘Ua Capo!' .1/ - l>ieu it
“He seems to be insanely jealous of my career.”
Americans are stones, kein Herzen, hi > Seeltn!
“Say, look here now, Florence, this is a mighty
But you see! you hear! I shall inflami them.’*
serious matter to me. Of course, we've never said
anything about it, but we’ve sort of taken it for
“Look here, now, Mr. Varasowski,
tid Mrs.
granted that some day you were going to be my
Carmody, opening the door. “You’ll . : her so
wife. You may find a man with a whole lot more
excited she won’t be able to hold her t'nM:•
money than 1 have, but you won't find anyone who
“A thousand pardons, Madam, I have forget.
can offer you a cleaner record or more real love
But Miss Lessbridge, when you see grand group
than-”
of calla lilies come up with the flower,. think of
"Dan! Dan! Dan! you don’t seem to realize that
Ignace. Ah, Miss Lessbridge, 1 dream i it you as
you are talking over the telephone and some one
calla lily. I give the group to the attendi.mt. He.
may be listening.”
too, is Pole. His name it is Jan Zalawski lie will
(The spearmint dropped to the floor in sheer
bring them straightforward to the stage Adieu,
indignation.)
Desidero. ein grosses success for you. F . use me,
“I forgot. You’ll have to forgive me, Florence.
please, 1 am so excite, ze Jan, he promise he
You don’t know what this means to me.”
on you; he watch your room just like c slave.
“Forget it, Dan, and think of what a splendid
To-night you shall climb to Parnassus 1 •Hu! 1
time we are going to have at Mrs. Carmody’s
cimb to the top gallery.”
Christmas dinner to-morrow. It seems like an
“What’s the matter with Poles, anyh .« 1 said
age till then.”
Mrs. Carmody, watching the departing musician.
“I’ll have a surprise for you.”
“I’ve known a lot of ’em. and they don't seem to
“Oh, what is it?"
have nothing better to do than play the p ..”
“It will keep.”
Next came a group of friends from the nserva“Dan. you’ve no right to get me worked up to¬
day. Now, what is it?”
tory, who assured Giggles that they were g u pared
“I may have to go to Vienna.”
to shout their throats out, and a wonderful claque,
“Vienna?”
indeed, they were. Then came Dan. rad- u with
“Yes, the firm wants to open up a branch there.
the importance of the event.
He ami Higgles’
They think that there is big room for our new
father had seats together. The latter was ■
over¬
harvester and thresher in Austria and Hungary.”
come to realize his surroundings—the gnat ness of
“But you can’t go, Dan—it isn’t fair to me. I
the hall, the blaze of lights, the wealth of Christ¬
can’t wait for years, and besides I don’t want you
mas decorations, the enormous size of tin- •rchesto go Somehow I seem to need you, Dan. I don’t
tra. the strident sounds of the plavers tuning up in
know how I could get along without-”
the room by the passage way. the brilliant dresses
“Giggles, Giggles, you seem to forget that you
of the women in the audience unnerved him. It
are talking over the telephone, and-”
was all a dream—too strange, too wonderful to be
“Oh, you tease, I’m going to ring off just for
true. Just as they were about to leave the dressspite. See you to-night.”
"g.ro°m ~,llot Constable reached the Polish atGiggles immediately tried to get Madison Square
“/?u nr
d°or.and was begging for admission,
3739L, but before the number came the front door
wav ’
Letbbridge.” he exclaimed, forcing his
opened and Jeremiah Lethbridge came in with an
way past the over-zealous watchman, ‘this is the
enormous bundle in his arms. Giggles identified
lL»iayS’J°,r’
ra,her' the ni8ht of nights, eh!
it at once as her dress and rushed down the hall
“THE MARVELOUS LITTLE ‘STRAD’ SEEMED TO BE SINGING THE HISTORY
shouting:
mfssld ,6nd b°" in the first *««■. Wouldn’t have
OF ITS OWN WONDERFUL TWO CENTURIES
vou al a KV r°r!^l' But sa^ now. don’t you think
“Oh, you splendid old Daddy; how did you ever
OF
EXISTENCE.”
get il
world with a fid°d|Sh *1? "T1 *° go racing over the
a fi l e fiddlf when 1 can ‘“be you over it in
Dinged if I know,” said the kiss-smothered
once. She made a hit at her first concert, but atter
Kansan. “There was only one in the whole place
™.is an
that nobody never heered nothing about her. Pretty
counts is a hvp t
’
after a"- the thing that
who could speak English, and all he could say was,
girl, too. Let’s see, her name was Lucia Malet
the door to an tv"8’ •*** clleck book that will open
‘All right’ and ‘Immediately, sir.’ Finally I got so
Dear
me,
can’t
you
keep
your
head
still?
What’s
hot I couldn't stand it no longer and I let them all
you say to Tb t g*'n. the WOr,d’ eh’
What d0
the matter? Why, sakes alive! you ain’t goin’ to
take a look at my fist, and before I knew it there
show? You’ll be^tireV^f Kn'7CrbOCker af,er ^
be one of them fainters, are you? Giggles! GWles'
were a dozen of them putting this dress together
here at the Fiftv- I £
and
will he out
What s the matter? Don’t say you’re sick!”
tbe Fifty-sixth street'door”
like a Chinese puzzle.”
■ ,<?h’
Carmody.” said Giggles, leaning back
“My! If Bill Carmody had only been like you”
her violhT ™iof
Giggles' ,aking
in the chair, with blanched features. “I‘m So snriw
said Mrs. Carmody from a vantage point which indi¬
bridge, “but father and \sSC
stra>gbtening the
you said that name.”
"y
cated very clearly that she had taken great pains
mody and I W
d Mr' Ankatel and Mrs. Car“Lucia Malet?”
not to let any of the previous telephone conversa¬
mas Eve supper
to have a Httle Christtion escape her.
teenth street”
Scheffel Hal1' down on SevenonrYtnwnOUHremT,Ler
you she ca™e from
our town
Her folks, like mine, had very little
“Come right up with me, my dear, and I’ll do
means. They gave up everything to put her through
your hair, and you won’t have a minute to spare
temptuous^look^at'^A p16 i°nly SOn with a con"
the conservatory. Then came her great success
after you get into the gown.”
glance at Jeremiah "t
a"d an ingrat''ating
the whole country was alive with it. Then she
Giggles and Mrs. Carmody went up two flights
persona non arntn?
Lethbridge, “and so I’ll be
seemed to disappear completely. It killed her
to take part in a ceremonial that was as significant
some other time, then/’5" Wel1’ Wel! have to make “
father, and her mother is out there all alone now
to Mrs. Carmody as a coronation would have been
doing days work. She made my father promise!
At least fifty of her wards in the past had been pre¬
Constable goffic
fatber as be watched young
when he came on here, that he would do his best
pared for the ordeal by Mrs. Carmody. In fact she
entrance. “Sfe goTa" 17, h?,,way t0 ^ mai"
to try to find out what ever became of her”
felf herself a kind of substitute mother, and bless
than nine-tenths nf H, whole lot more horse-sense
you, no mother could have been more tender or
snhheH 7:r,0dy".?ed her eyes with her aPron and
The first str '
i
wonien- a"d-”
sobbed,
It
s
just
like
me
to
say
the
wrong
thing
at
more thoughtful or more nervous than was Mrs.
Tschaikowsky^am* r?e mig'lty Fifth Symphony of
the wrong time
Bill Carmody flung a blacking
Carmody. It was her custom to recall the various
“By Gum!” Sh0utJ r the.near-by stage.
box at me .once for doing that. I reckon I’d orter
snouted the excited farmer, “I’m not

[The following art‘cl?„
^ the'Vieim^Bic PZeit.1 The
The Etude from a
those parts of the
translation is somewhat free,
jV interest to Ainerloai?readere*hRvekbeentinbhJded.--^m™®* of The Etude.!
' r
Contemporary Opinions on the Master Ptanrsl

October of 1876, when I was a twelve-year-old

bt°y> sociat X"n°7°n vletTanfth^cTonh be“clmcT'yoC... o< -bo —Z

Brought to Light During the Recent

^£1^ STman Which opened the
door to my artistic future. I flowed the great

Centenary of His Birth.

_ . t-j»7 r to7t did for the music
WHAT FRANZ UWTMD^^
by PROFESSOR HERMANN RITTER.
IS
tenor solo.

servatory at. Wurzburg.

, .

and fo7a time I had daily opportunities for

o .i„« w;th the Gran

* .“orZS

[Editor’s Note.—Professor Mtter l8 Pr°b bjiogopher of
distinguished tlvlng muslcal hUtorlan^ A. *
v(,y few
the deepest insight, as a“ ,
ln ti,e BCOres of some of
new instruments now
“ana others; and a,
thp great composers, such as w gn
alta) Professor

ftuntsr.oLri.'rn a s., r»

^co JThVnts

SKE1
ot™^^*^****™ musidan WU1
appear in The Etcde during 1912.1
When, during the past year celebrarions ^ throne
hundredth birthday of Franz Liszt we e
different churches, there was indeed very good rea

S

eW^op“ ES“,Qpuhse
7 said to me “Gounod has taken the first prelude of

- “■

mentality and mighty .rti.tic^™® .^
possessed by Liszt would lead him to a higher
J
ment of his religious tendencies, which ^ become
manifest during his youth and dunng his VV
days Unfortunately the works which he devot a

tl°Once when"we were discussing the romantic com¬
post, he iid .0 me, "Schumann i. broad shonlde^r„2r.” Mahififr days, Li... -ooW great
• the new Russian school because of the
£rpSatfc i ha mony and instrumentation which

tion of his religious works during those 3^

sssisiESf

h

“ wa° foo cfreleas and superficial. Whenever he
J„,d the composition, of the Rna.ian
he n»d
to say, “We are not geniuses, we all must wotk.
Of Brahms he said, “He is unfaltering and whole
some.” - Of the Paganini variations he said in ^ra

T kzt was consecrated as an ADDe,
*
minor orders of priesthood
All
in
Liszt intimately have acknowledged
earnest In
becoming a priest were both sincere and a™est.
fact he said repeatedly at this time, UjW ^

■* drraii

fe".« to yonng artitt, =a» only be
by
who were very closely associated with him in his
P
daily life I lay particular stress upon these th.,ngs
■
,
reflected to the world only in his music,
1
once philosopher and benefactor.
; [ fitNotwithstanding his great ability and
»
ness for this work, it was not without great difficulties
5 he succeeded in gaining n.W.1 "f.ff”
his religious masterpieces. In Rome Liszt live
y
secluded life and fraternized with some of the g t

XfM«Sm»dT ‘beVil™ S. h«“^nced fh.

work of the very greatest beauty and grandeur en-

™r he played me the second Dance Arabesque ol
Joseffy, which he admired very much, and^upon
•which he improvized a counter theme,
always very modest about his playi"* ‘«'d’
A RARE PORTRAIT OF FRANZ LISZT IN HIS PRIME.
“They have always exaggerated my ability a 1‘ttle
In his later years he was, of course, surrounded
by swarms of pupils. Among the great ones we e
duced in the Songerhalle of the Wartburg at Eisenach,
Ansoree Friedheim. Lutter, Reisenaur, Saur, Siloti.
:n 1867 in celebration of the eight hundredth anntvan de Sandt, Weingartner, Lamond, Stavenhagen
and others. Unfortunately he was also s^rounded
versary’ of the erection of that wonderful structure^
by many tnediocrities, particularly ^ose of the fem American readers will remember that tt wwm that
hall that the Sangerkrieg represented in Wagner's
nfne gender. These he tr,«ted with the
Tannhauser actually took place. Chnstus is not
possible indulgence. In fact, there e
that he frequently forgot the name of the Particular
oratorio in the ordinary sense. It is not a mere
p
pupil and would say, for instance, Play your so"ata;
resentation of the suffering of Christ, ^he basis o
Norwav ” Sometimes he would wink to me
a
this great art work is the effort to bm* forth the ,n
adjoining room and whisper, “What is the name of
fluence of Christianity upon the faith of man.
the young lady who is playing now'
divided into three parts, Christmas, The Epiphany and
E With these great works Franz Liszt inaugurated a
new and loftier school of church music, a school which
does not seek to emphasize the religious feeling of the
middle ages, but rather that of our own time,
church music breathes the seriousness and sincerity
felt by the highly developed men and women of to-day.

My children, originate, originate and everlastingly
originate. So long as you cling to the old you will have
the devil of mediocrity holding you back. The
^
result will be that you will become the most pitiful
of artists.
Richard Wagner.
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the HEART’S ANSWER

CHANSON DU MATIN—H. HACKETT.
This is a pretty lyric piece by a contemporary
English composer, aptly illustrative of its title.
“Morning Song.” The principal theme m the ten
hand must be played in the manner of a cello solo.
The middle section in E flat has a decidedly
Schumannesque touch. This must be played in
manner bold and free.

THE CUCKOO—A. ARENSKY.
A. S. Arensky (1862-1906) is considered one of
the most talented of modern Russian composers.
His piano pieces and songs are particularly charm¬
ing and original. “The Cuckoo” is a' characteristic
scherso, very ingeniously ^constructed/ The theme
is based on the familiar “cuckoo' call,” which is
heard throughout the piece, becoming the basis of
some interesting and beautiful harmttnic treatment.
This piece is taken from the concert repertoire of
A. Siloti (1863-), by whom it is edited.
OLD NORWEGIAN FOLK SONG—R. HASERT.
The Scandinavian folk music is always interest¬
ing and characteristic, and much of- it is beautiful.
It has furnished inspiration and local color for
many fine compositions. R. Hasert/the weli-known
pianist and pedagogue, transcribed many of the
Norwegian folk songs for piano sold. One of the
most effective of these is “Je Tjente Paa Kjolsta
Ifjor,” the first line of which might be freely trans¬
lated “I Lived at Kjolsta Last Year.” The melody
comes out very clearly throughout. .■
SUMMER EVENING IDYL—CSKAR
MERIKANTO.
This is a graceful and very expres.sive “song with¬
out words” by a promising modern Scandinavian
writer. It must be played quietly and smoothly,
and in the manner of a reverie.

has melodic and harmonic interest, and the rhythm
is clean cut and characteristic.
LOVE ME—J. F. COOKE. •
This catchy little waltz movement, with its infec¬
tious lilt, was originally written by* the composer
for a musical comedy, but later it grew into a dis¬
tinctive piano solo. As such it is: just the sort of
a piece which will prove effective, even in the hands
of players of modest attainments; and it will be
liked by all. Play it with a good swing, but not
too fast.
PANSIES AND ROSES—L. P. BRAUN.
This number is in the style of a modern air de
ballet of the type popularized by Chaminade and
others. It is an excellent representative of its class.
It will make a fine recital piece for an intermediate
grade pupil.
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reverie D'amour
souls.with
but a single thought,
h»n*tQ that, heart, an one.
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SARABANDE—J. S. BACH.
The Sarabande was originally a dance derived
from the Moors by the Spaniards. It was danced
by a single performer to a slow 3/4 or 3/2 rhythm,
and accompanied by castanets. There is a strong
accent on the second beat of each measure. Bacii
idealized this dance form, as he did many other
of the old dances. The “Suite” as written by
Bach and Handel consisted of a succession of
dances of various rhythms, but usually all in the
same keys. The classic “Suite” may be regarded as
the precursor of the “Sonata” and the “Symphony.’
The “Sarabande” in D was originally for 'cello solo,
but it is very effective in the piano arrangement. It
is one of the finest of Bach’s shorter pieces, and
deserves to be well known.
DON JUAN MINUET—W. A. MOZART.
This is one of the most famous of all minuets.
The minuet, invented about the middle of the sev¬
enteenth century, was a slow and very stately dance.
Mozart's “Minuet,” as here given, and as it is usually
played, seems rather simple and sedate, yet charm¬
ing. As performed by the orchestra in the operatic
production it becomes the vehicle for some aston¬
ishing contrapuntal treatment: the minuet as the
principal theme, in 3/4 time, is accompanied si¬
multaneously by a “Rustic Dance” in 2/4 time and a
“Quick Waltz” in 3/8 time. For further particulars
regarding Mozart’s “Don Juan” see another depart¬
ment of this issue.

THE BROOKLET—H. RYDER.
A characteristic piece of easy grade. This num¬
ber will afford excellent finger practice in light and
THE HEART’S ANSWER-H. ENGELMANN.
rapid passage-work.
This is a worthy successor to the same com¬
poser’s famous “Melody of Love.” It is a highFULL MOON—J. HOLZER.
class drawing-room piece of intermediate difficulty, *
This is a tuneful drawing-room piece of easy
lying well under the hands and effective through¬
grade. It will prove useful for rhythmic study and
out. The themes are in the popular-melodious vein,
for practice in melody playing.
tender and expressive. The piece should be played
in a. tasteful and finished manner. It is sure to
become popular.
THE MERRYMAKERS—F. P. ATHERTON.
This is a lively teaching piece, fresh in inspira¬
tion and full of go. Play it with light touch and
A LA BIEN AIMEE—E. SCHOTT.
crisp accentuation.
This is beyond question the most popular piece
this composer has produced as yet,; and it is one of
the most popular teaching and recital pieces of the
IN KNIGHTLY ARRAY—O. M. SCHOEBEL.
present time. It is one of those rare inspirations
This is an easy march movement with an excel¬
which come but infrequently. It will require care¬
lent rhythmic swing. It is one of those marches
ful study and attention to all the composer's numer¬
that can actually be marched to. Such being the
ous markings of expression, phrasing, dynamics and
case, there are a variety of purposes for which it
pedalling. It should be played with consummate
can be used. It will also sound well on the organ.
ease and elegance.
MAZURKA—G. SCHUMANN.
The composer, Gustave Schumann, was botrn in
1815 and died in 1889. He must not- be confounded
with his great predecessor. Robert; Schumann. G.
Schumann has been a prolific composer, many of
his works showing much promise. ■ He has written
all forms. Some of his shorter, piano composi-
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TWO SHORT PIECES—N. E. SWIFT.
These two excellent teaching pieces are taken
from the set: “Story Time and Play Time,” by the
successful American writer and teacher. Newton E
Swift. Picturesque pieces such as these are always
good to "" with second grade pupils. “The Kinogg|
of the Winds’
..
=” 1= written
in .the style of a hearty
English^ ballad; the

THE FOUR-HAND NUMBERS.
. Tschaikowsky’s stirring “Marche Militaire,” orisr
maHy composed for wind instruments, makes a
splendid four-hand piano piece. The transcription
is very faithful to the original and the entry of the
various instrumental parts may be readily recogmzed. This number must hp
be played with fire and.
F L. Eyer’s “Arrival of Santa Claus” is a sea
itloKlo /laeee.VL'... -.1_I*
^
sonable descriptive piece for two young players
Players. It
would make an excellent number for
elementary
recital.
COLONIAL DAMES (VIOLIN AND PIANO)—
J. F. ZIMMERMANN.
This is a melodious number for violin easy to
play, but dainty and graceful. It will prove uLfffi
a *nd

"•koM

be“”'a

3

This distinguished writer of successful songs was
born at Intra on Lago Maggiore, Italy. Early in
life he manifested a very decided talent tor music,
and, fortunately, was encouraged in his ambitions.
He went to the Conservatory at Milan, v. here he
studied composition under Cataliini. and \ ,i <• under
the old Lamperti. He came to America an I estab¬
lished himself in Pittsburgh, where he dedicated
most of his time to the difficult and little under¬
stood art of voice placing. He is considered an
authority upon this subject. Mr. Minedi devotes
his spare moments to musical composition, and his
knowledge of the voice has enabled him ■ present
many beautiful, original and practical compositions.
His best-known songs are “Doubt,” “Speak! Speak
,t?alIi ,.and “Christmas Night.” His “Minuet” and
Gondeliera,” for piano, have been very successful.

OFFERTOIRE IN F (PIPE ORGAN)
READ.

E. M.

Amer'ra!"^ M' Read is one of the most popular
much
°, °rgan
His pieces are
Readi hil; a,fd 311 are. Pl^ed extensively. Mr.
“Offertnirp f*
orSanist of years of experience,
of festal rV,m
1S °ne
his best works
It is
ofwis

may b'
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THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
foundPa0b?veltinathdisSke,tCh °f Mr Minet,i wil1 be
Bethlehem” i
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{Scene from Act II of Don Giovanni)

MOZART’S OPERATIC MASTERPIECE “DON GIOVANNI
FAMOUS SINGERS IN “DON
GIOVANNI.”
'ts idrnlps in
the leading
ies_

THE STORY OF “DON GIOVANNI.”
Act I. Scene: Seville. Square before the Gov¬
ernor’s house. Night. The dissolute noble, Don
Giovanni, makes love to the Governor's daughter.

HOW “DON GIOVANNI” WAS
WRITTEN
When we remember
tW Tormm An Ponte.
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“MENTAL INVERSION."
Last spring we had an inquiry as to how to deal
with pupils whose optical nerves seem to reverse at
times, so that they would play the right-hand part
with the left and vice versa. We supposed that this
was so unusual as to be hardly worthy of note, but
since have learned that teachers run across such
cases with considerable frequency. We printed a
letter from a teacher in regard to the matter, and in
this issue print a couple from teachers whose manner
of treating the difficulty is at variance with it.,
“I read with much Interest the letter written by
‘S. U.,’ on Mental Inversion.’ I have also had
some experience along the same line, but hardly
feel Inclined to accept the remedy used by her. In
the first place, Is It a good Idea to terrify a child
Into the correct mental attitude? Would not the
teacher then become a person to be fear.ed? My
Idea has been that such a relationship between
teacher and pupil was to be avoided. It seems to
me that if a difficulty can be gotten rid of by means
of threatening an operation, an easier and less
severe method could be found to accomplish the
same result. The Idea of an operation upon the
would
brain Is so Improbable that, ~
U sooner
—or later find it out, and “ en lose confidence in the
teacher. I should _ _j use any method that
confidence of any child entrusted
might shake
C.-W.
The following comes from the opposite side of the
continent:
lng pupils who read upside down as _
have had a great many pupils with that fault.
Several years ago it dawned upon me that it might
be due to the cfilld being left handed, or extremely
right handed. From that time on I had no trouble.
1 always explain to such a pupil that they must
guard against the difficulty by reading the lower
staff first, as such chords are built upwards, and
that the left hand must be ready for the lower
staff. It is only careless readers who have any
trouble, as whatever the eye sees first will be
taken by the most active hand. That is. a left
handed person who reads a note on the upper staff
will play the note with the left hand. Injhe same
manner a lower staff note will be taken with the
right hand. I rarely ever have to mention the
subject again more than to laugh and say, ‘There,
you are standing on your head again ! I nave
had so many that I was extremely surprised to note
that anyone ever made a real difficulty about it.
I always have beginners read each hand sepa¬
rately, and that probably helps to keep them
straight."—E. H. M.
TO MAKE SCALES INTERESTING.
“How long ought scales, arpeggios, etc., to be
practiced daily? I find difficulty In interesting
pupils in tills line of work, and would like sug¬
gestions that would arouse sufficient interest so
that better results might be obtained.”—H. B.
From a certain standpoint it may be unfortunate
that nothing worth while can be accomplished in this
world that is not accompanied by considerable
drudgery. You can raise a luxuriant crop of weeds
in your back yard without effort, but if you try an
onion bed, you find that it demands constant
watching.
From another standpoint the drudgery that young
people undergo in any kind of work is valuable train¬
ing for the work of life, which is filled with drudging
toil even at best. People who have been properly
trained in youth can often turn this toil into a
pleasure. Many maintain, and with great plausi¬
bility, that the almost frantic efforts of modern times
to turn children’s work or training, along any line,
into play, unfits them for the work of life that is to
follow, in which they cannot avoid work.
From this standpoint the practice of technic, even
when it is disliked, is a valuable portion of a
student’s training. It is a good thing for them to
learn that they cannot attain any desired thing with¬
out working for it. Talk to them along this line,
and show them how the practice of technic trains
the hand for the work they are anxious to do, and
that without it they can accomplish little.
To add interest to the practice I know of nothing
superior to the rhythmical divisions of the Mason
system, which you will find explained in detail in
Touch and Technic. Practicing in all sorts of rhythms
and meters holds the attention and makes for
progress. Make a close study of Mason’s ideas, and
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you will soon learn how to apply them, even among
your elementary students in their scale practice.
These accentual divisions, however, you should give
to the pupil by dictation. Furthermore you should
not insist on a loud accent from pupils whose hands
are not strong, whether young or old. Weak fingers
trying to make a heavy accent results in a con¬
strained conditi’on of the muscles. Strength must
be a gradual growth. We shall be glad to hear
from any of the Round Table readers who may have
any suggestive ideas to offer which they have found
useful in their work. We are always glad to print
such suggestions. The Round Table belongs to all.
CONCERT PIECES.
“Much playing in recent years seems to me to
be made up of ‘pounding,’ so many extremely heavy
chords are Introduced. Is this proper? I bad ex¬
cellent teaching, but was not taught to produce
these ‘prodigious’ effects.
‘‘I am preparing f"‘‘
kindly advise
If the piano is forced to the point when the tone
becomes disagreeeable and harsh, it then becomes
“pounding.”
Heavy chord work predominates in
many modern compositions, but if played with the
right touch ought not to become pounding. The
great climaxes of some of them, however, really
demand a large room, especially if played on a
piano with much volume of tone. The playing of
heavy chord work is a study by itself. You will find
a fine and authoritative treatment of the subject in
the fourth volume of Mason’s Touch and Technic.
One of the best lists of concert music you will
find in a book entitled Descriptive Analyses of Piano
Works, by E. B. Perry. Each piece is fully described
and much information given that it is impossible
to find elsewhere. You will find the book invaluable.
Any fine piece of music is suitable for concert pur¬
poses. Of course the nature of the concert, as well
as the audience, should influence you in making your
selection for a given occasion. Also in playing in a
large hall, if you play but one piece, it is better to
select something that has contrasts of loud and
soft and has a brilliant ending, although this should
by no means be regarded as an invariable rule. If
you have a grpup of pieces, the principle of contrast
should guide you in making your selections.
LIMITED OPPORTUNITY.
“Although I have not taken lessons for seven
years, yet I have kept up my practice. I hope
eventually to fit myself for a teacher, but am not
so situated that I can give mvself up to a long
period of study. Would you advise me to take a
two or three months' course of studv now, or
wait until I can study consecutively.”—M. B.
Since so long a time has elapsed since your last
lessons, if it is possible for you to obtain a good
teacher, I should advise that you take the three
months’ study. You are likely to have developed
many bad habits during your seven years without
teaching, and it will be a good plan to let some good
teacher put you right. The longer you continue
these faulty habits, the harder it will be to eradicate
them later. If it is your intention to become a
teacher, you should get at your serious study at the
earliest possible moment.
VARIOUS POINTS.
“1. Do you consider it harmful to let a pnntl
sing his counts?
1 1
“2. What is the correct chromatic fingering’
“3. How early should scale studv be intro¬
duced ?
mechanical ?& metronome raake P"P»’s Pil ing
“3. ?What ^sonatas Bhould be first given to a
1. A pupil should be taught to speak his counts
very precisely, strongly accenting the first beat in
the measure. This should be done for the sake of
developii% a feeling for measure. Sing-song counts
produce a lifeless style of playing. Pupils who have
trouble with counting should practice same on pieces
with which they are thoroughly familiar.
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2 There are several chromatic fingerings, each
adapted to its special purpose. For average use the
one which employs the third finger on black keys is
the most practical. Only skillful players should
attempt to learn the others.
3. Scale study may be introduced very gradually
during the first three months’ study.
4. Certainly not if used correctly. The metronome
is used (1) to ascertain correct tempo, (2) to steady
the playing of those who cannot keep correct time,
(3) to aid in working up technical passages from
slow to rapid tempo.
5. The easiest of Clementi and Kuhlau are admir¬
able and standard. Also procure First Sonatina Album.

LISZT AS OTHERS SAW HIM.
In Mr. James Huneker’s monumental work upon
Liszt just published one hundred and twenty-five pages
are devoted to a chapter entitled" “Liszt Mirrored by
His Contemporaries,” from which the following in¬
teresting fragments are taken:
“I so far forgot myself in my enthusiasm for Liszt
as publicly to embrace him on the stage—a stupid im¬
propriety which might have covered us both with
ridicule had the spectators been disposed to laugh.”—
Hector Berlios.
“He played three of my studies quite admirably—
faultless in the way of execution. By his talent he
has completely metamorphosed these pieces, they have
become more his studies than mine. He docs anything
he chooses and does it admirably, and those hands
raised aloft in the air come down, but seldom, wonder¬
fully seldom, upon a wrong note.”—Ignas Moscheles.
"An electric shock seemed to thrill the hall as Liszt
entered. Most of the ladies rose. A sunbeam flashed
across each face as though every eye were seeing a
beloved, dear friend. I stood quite close to the artist.
He is a slight young man. Long, dark hair surrounded
the pale face. Liszt’s whole appearance and his mobility
immediately indicate one of those personalities toward
which one is attracted solely by their individuality.”—
Hans Christian Anderson.
“What an electrically powerful effect his mere ap¬
pearance produced! What a storm of applause greeted
him! How many bouquets were thrown at his feet!
It was an impressive sight to see with what im¬
perturbable self-possession the great conqueror allowed
the flowers to rain upon him and then at last graciously
smiling selected a red camellia and stuck it in his but¬
tonhole.He is a man of whimsical but noble
character, unselfish and without deceit.Much
as I love Liszt his music does not operate agreeably
upon my mind; the more so that I am Sunday child
and also see the spectres which others only hear: since,
as you know, at every tone which the hand strikes
upon the keyboard, the corresponding tone figure rises
in my mind. My brain still reels at the recollection of
the concert in which I last heard Liszt play.”—Heinrich
Heine.
“Liszt is the most marvelous pianist I have ever
heard. I do not know when I have ever been so excited.”
—Macready (The most famous actor of his time).
“Liszt looked splendid as he conducted the opera.
The grand outline of his face and floating hair was
seen to advantage as they were thrown into the dark
relief . by the stage lamps.
Liszt’s conversation is
charming. I never met a person whose manner of tell¬
ing a story was so piquant.”—George Eliot.
'The enthusiasm before and after his playing ex¬
ceeded anything hitherto known here. Although Liszt
grasped the piece, from the beginning, with such force
and grandeur of expression that an attack on a battle¬
field would seem to be in question, yet he carried this
on with continually increasing power, until the passage
where the player seemed to stand at the summit of the
orchestra, leading it forward in triumph.”—Robert
Schumann.
'I had fortunately* just received the manuscript of
my piano concerto from Leipsic and took it with me.
Beside myself there were present .... and some
young ladies .of the kind that would like to eat Liszt,
skin, hair and all—their adulation is simply comical. I
was very anxious to see if he would really play my
Concerto at sight.It is significant that he
played the cadenza, the most difficult part, best of all.
His demeanor is worth any price to see. Not content
with playing, he at the same time converses and makes
comments, addressing a bright remark now to one, now
to another of the assembled guests, nodding significantly
to the right or left, particularly when something pleases
him.
Edivard Grieg (Quoted from Finck’s Life of
Gneg.)
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a CHRISTMAS RECITAL STORY
FOR LITTLE FOLKS.
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Other carols may be selected from Joy
of Christmas or Glad Tidings.
After the music the evening should be
passed with games.

BY R. E. FARLEY.
This recital was given by the juvenile
members of the writer’s class, and was
much enjoyed by the pupils and their
friends. The pupils were all thoroughly
coached for the recital, but there was no
program distributed in advance. They
were told that the recital would be in the
form of a story-recital. They were not
to know where their pieces came until
the reading of the story. This element
of mystery served to heighten the chil¬
dren’s interest. The reading was not
done by the teacher, but by one of the
older pupils—the “Big Girl” of the story.
The story itself is very elastic, and it is
by no means necessary to follow the pro¬
gram chosen for this particular recital.
By means of a little ingenuity the teacher
giving the recital may re-write parts of
The story so that any of the pieces men¬
tioned at the end of this article may be
included. As the story was read the pupil
having the piece named went to the instru¬
ment, and played his number. If desired,
violin pieces, as well as vocal numbers,
could easily be introduced.

But listen! Was not that a familiar
strain? Yes, someone outside is singing
the sweet old German folk-song, Silent
Night; Holy Night. (Four hands; arranged by Kiehl.)
Then, suddenly, there was heard the
sound of marching; and everybody wondered what it meant, so Kathryn explained to them about the famous company of soldiers known
Santa Claus’ Guards. KrogmannVery so<on Santa Claus himself ap¬
peared, and all the children were too
much excited to attempt that scene, so
THE STORY.
they begged the “Big Girl” to try it.
Once upon a time—which you know is The Night Before Christinas. Engelmann
the way that all good stories begin—there
That Christmas was one long to be re¬
lived in a Western city a number of bright membered. How happy the children
boys and girls, who were very much in¬
Each one received the gifts
terested in music. They had heard of the that he most desired, and certainly that
wonderful country called Music Land. was the most wonderful tree that ever
They had learned something about Queen was seen. It was covered with candles
Melody and King Harmony, and they and ropes of tinsel and glittering ornawere all more or less acquainted with the ments; and away up in the very top was
beautiful fairy Imagination, who allows no Father Christmas, with the Christ-child
one to enter that delightful land unless in his arms, just as the little Germans
he possesses her ring, with its two spark¬ have him in their trees.
ing jewels—Industry and Attention. In Father Christinas. Aletter
After the beautiful tree had been duly
fact, these boys and girls had enfered Mu¬
sic Land, and were able to tell some admired. Edith played the Christmas
charming stories with their fingers. They Song, and the children circled around the
wished others to enjoy these tone-pictures, tree, singing the melody.
so they invited their parents and friends Christmas Song ...Gade
to a recital, in which they sought to exr
RECITALS.
press some of the beautiful and loving
,
,
...
.
thoughts so dear to every child’s heart
at the happy Christmas season.
At last the day before Christmas Blind Man s Buff. a ome
rolled around. It was clear and cold and
or
td ,
•••••■• Pate
“white.” At the appointed time the young Merry Games..
Then Elsie remembered that she had
musicians and their friends met at
Emma’s house.
The children’s faces something to say on the subject of the
were eager and expectant, and every¬ New Year and Good Resolutions. While
body looked so happy that Mary went Elsie played this little piece the children
to the piano and gave a picture of Good thought of the good resolutions they were
going to make; and one resolve that each
Humor.
Good Humor. Baumfelder child made was this: to practise his muThen .Helen sang a little song as a sic lessons more and better, so that he
warning to all the children regarding would make greater improvement in the
than he had in the past.
j-.
their behavior during the days before coming year
Christmas, and bidding them alway Be New Year and Good Resolutions..Maxim
Charles then wished them all a
Cheerful.
Be Cheerful.Daniel Rowe- Happy New Year. Watson

A CHRISTMAS PARTY,
A very pretty Christmas party car
given with little expense by making
0f crepe
Its possibilities
- paper.
- limited. Out c
and favors Mjj
may be“ contrived, only
v don’t
rm 1
go near the water or a lighted taper,
The following is a good invitation for
such a party:
Or any shade preferred by you,
You must wear for our delight
At eight o’clock next Tuesday night.
Be very prompt and do not fear
To bring with you a smile of cheer ;
And help to make enjoyment hearty
At our final Christmas party 1
Christmas
Decorate the studio
greens trjm the tree with paper ornaments. The favors and prizes might be
used as decorations for the tree and
distributed by a paper-dressed Santa
Qaus
Spangled butterflies attached to hair
pins make an attractive ornament for the
girls and paper caps of various colors may
be given the boys.
Little flags of all nations made of
crepe paper and fastened to slender staffs
are easily made and are effective.
Flower costumes of pink, red and yellow can be made of crepe paper, which
can be had in nearly every shade. A
shepherdess costume is always good. For
this use striped satin wall paper for the

HUNTING THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM.
A gold covered paper box in the shape
of a star is filled with bon-bons and se¬
curely tied with red ribbons. Hide the
star and at a given signal each guest
starts out to find it. Some one at the
piano plays Dixie or any other American
folksong, soft or loud as the searchers
are near or far from the star. The box
of bon-bons is kept by the winner as his
prize.
THE CHRISTMAS TELEGRAM.
Telegram blanks are used for this game.
The one who writes the best Christmas
telegram of ten words, using intelligently
the following terms of musical expressjon> a “tempo,” “con doloro,” “crescendo,”
“agitato,” receives a Musician’s Calendar.
The others are given favors of postal
cards of famous musicians.
THE PORTRAIT GALLERY.
This game is most amusing and in¬
structive as well. Pictures of the com¬
posers are pinned upon the backs of the
guests. The players try to find who they
represent by asking questions of their
nei8h,)or which can be answered by “yes”
-°r noThe fi.rst on® t0 guess correctly
wins the hrst Pnze and s0
,
After the games, prizes for the prettiest,
the most unique and the most comical
costume should be awarded. They may
’consist of a year’s subscription to The
Etude, calendars, picture pastels, waste
paper basket, paper candle shades, boxes
of note paper, Japanese parasols and fans.
the nature of the gifts will depend largely
upon the amount of money expended; but
innumerable things made of paper can be
bought for very little, and the joy of
giving counter-balances the time and
money expended for this party,
After refreshments a surprise may be
i;tflp cmeste in the wav of ■;
rainbow shower of confetti. Have the
children stand in rows facing each other;
infetti balls are given each child. At a
.
.
.
thrown at the
given signal these
person opposite and every one goes away
de’uged with this
colored snow
Circling around the tree that has held
their gifts, they sing “O Quiet Night, O
Holy Night.” So ends our paper Christs party.—Jo-Shipley Watson.

*7J\ pa'
-roerss^sriisL^
b°*“ —=•*
or etude covers are unique. An-

Each child wondered what report
Knight Rupert had given of him to Santa
Claus. For Knight Rupert—according to
the German legend—is Santa Claus’ ad¬
vance agent, who goes ahead to see if the
children are good, and to give a report
of their conduct, so that each may receive
just such a gift as he deserves. To those
that are found to be good, he brings
sweets and toys; but the stockings of
those that have been bad he fills with
ashes.
David gave the picture of this comical
little fellow making his rounds.
Knight Rupert. Schumann
The short winter day soon darkens into
twilight, and after a little the stars shine
n«t, one by one. How bright they are!
They seem more beautiful than ever.
Presently from a nearby church comes
the sound of bells chiming out their sweet
message of Peace on Earth, Good Will
to Men.
Christmas Bells. Seidel
or
.Goerdeler
Christmas Chimes

other idea is to use Etude advertisements.
„Mi
Methodist>‘ with a costume made
of method ..adg „ ig originai
Qf course i( wi,j be necessary to make
lhe costumes so the littIe players can p]ay
^ piano jn them fof wg arg tQ haye
eg and a musical pr0gram.
Chr;stlnas Eve. represented by a little
Pressed \n white and crowned with
a holl wreathj opens the program by
sjnging one of the following:
Star of Peace...Parker
O Little Babe of Bethlehem.Stults
The Birthday of a King.Neidlinger

n
h n,j f4rbands) Engelmann
The paper-dressed Santa Claus follows
Ring Out the Old (4 hands). .Engelmann
b p
after which Grace bade them
Good Night..
in
Knight Rupert.Schumann
Other final numbers might be:
Saving Good-Bye. Heinheimer
Then all the paper-dressed guests enter
Farewell .
.Rathbun and clasping hands they circle around the
Farewell . Read tree singing, “O Tannenbaum, O TannenAdditional pieces to be introduced at
pleasure:
Tbe following program is a good one
Bells of Christmas Eve.Wenzel and may be varied to suit the grade of
Pastoral Enfanting (4 hands).Chaminade pupils taking part:
Arrival of Santa Claus (2 or 4^hands)
Engelmann Carol, While Shepherds Watched Their
Under the Mistletoe Waite (2 op 4 hands)
Coming of Santa Claus (2 or 4 hands
„ tia*
nJZ
In Merry Christmas liae.
.Eaiae
Under the Christmas Tree....Goer e er
Santa Claus■« Coming. Tro;plb‘
Chiming Belts.". potiea
Crhri\?mas Sw'(4 hands)
Reinecke
Th Christmas Tree...Storer
Sleigh-Bell Polka (4 hands) ... .Zitterbart

Morale Symphony (from
nanaei
Messiah) .Handel
v^Z^Gernwu Folksong'.‘ Seeboeck
Carol, Christmas Hearts with Rapture
Tending .
Tourjee
^
/n
church.Tscliaikowsky
Piano duet, Ave Maria.Bach-Gounod
Folksong, Home, Sweet Home-Bishop
P^no, Pleading Child, Rocking Horse
Schumann
Piano duet, Christmas Eve.Reinecke

You will find that the mere resolve
not to be useless, and the honest desire
to help other people will in the quickeS{ anc| delicatest ways improve yourseif. Thus from the beginning cons,der a” your accomplishments as
means of assistance to others; read attentively, and you will understand what
f mean with respect to languages and
.
,
• esT)ecjaiiv vou w;u
’
,
p , y’ a
,
so°" find what personal benefit there
being serviceable; it is probable
that, however limited your powers, you
have voice and ear enough to sustain
a note of moderate compass in a con¬
certed piece—that, then, is the first
thing to make sure you can do. Get
your voice disciplined and clear, and
think only of accuracy, never of effect
or exPression. If y°u have any soul
worth expressing, it will show itself in
singing: but most likely there nr.
very few feelings m you at present
needing any particular expression, anti
the one thing you have to do is
make a clear-voiced little instrument
of yourself, which other people can entirely depend upon for the note wanted.
—Ruskin.
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[Among the distinguished voice specialists who have consented to •edit and con¬
tribute to this department durlng’the different months of 1911 are Mr. D. A. Clippinger, Mmc.
Lena Dona Devine, Dr. IE. IF. Gilchrist, Mr. Herbert Wilbur Greene, Mr. Karleton
Ilaclcett Mr F. W, Root, Mr. Louis Arthur Russell, Mr. William Shakespeare, Mr. I.
IF. Wo’dell 'and others' of similar standing. The Departmental Service in The Etude
will unquestionably reach its highest plane of efficiency during 1912.]

-•
From an Interview Secured Expressly
for The Etude with the Famous
English Baritone, Mr. W.
Dalton-Baker.
[Editoji’s Note.—Mr. W. Dalton-Baker, who
has honored the readers of The Etude with
an interview which should be quite as interesting to the general music-lover as to the
quaUflldCoratoaiio Mngerf’bifore6 the^publle.
As a boy he was leading soprano soloist at
the Church of All Saints. Margaret Street,
London, W. He studied piano while there and
after leaving studied the organ. At fourteen
he succeeded his master as organist of His
Majesty’s Guards’ Chapel, Chelsea
Two years later he was appointed "
St. Mary Magdalene's Churcl .
Square, London, noted for its ornate
istic services. During this time he v
cated at the Royal Academy of M- —
Loudon, where he won a scholarship in slngHis London debut as a singer
~
at st. James Hall - 1902. "since
c”— then he has
oi ....
been soloist at
all ...e great English festivals,
►eared ‘Try command” before King
He has appeared
J
Queen
Alexandra
and
the
royal
Edward and Quee_ —
state concerts. On one occasion
family at state
King Edward presented him
cent diamond nin as a token ---Sir Edward Elgar has placed the crown of
musical approval upon his work as an ora¬
torio singer, and his successes in America par¬
ticularly at the great musical festivals, are a
part of our current musical history.]
, TRAINING FOR ORATORIO CANNOT
BEGIN TOO YOUNG.
The special preparation which oratorio
singing demands cannot be commenced
under better auspices than in the boychoir of the church. Some vocal author¬
ities seem to think that a special training
for oratorio is in a sense superfluous, but
no greater mistake can possibly be made.
The subject is so all-comprehensive that
one can do little more than regard it from
its most superficial standpoint in an inter¬
view. The great mass of detailed knowl¬
edge, the endless traditional renderings,
the complicated contrapuntal style of
composition, make the study of the ora¬
torio quite different from the study of
opera or the study of songs (lieder). The
boy who enters the choir of a church
where oratorios are frequently sung has
advantages which many older singers are
unable to secure, irrespective of how
much money or time they may be able to
devote to the subject.
Girls are really at a great disadvantage
in this particular. They must learn at a
mature age what their brothers in cas¬
socks and cottas have been absorbing
naturally for years. I advise the girl
who aspires to become an oratorio singer
to join the best local oratorio society, if
only for the experience in ensemble work.
She need not strain her voice if she knows
how to use it properly, and does not be¬
come over-zealous. It would seem to me
that the greatest obstacle confronting the
young woman who is studying with a
good teacher, and who is able to sing
some of the solos in a few of the ora¬
torios creditably, would prove her limited
opportunities for good ensemble practice.
This kind of practice the boy in the boychoir has had for years. He has grown
up with it, and he is able to take his

“leads” intuitively. The young woman
has few such opportunities. The average
local oratorio society gives two or, at
the most, three works a year. The singers are enthusiastic and willing, but their
musical training has been such that few
directors are willing to undertake more
than three works in one year. Some
English societies filled with picked singers,
°
.
,
.
,
each one of whom has been admitted
after a test fo sight-singing, can, of course,
undertake many works during a season.

W. Dalton-Baker.
GOOD GENERAL MUSICIANSHIP
IMPERATIVE.
All this points to the fact that the girl
with oratorio ambitions will find herself
in a very awkward position unless she
acquires the musicianship which will per¬
mit her to make a personal investigation
and a thorough study of the scores of
the leading works. That is, she should
be able to play the piano, not passably,
but well. She should have a good work¬
ing knowledge of harmony, and if she
can gain an insight into elementary laws
of counterpoint it will be to her advantage
in every way. Elgar said to me on my
first appearance under his baton: “It is
good to find a singer who knows where the
first beat in the bar lies!” In addition to
this, she should have special training in
good pronunciation; she should be familiarwith the history of music, and should have
studied or read sufficiently to comprehend
the true inner meaning of the poet who
wrote the words of the texts she is
obliged to sing.
All this, then, is in addition to the gen¬
eral academic training and the vocal
training. So many able vocal specialists
have written upon the voice and voice

culture that it is unnecessary to discuss
any particular phase of that subject just
now However, it may be said that no
branch of singing makes more strenuous
demands upon the singer’s vocal resources
than does oratorio. It combines all the
complexities of operatic singing with the
difficulties of the song recital. The ora¬
torio singer has no assistance from the
scene painter or the lime-light operator,
nor can he resort to gesture or any form
of stage acting. There is nothing of
the spectacular to beguile the eyes of his
audience and make them lesg keen to observe vocal shortcoming! Indeed, many
oratorio texts are lacking in the dramatic
spirit, and he is given the very difficult
task of creating in the hearers’ imagina¬
tion the atmosphere of ancient Babylonia,
Assyria, Egvpt, Greece or Rome.
HANDEL, THE FOUNDATION.
To my mind, the works of George
Frederick Handel offer in themselves end¬
less and unsurpassed examples for the
student to practice. It should be remem¬
bered that Handel did not commence to
write any of his notable oratorios until
he had had practically a lifetime of ex¬
perience in opera. He had, in fact, been
an opera conductor and also an opera
impresario. This is significant, for we
know that he not only acquired experi¬
ence in writing in the dramatic style, but
also that he was brought in personal con¬
tact with the singers who were to sing
his works, and thus had exceptional op¬
portunities for learning how the voice
should be treated in composition. In
fact, a comparison of the works of Han¬
del with those of some of his contem¬
poraries will reveal at once the master’s
great skill in treating voice parts.
Too much cannot be said for the drill
which the singing of Handel roles affords
the singer. They seem to impart fluency,
flexibility, smoothness, and also give the
singer an idea of the mos“ natural wav
in which passages should be phrased.
There is no better training in the florid
style than that which comes with the prac¬
tice of the Messiah and other Handelian
works. Any singer who desires to have
the voice run easily and smoothly can
find volumes of the very best kind of
voice exercises in Handel’s great oratorio
masterpieces. In fact, singing teachers
have noted that the compositions of those
masters who have been influenced by
Handel’s style, as were, for instance, the
English composers Arne, Bishop and
others, offer excellent material for the
vocal student.
THE DIFFICULTIES OF RECITATIVE.
The singer of recitative presents the
greatest opportunity for making effect,
and is also one of the most difficult
branches of singing to acquire. In no
other kind of music is the singer allowed
such freedom to exercise his own judg¬
ment, and the success or failure depends
upon his ability to declaim and balance one
phrase against another, and get the true
meaning of the words home to his audiPerhaps the greatest obstacle to intelli¬
gent recitative singing is the fact that so
many choral conductors are incompetent
and attempt to beat strict tempo while a
singer is singing recitative.
Conductors
who know their business are content with
indicating the first beat in a bar to the
orchestra when chords are sustained over
two or more bars, and so leave the
singer to make the effect of free declama¬
tion intended by the composer.
Articulation defines the art of making
every syllable clear and distinct according
donhe bC3t aCCepted mode,s of PronunciaWithout desiring to appear critical, I
think that I may safely say that articulation is given less attention in America
than the subject deserves. The ladies
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Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
FOR

Brain Workers
Strengthens the exhausted and con¬
fused brain, relieves nervous head¬
ache and induces refreshing sleep.

fawtfa*
*
Christmas
Catalog is Ready
Wonderful Christmas mer¬
chandise , and 1000 toys and
games. Let the Kiddies see
the pictures and you'll
know instantly what will
please them most.
Over 50 pages of our Gen¬
eral Winter Catalog are de¬
voted to Christmas sugges¬
tions. Ask for that, too.
Both are free on request.
Write us today: "Send
Christmas Catalog No. 22 ."
JOHN WANAMAKER, New York

alas,*are the chief offenders. It seems
to me that a teacher is absolutely necessary in the study °f S°°d articulation,
pew students are gifted w.th powers of
observation sufficiently keen to enable
jjjem to detect in themselves faults which
have been made habits by years of repetition. The pupils are not really aware,
or are not conscious, of their mistakes,
They use their voices badly so long that
they do not recognize the real pronunciation when heard.
COMPLEXITIES IN BACH’S WORK.
Difficult as are some of the Handel
arias, the arias and recitatives in some of
the works of Bach present difficulties of
another kind. The singer has far less
freedom than in the works of Handel,
Here he must depend upon pure singing
for his results. And any singer attempting to sing Bach whose fundamental
training in breathing has been neglected
will soon discover his shortcomings in
that respect. The complex contrapuntal
writing of the Leipzig cantor demands
the closest possible attention upon the
part of tlic singer. There are no gaps
or breaks in the solidly woven texture
of Bach. The singer must hold himself
responsible every second. More than this,
the works demand close intellectual study,
I remember Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch
(the distinguished musical antiquarian
and greatest living authority upon the
interpretation of the ornaments in Bach’s
music) saying to me that the appogiatura
and acciacaturn are almost invariably misThe following example
interpreted,
make?,this clear.

intended

rendered
In the time of Bach and Handel, however, singers were allowed all sorts of
absurd liberties. They introduced their
“pet” notes and runs, and this led to
interminable so-called traditions which
have been the basis of arguments among
oratorio singers for over one hundred
years. The safest thing for the young
oratorio singer to do is to avoid the
fantastic and hold to those well-estabfished rules pertaining to the execution
of embellishments.
THE

BRIDGE

TO MODERN CHORAL
WORKS.
The oratorio singer of to-day is obliged
to increase his repertoire continually,
The time when a singer was able to content himself with a few Handel roles,
Haydn’s Seasons*and Creation, Mendelssohn’s Elijah and St. Paul, and, as a special novelty, Rossini’s Stabat Mater is
now happily past! The appetite for sensations in music is universal. The newest
works of Elgar, Strauss and Debussy are
whisked around the world within a few
months after they have been written,
|ory of mus-wT art ^hen'the ♦public’ has

traced to the magnificent foundation laid as it might be if enough public!spirited
A Large Number ol Teachers are Usi
by Mendelssohn. However, the student men and women could.be found to expend
should not make the mistake of passing sufficient money to insure adequate reover Mendelssohn and Haydn too lightly hearsals.
By D. A. CLIPPINGER
in his journey from the old to the new.
A deficit of thousands of dollars during*
The Price is One Dollar
The contributions of Brahms, Bruch, the last opera season in Philadelphia was
Address: 410 KIMBALL HALL, Chicago. II
Verdi and Elgar to modern choral music absorbed by one man, and opera goes
are a literature in themselves. Nothing merrily on. Why are there not men to
more .gorgeous than a fine rendering of give similar support to the wonderful
Brahm’s Requiem in an English cathe- and beautiful art of oratorio? Thus far
VOICE
dral can be imagined. Although of mod- oratorio has suffered, in comparison to
ern German origin, it seems to need the opera for lack of support, but I am con-»
Mrs. Stacey Williams
setting of time-old walls, stained glass vinced that the time will come when a
405-406 Kimball Hall
and burnished altars. The Verdi Requiem certain portion of the public will become
Chicago
and the more spectacular Rossini Stabat tired of the artificial and garish specMater are in a class by themselves. Both tacle of opera and long for the purer
works are distinguished by being the only musical enjoyment afforded by the orareligious compositions of masters who torio.
devoted their lives to the theatre. Bothseem to sound better when heard through
Art is our comforter, our solace in
the proscenium than when heard through deep mental suffering. When it is rethe choir screen.
garded as a plaything, or as a means
Voice Building
Of modern writers of oratorio none for making money, then it can be of
a specialty
has reached the high standard set no value whatever to us. If nothing
by Sir Edward1 Elgar. He has lifted is sacrificed to art, art will give nothLOST VOICES RESTORED
oratorio into another and higher plane, fog in return.
COME to CHICAGO to Rudy
Elgar has done for oratorio what Wagner
Merely*to be an artist means to bring
Music—where you haoe-theopportunityto hear Grand Opera, Orches¬
did for opera, and has done it upon very constant sacrifice to the altar of art,
tra Concerts, and the great visiting
much the same lines.
to live only for the ideal and for the
artists.
I am sorry to find Elgar’s Apostles and emulation and soul stimulation which
516 Kimball Hall
Gerontius practically unknown in Amer- we get in exchange. Those who have
ica. Such magnificent works, if capably not this inner consciousness should
rendered, could not fail to enthrall audi- leave art alone and not profane her altar.
ences here as they do in Europe; they_.
need intelligent listeners and a superfic al
BRONCHIAL
acquaintance is worse than none at all.
The works of Samuel Coleridge-Taylor
A standard and unexcelled specific for relief of coughs, hoarse¬
ness, loss of voice, and bronchial troubles. Free from opiates*
have great popularity in England. He is
or anything harmful. Invaluable to singers.
also a master of the dramatic in choral
Price, 25c, 50c, $1.00
Sold everywhere.
Sampler mailed free.
composition. His Hiawatha has been in
JOHN I. BROWN A SON.BOSTON, MASS.
great demand with the Royal Choral So¬
ciety and has been frequently performed
in London. Next to Elijah and Messiah
it draws the largest audiences at this so¬
HERBERT WILBER GREENE
ciety’s concerts. He is a worker with con¬
secrated purposes and deserves the highest
TEACHER OF SINGING
" prf-1 lo Philadelphia September 15thencouragement from the musical public.
Aa before, hi. day. will be THURSDAYS. FRIDAYS and SATURDAYS
ORATORIO DESERVES WIDER ATTEN¬
Philadelphia Addre..: 202 Pres.er Bldg.New York Addreas: 701 Carnegie H
TION.
Oratorio suffers very much from the
spirit in which it is approached by con¬
ductors and by the choir. They seem to
be suffering under the delusion that anyfofog religious must of necessity be dull
Suite 326 Huntington Chambers, Copley Square,
BOSTON, MASS.
Could any greater mistake be made,
Boston Basso and Vocal Instructor has opened
MR. THEODORE SCHROEDER the
Two of the most popular stage successes
prepared for Concert. Opera and Oratorio,
his studio for the season 1911-1?. Pupils th *oughly
.
mpils.
Monthly recitals. As the number of pupils is
Gf the modern opera repertoire are
Practical stage experience afforded advanced pupi
limited it is advised that all
founded upon Biblical stories, I refer t°
SINGERS WRITE NOW
Saint-Saen’s Samson and Delilah and
and list of professional ai
Strauss’ Salome.
oughly in.<
Beginners accented if thorouf
pupils. Address
Opera is given at enormous expense of
money, time and energy. Months are spent
fo preparing the scenery and costumes,
daily rehearsals with trained singers tor
weeks in advance of the first perform¬
ance insure results which otherwise would
LET IVIE HEAR FROM YOU
be unattainable. Even then, some first

Systematic Voice Training.

GEO. W. MUNR0

BROWN ’S

SCHROEDER VOCAL STUDIO
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IF THIS IS SOMETHING YOU NEED

performances of operas are not entirely
satisfactory.
What is the 'ase with
oratorio? The chorus tse« » <^d
with more or less faithfulness for some
months TheaccompanimentisamM
invariably with =rlPor °’
fomanv insome cases with an organ. In
y
stances the numbers m whmh the soloists
have a part
has
often happens
through as a
never rehearsed the work trough a a
whole so that he choir^unfamiliar
with the nu^ ^ ^ ^ p.rformance.
Fi"bf y;h°"da%efL°f th^soforingers

vrorics ° WilUng t0 ^ ^ and b,Zarfe
AlUhis keeps the oratorio singer busy
his spare moments, and it also points the orchestra.

oZ

TROCHES

"icagre °pp^

The chorus is often

„
Z
„ “g« «r for 0,0,0 .h,» 00. cohost,.1
the newer works
"tul
S0.U Orchestral rehearsal, ar. cPnes. Haydn’s oratorios make a Spienam ™**?*"““ d~as few as possible are conbndgeto Mendelssohn. Mendelssohn was pen ve,
P.^ ^ ^ ^ -s
far more ongmal and far more of an duct d.
orfflances come out as well
nnovator than he ls.given the credit for tha
The resuit ;s that the public
tang. Indeed, many.of the dramatic ef- as ey
• w;th oratorio at its best, or
fects in modem choral works may easily be is unfamiliar wu

L

maybe not. Then, again, the particular information desired may not be found in these books. For that matter it
distantly located, is a bar to

rule for this? "
My Proposition to You Is Tills s
wawm thing which has troubled you in
Send me one or two questions
_individual vocal lesson
tion. In fact, my answerwiHbe^
My reply will cover in detail your particuli
that dependAupon vourself,
as 1 can possiblv place one on paper. I can
1 you so much doire’.
desire.
5 wortTtttfog. ft may bring just iTSonnationyoiTwmucfi
but if you really need assistance here is a p
harge. Other lessons will naturally follow This will be to my
If it does you will be glad to meet a reason
y first letter of instruction fail to help you, there will be ~
advantage as well as yours. Should, howe
has actually been rendered.
whatsoever. I wish to be paid only when
named in the first sentence of this article. 1 would like ‘
This offer is specifically intended
i using daily with success in my studio have a wider field of
ideas, suggestions and expedients which
Many vocal students and teachers have !
Furthermore, 1 wisn u ro De aisoncuy understood that such a plan as this is limited in its scope. It is not by any
ms intended to take the place of the Individual influence of a teacher In his studio. No plan ever formulated
do that. But this plan of instruction will prove to be the next best thing in cases where face to face vocal
y with a teacher is impossible. Until very recently 1 had doubted the efficacy of-'way,^ particularly
ugh correspondence 1 know now. frorft recent personal experience, that help cai
le student has already had some previous instruction. Letters f
ise enclose stamp with your first letter.

Geo. Chadwick Stock,
Phone 3094 Y. M. C. A. Bids-

Teacher ol Singing
Studio e.labli.hed 1893
Ncw Haven. Conn.
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THE PLAYER-PIANIST

arranyed°to take "ihe^'edttonni^ot'^Mp'department during B12 are Dr. H A Clarice, Dr.
^alrrUmmTr.H^e
Sl^tS anil otM
'similar ’standing. The prospect is that our orijun deportment unit be more helpful and
interesting than ever.]
ORGAN ADAPTATION AND
ACCOMPANIMENT.
The practical organist, be he church
player or recitalist, is continually con¬
fronted with a problem which troubles
other instrumentalists but little; time
and again he is compelled to play from
music not written for his instrument,
and frequently h'e must do this at sight.
The young church organist has his
first experience in this line with his
beginnings at hymn playing and the
skilled virtuoso develops his musicianship and tests his technical proficiency
in attempting the performance of over¬
tures and symphonic movements from
ihe full orchestral score.
In other
words the organist must prepare him¬
self for the making of transcriptions
or adaptations, either at sight or other¬
wise, of music written for all sorts of
vocal and instrumental combinations.
It is with the hope of shedding some
light upon a few of the chief features
of the foregoing proposition that this
article has been prepared. The solu¬
tion of the problem is by no means as
difficult as it may appear to be, pro¬
vided that one goes about it in the proper
manner from the very beginning, more¬
over, it has many interesting aspects.
Some take to it instinctively, some
need but a few practical hints, whi'e
others prefer to go into the subject
more deeply.
HYMN PLAYING.
About the first requirement of the
young organist beginning church work
is the ability to accompany or lead the
hymns acceptably. This is a matter to
which more attention should be given
than is ordinarily the case. We have
known many an organist applying for
an appointment meet discomfiture
after creditably surviving the ordeal of
a music committee through voluntaries
and set pieces up to the point where
some knowing committeeman suggests
that “Mr. So-and-So open the book at
a given number and give out the hymn
tune just as he would before a, congre¬
gation, following with a verse, just as
he would accompany it.” Such a time
is not one for fumbling or uncertainty.
The first thing to be understood is
that the hymn-tune as printed in the
book is not piano music, not organ
music, but a vocal short score, i. e„ the
soprano and alto parts on the upper
staff, the tenor and bass on the lower.
This must be turned into organ music,
deftly and accurately.
Ordinarily,
there are several ways in which this
is done: the four voice parts may be
played on the manuals without using
the pedals; the soprano, alto and tenor
parts may be played on the manuals,
employing the pedals for the bass part;
or the soprano part, or melody, may¬
be played by the right hand on a solo
stop, the left hand playing the alto and

tenor part on another manual, the ped¬
als taking the bass part. But in all of
the foregoing methods it is to be borne
in mind that the organist is expected
to “fill up” his chords somewhat, either
by doubling some essential members
of the chords or by adding members
of the chords which the exigencies of
four-part vocal writing have caused to
be omitted; this must be done with taste
and discretion. Having gotten thus far
the effect will still be unsatisfactory
and unorganlike if another important
precept be not followed.
Since re¬
peated chords and disjunct phrases are
always ineffective on the organ, it is
necessary to tie or combine all repetition
notes occurring in the inner voices (alto
and tenor), iterating distinctly all re¬
peated tones occurring in the melody. It
is well to iterate all repeated tones of
the bass part, or, at least, those occuring on accented beats. Distinctness of
rhythm and continuity of tone are thus
attained at one and the same time, and
the “vocal short score” becomes real
organ- music. The beginner should se¬
lect a number of familiar tunes, write
them out in the three ways mentioned
above, then practice them.
Let us take a portion of the familiar
tune “Federal Street” as an illustration.

Played on either manual alone it will
make good organ music thus:
Gt. or Sw„ Soft Stops

Played on manual and pedal it should
read thus:

The student should finish out the re¬
mainder of each example.
The final three measures afford an
opportunity for transferring a tenor
note to the right hand and for solidi¬
fying the harmonies by “filling in"
some essential tones. They are writ¬
ten thus:

Son! plover technic, musio roll rending, etc. ” *° appreo1*'
150 pages, splendidly bound, sent to any address on receipt
of $1. Money refunded if book is not desired after examina¬
tion. Special discounts iu quantity lota.
EDWARD LYMAN BILL, Publisher

Church Organs
BUILT BY

HUTCHINGS ORGAN CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

Pipe Organs of Highest Grade Only

They should be played thus:

that matter, as an instance. Many of
these seem almost hopeless at first, yet
with patience and care all may be efTectively adapted. While we do not
hold that the organ should imitate the
orchestra, or the piano either, neverthe¬
less the organ has an “instrumentation”
of its own aside from its “registration,”
and it must from time to time suggest
or imply certain effects peculiar to the
orchestra and to the piano. In trans¬
ferring piano music to the organ, the
peculiar genus of either instrument
must be borne in mind. While the
piano has not the power of sustaining
tone indefinitely, it has the “damper
pedal” for binding tones together, for
furnishing harmonic background, and
for creating atmospheric effects. Al¬
though the organ may sustain tone in¬
definitely, it has no such adjunct as a
damper pedal, and furthermore, it has
no direct powers of “accentuation.”
Take an arpeggio like the following on
the piano:

Our Instruments comprise all features which
are of real value. Many years of practical
experience.
Write for specifications.
EMMONS HOWARD
Westfield, Mass.

THE DIAPASON
Published nu
accounts of new organs an
Fifty Cents a Year.
522 West Monroe Str
After a number of hymns have been
arranged simi'arly the student may es¬
say the performance of others without
writing them out, endeavoring to carry
out the transcription mentally. Many
of the pedal parts will prove awkward
and these must be studied out separate¬
ly, writing them out, if necessary, and
marking the most convenient method of
pedalling. Bass parts of hymns are
written for the voice and with regard
to their effects in the harmonic scheme
rather than to suit the player. In no
case should the organist acquire the
habit of punching around with the left
foot picking up a bass note here and
there, while the right foot operates the
swell pedal.
So much for the hymns: there are
more elaborate methods of accompany¬
ing them, but those given should suf¬
fice for ordinary use and should be
fully mastered before others are at¬
tempted. The first method may be
used in giving out the tune, the second,
in accompanying the congregation, and
the third, as an alternate for either of
the preceding, using'a soft solo stop for
giving out and a stronger combination
for accompanying.
ANTHEMS.
Anthem accompaniments must fre¬
quently be treated in the same manner
as the hymn tunes, especially when the
accompaniment is little more than an
duplication of the voice parts. Other
anthem accompaniments partake of the
nature of piano parts and must be
treated as detailed in the following sec¬
tion. Where the composer has written
a genuine organ part to the anthem, as
he should do always, then there is no
further difficulty.

FROM THE PIANO TO THE ORGAN.
Ped., Bourdon 16; coup, to Gt. & Sw. . The organist has set before him con¬
tinually accompaniments of various
kinds, which, if not intended for the
piano, are far better suited to that in¬
strument. Take the average "sacred
Assigning the melody to a solo com¬ solo,’ so dear to the hearts of choir
bination it will appear thus:
singers, and of congregations too, for

GEO. K1LGEN & SON

Pipe Organ Builders

This is an idea partially borrowed
from the orchestra. Here is a ponder¬
ous form of accompaniment which is
much affected by some writers, espec¬
ially those who transcribe from orches¬
tral versions: it is none too good on
the piano and impossible on the organ,
except in some such manner as indi¬
cated:
On the Organ

Ped.
The tremolo of the stringed instru¬
ments in the orchestra can be repro¬
duced neither on the piano nor the
organ. Here is about the best that can
be done:

Does Organ News Interest You?
This will nearly always be played
with the damper pedal down. If played
on the organ just as written, it will
appear insignificant, but if played as fol¬
lows, it will be full and effective;

mP
yfM.

Tremolo
Stringed instruments Piano

Austin Organs
pP l G H T organs in a
small section of a
State where, six years
ago, we had none. Con¬
tract for the eighth-a
big one—just awarded
to us.
Every organ built from
our factory is an adver¬
tisement of our voicing
and mechanical system.
Let us send you litera-

FREDERICK MAXSON

CONCERT ORGANIST

collection entitled An Essay on the
Church Plain-Chant. The Duke of Leeds
happening to hear the tune sung at the
Portuguese Chapel in London caused it
to be introduced at the “Antient Con¬
certs” under the title Portuguese Hymn.
Vincent Novello, to whom church mu¬
sicians owe much, who was organist at
the Portuguese Chapel, ascribed the tune
to John Reading, giving the date 1680.
So far no authority for this has been
discovered. In 1840 Mendelssohn com¬

Church Organs
Main Office & Wor ks

Hook=Hastings Co.
BRANCHES:

IN. J.

COREY

Organist and
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Lecturer

Novel. Varied and Beautifully Illustrated Lecture-recitals upon
Examples might be multiplied, but
sufficient is here given to outline the
general principles of adaptation from
piano music and the rest may be left
to study, practice and experience.

- CONCERT

PIPE ORGANS

TWO CHRISTMAS HYMN TUNES. posed the Festgesang, a double chorus, to
celebrate the introduction of the art of
It is a curious fact that certain hymn printing. One can readily imagine the
tunes become inseparably united to texts astonishment of Mendelssohn, could he
for which they were not originally com¬ hear his music sung to the words Hark!
posed, and this to the practical exclusion the Herald. Angels Sing in thousands of
of all other settings. This is the case churches at Christmas time; especially so,
with two of the most popular Christmas in view of the fact that he himself wrote
hymns now in use: O Come, All Ye of this same chorus, “I am sure that piece
Faithful and Hark! the Herald Angels will be liked very much by singers and
Sing. Both these hymns are sung to hearers, but it will never do to sacred
tunes so appropriate and so fitting that words.” The tune is now known as Men¬
one could hardly imagine the use of any delssohn or Berlin.
other settings.
The tune known as Adeste Fideles,
commonly sung to O Come, All Ye
Faithful, is most obscure in its origin.
We first hear of it in 1751, when it ap¬
pears that a certain John Wade, a
Instruction in Piano, Organ, Theory
pensioner in the household of Nicholas
1003 South 47th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
King in Lancashire, England, copied this
tune, together with several others, for
J. WARREN ANDREWS
the use of his employer. It was a com¬
Special Short Courses in ORGAN STUDY,
mon custom at that time for itinerant
Form of Lectures and Illuetrations, specially prepared
clerks to disseminate music in this
,d adapted to the needs of those who can spend but a
ort time in the city. Send for Cataloe.
manner for use at the services in
Jdress THE CHURCH OF THE DIVINE PATERNITY
proprietary chapels.
In 1783 Adeste
Central Part West and 76th Street, New York
Fideles appeared in print in a Catholic

Pianist,

' WM. R.
Stearns Bldg.. Portland. Ore.
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es, Colleges, Lyceum

especially adapted fo
38 WOODWARD TERRACE. Detroit, Mich.

GUILMANT
ORGAN SCHOOL

Similar instances will tie met without
number.
Repeated chords, so common in
piano accompaniments, are invariably
bad on the organ, since, when a key is
released, sound immediately ceases; a
detached and clucking effect being the
result. This may be remedied effectively
in the following manner:

In attempting orchestral pieces on
the organ, where regularly published
organ transcriptions of the same are
not used or desired, the beginner
DR. WILLIAM C. CARL, Director
should first have recourse to piano
transcriptions of these pieces, refer¬
Guilm&nt Method Taught Exclusively
ring to the full orchestral scores for
purposes of comparison and analys s.
Winter Term, January 2d.
Genuine orchestral effects can rarely be
Send for New Catalogue.
for nano
Piano rayeu
Played uu
on urg™
Organ
A Written
written ior
reproduced with exactitude, but certain
Address,
34
West Twelfth St., New York
colorings, combinations and contrasts
of tone masses, produced by the man¬
ipulation of the three great orchestral
ORGAN AND SONG RECITALS
choirs, strings, wood-wind and brass,
may be successfully suggested or im¬
MR. and MRS. CLARENCE EDDY
plied. All the foregoing hints on adap¬
tations will apply with equal or greater
SEND FOR NEW CIRCULAR
HAENSEL & JONES ‘
force in this department. “Score-Read¬
1 Ea’sT*42d^St.rNew York
Season 10 11-12
The single sustained note serves to
ing” is an art in itself which may be
steady and connect the organ tone, at the
acquired only after years of study and
same time suggesting the effect of the
effort; but when the organist masters
73 In Pittsburgh
“damper pedal.” Of course, the above sug¬
72 in New York; 45 in Baltimore; 38 In Philadelphia; 32 In Cincinnati; 1 8 in Washington
this he may discard all printed transcripgestions are not intended to -apply to
20 in Hagerstown.
For Catalo-iues address M. P. MOLLER, HAGERSTOWN, BID.
pure staccato effects, but the staccato on
the organ grows monotonous, if long
continued. The following form of ac¬
companiment so frequently employed
on the piano in either staccato or legato
ARTHUR
ls exceedingly weak on the organ:

1,300 MOLLER PIPE ORGANS
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Austin Organ Co.
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M mmmmrPLAYING IN PUBLIC.
A correspondent writes of his violin
troubles from the far Orient, a portion
of his letter being as follows: “I have
left off taking lessons, but keep up my
practice, besides teaching, and some¬
times have all kinds of failings to en¬
dure. When by myself or with my
people, I can ‘get through pretty fair,’
but when in public—oh, dear!—I get
so nervous and race like a blind bull
through a china shop, and am often
blurred in many places and feel so
wretchedly disgusted that I don’t know
what to do with myself. Then, again,
I can play almost a whole evening
through without the least fatigue, but
as for a moto perpetuo, I can’t get
through more than one page and am
almost finished. How should I prac¬
tice to overcome this dreadful failure?
T don’t seem to have any power of en¬
durance, and am most anxious to con¬
quer this failing, not for public ad¬
miration, but for myself.”
There is so much in the experiences
of our correspondent, which is also ex¬
perienced by many violinists who play
in public, that his letter is worthy of
an answer at some length. The three
great aids to quiet nerves in a public
performance are—preparation. Prepara¬
tion, PREPARATION. The violinist
who has worked out every bit of tech¬
nic in his solo, until it is easy for him,
until he is perfectly sure of every pas¬
sage, faces his audience with a very
different feeling from the one who re¬
lies on “getting through somehow by
the skin of his teeth.” The latter is
fully aware that his solo has been only
half learned, and every bit of hard
technic looms up before him like a
specter. He dreads the hard cadenza
on page 3, and wonders how in the
world he is ever going to get through
the page of thirty-second notes with
spring bowing on page 6. Wi.h such
a state of affairs, how could any one
help but be in a state of almost nerv¬
ous collapse. It would be a wonder if
he were not.
HALF LEARNED PIECES.
We do not say that this is the case
with our correspondent, as we do not
know him or how much violin technic
he possesses, but the fact that he
makes some inquiries in regard to the
proper tempi of the various movements
of the Paganini Concerto, Op. 6, in
another portion of his letter, leads us
to suspect that such may be the case.
The Paganini concertos, and other
great show pieces by Paganini, such
as the Witches’ Dance, I Palpiti, the
Variations on God Save the King, etc.,
are compositions which should be left
to the great virtuoso violinists as far
as public performances is concerned.
These are the gorgeous red poppies in
the garden of violin playing, and can
only be garnered by those who have
heaven-born talents, and who have
’ been able to study the violin art thor¬
oughly almost from their infancy. Vio¬
linists are naturally ambitious, and it
is hard for many of them to content
themselves with more modest com¬
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positions. The modest daisy or violet,
no matter how beautiful, has no attrac¬
tions for them; it must be the greatest
or nothing.
Our correspondent also mentions the
difficulty of getting through a Moto
Perpetuo. If it is a “Perpetual Mo¬
tion” as difficult as that of Ries’ he
refers to, there is little wonder he
complains, for such compositions re¬
quire technic of a very high order. To
play such a composition an artist must
have his spring bowing developed to
the highest perfection, and must be a
natural velocity player. The bow must
go absolutely with the finger, and
every note and the whole composition
must be as clean cut as a steel engrav¬
ing. Such compositions offer extraor¬
dinary difficulties to many violinists.
The secret of making a good success
in public performances is to have the
composition polished to the last degree
of perfection, no matter what the diffi¬
culty. If a piece seems at all difficult
in private practice, it should be dis¬
carded for an easier one, if the violin¬
ist finds he is unable to work it up to
a point where it seems easy for him.
An audience judges by what it hears.
A difficult piece makes no impression
if badly played, while a comparatively
easy one sends the audience into
ecstasies if played in masterly fashion.
Anything played in public should be
learned from memory. If necessary
the violinist can have the music set on
the music stand to one side, in case he
finds he is liable to forget during the
public performance.
HOW TO OVERCOME STAGE FRIGHT.
Now as to nervousness; there are no
doubt some people so constitutionally
nervous and excitable, that they are
never able to control themselves suffi¬
ciently well to perform an important
solo in public. With the vast majority,
however, the nervousness comes from
lack of preparation, from an attempt to
play compositions for which their tech¬
nic is too limited, from lack of experi¬
ence in public playing, or from a lack
of confidence in their own ability.
Many violinists, such as established
teachers, directors of orchestras, etc.,
work themselves into a nervous state
through thinking of the consequences
which a failure would entail. They
know that a failure would result in loss
of pupils and prestige, and this very
fear brings it to pass. Many overcome
nervousness by constant appearance
before the public. Children invariably
face a large audience without a trace
of fear, since they know that little is
expected of them, and that they have
no injurious consequences to face, even
if they play badly.
Every violinist suffers from nervous¬
ness at some time or other, especially
if the occasion of public performance
is one of great importance. One con¬
cert violinist said: “I suffer agonies
for a half hour before I steo on the
stage to play, notwithstanding my
years of public playing, and mentally
resolve never to play another note in
public, but after I make my entrance
and play a few notes, my nervousness

all vanishes, and I feel that I have the
courage to do anything.
After the
concert I reflect with wonder on my
preliminary fear, and never give it an¬
other thought until my next concert,
when I have the same agony to go
through with again.” Another violin¬
ist of the first rank, with an interna¬
tional reputation, said to me: “During
my tours I suffer greatly from fatigue
and nervousness at times. There are
occasions in the middle of a big con¬
certo when it seems as if I cannot push
the bow another stroke, and it is only
through the most strenuous exertion of
will power that I can get through at
all.”
A well-known violinist, in a recent
interview in The Etude, expressed the
opinion that mental science might help
some in cases of stage fright or
nervousness. Mental suggestion and
hypnotism is accomplishing some re¬
markable things at the present time,
and is attracting more and more a tention from the medical profession as its
phenomena become better known. I
will give a case in point. A young
man had to play a difficult concerto
with an orchestra in New York. He
was a violin student and it was to be
his first public appearance at an im¬
portant concert. He dreaded the time
to come, and went to his physician.
The physician hypnotized him, and
while in the hypnotic stale said: “You
will go home to-day and play the con¬
certo to the best of your ability. When
the night of the concert comes you will
play it exactly as well as you did in
your own home.” The night of the
concert came and the physician’s sug¬
gestion proved true. The young man
stepped on the stage as bold as a lion,
played without a trace of nervousness,
and achieved a great success.
Now, while I do not advocate hypno¬
tism, I mention this incident to show
the power of mental suggestion and
will power. It is all a case of confi¬
dence. The Latin poet Virgil, in de¬
scribing a great feat of some ath'etes,
wrote: “They can, because they th;nk
they can.” So with playing in public,
confidence is everything. Demosthenes,
th- world’s great orator, became such
by constantly keeping at work, for at
first, we are told, he addressed his
audiences in such a timid, faltering
manner that no one would listen to
him.
The best advice we can give our
correspondent is to play only composi¬
tions which are easy for him, to learn
them from memory, and to play in
public as frequently as possible. If the
compositions are well played, they will
give pleasure to the audience, and his
public playing will be successful. This
will give him confidence and assurance,
and he can gradually increase the diffi¬
culty of the compositions he plays.

STRAIGHT FROM THE
SHOULDER.
BY EDSON W. MORPHY.
The following paragraphs are to re¬
mind violin students that will power,
strength of character and the power to
do are of greater consequence than the
superficial desire to make a “hit,” and
that the gulf between the amateur and
the professional is crossed only by
tremendous self-sacrifice.
1. If some violin pupils had more
grit in their characters and less grit in
their tones, they would meet with
greater success.
. 2. A beautiful leather case is no sure
sign that the instrument within is a
Stradivarius. Get a good instrument
first and then look to the finery!
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times they do harm—produce
roughness, redness and irritation of
the skin; they are wasteful, more¬
over, and, at their best, they never
can equal Pears. Best be sure then

And Get the Genuine
and famous Pears’ Soap. It is low in
price; it is never cheapened by the
addition of water.
It is all soap—pure
soap—with no impure or inferior ingre¬
dients. Try it and see how thoroughly
cleansing, best for health of the skin,
and matchless for the complexion is

Pears9
SOAP
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PRACTICAL HISTORY OF
THE'VIOLIN ~

1 There is a ffreat difference be* n sitting at the photographer’s
’th a violin under the arm, smiling
^„"tlv and standing before an audisW ^ith a violin under the chin playf" t’he Mendelssohn Concerto.
4 Because a person goes twice a
ek to a five-dollar-a-lesson teacher is
Tot always proof that he will become
* artist; it is like the woman who ate
bird-seed to make herself into an opera
singer.
THE VIOLIN LIAR.
Joel B. Swett, the veteran American
violin maker, believes that there is
nothing so conducive to habits of pre¬
varication on the part of the average
man as the ownership of a violin. Mr.
Swett says:
“A great many men will lie oftener
and more persistently about old violins
than about almost anything else on
garth. I have known a man so Chris¬
tian and godly that he would whip his
children for telling even innocent little
fibs and who wouldn’t deceive even in
a horse trade, persistently to reiterate
the statement that a cheap old square¬
shouldered German fiddle, branded
‘Bopf’ in big letters just below the
button, had been the property of his
great-great-grandfather's great uncle’s
mother’s mother-in-law more than a
century before the real Hopf made a
number of square-shouldered fiddles,
some of which, by some mistake, pos¬
sessed a remarkably loud tone.
“A mild-eyed man of about seventy,
well-dressed and probably well-re¬
spected, one day brought a most
crudely built fiddle to have me reglue
the top, which was almost ready to fall
off. He insi-ted upon my using the ut¬
most care in the work, as it was an
instrument that had been handed down
to him through seven or eight genera¬
tions of his ancestors. When I got the
top off and saw some pencil-writtem
words near the base bar I was com¬
pletely dazed at first at the thought
that if the owner had told the truth, I
must most assuredly be the real, un¬
adulterated 'Wandering Jew.’
All I
could remember of my past, however,
was that I was born in 1841, and six¬
teen years later, with a hand saw, a
Chisel, a gauge and a pocket knife, I
had made that fiddle myself.
“It is possible there may be a few
violins that have never been lied about
during their existence, but they must
have been laid away and forgotten or
belonged to some ignoramus who
never read about or heard of the Cre¬
mona makers. It was a bad day for
the morals of the American or any
other people, for that matter, when
some fellow found a real ‘Strad’ in an
attic, bought it for a song or received
it as a gift and sold it for a thousand
dollars.
Since that time attics and
pawnshops have been remarkably fruit¬
ful sources of wealth. Old wrecks are
picked up and put into the hands of
skilled repairers, and then, at an ex¬
pense of two or three dollars sent to
New York and returned, bearing dirty,
ragged brown labels resembling closely
those found in the genuine productions
of the best old makers. Some of these
old makers didn’t use labels, but that
makes no difference.
“If Stradivarius were resurrected and
should examine the ‘Strad’ violins dis¬
played in our music stores he would
commit suicide.
“Sometimes I feel like lying myself.
1 think I will take the top off one of
the most degenerate specimens I can
get hold of and stick in a label in back¬
hand Hebrew, which, translated into
English, will read: ‘Made by Josephus,
A. D. 10.’ ”
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The Violinists' Friend
is the House of
August Gemunder & Sons

The famous Violin Maker* and Repairer*.
We have what you want.
Have your violin adjusted by us and see the
result. Send for our 3 Catalogues and
String List; also copy of The Violin

A. C. D.—The vibrato has been explained believed to be caused by a defect in the con¬
at some length In recent numbers of The struction or adjustment of the instrument.
It
Etude. You will find an article on the sub¬ A well-known writer on the violin says :
ject in the number of last July. Pupils with may result from some excess or defect in the
great talent and deep musical sensibilities thicknesses of the parts, from unusual elas¬
1 acquire the vibrato without being ticity In the wood, from bad proportions or
taught.
bt. They
j.iiey reel
feel tne
the need ror
for it to neig
heighten imperfect adjustment of the fittings, or some
the expression of the music, and just nat- defect In the proportions of the air chamurally do it, just us a
vocal vibrato of their own•1 accord,
accord. timer
Other beAs a rule the “wolf” In a violin cannot be
STENGER VIOLINS
violin pupils have to be taught. The teacher overcome. Sometimes, however, a good vio¬
Have dutinsraiMhin^feat0,,*r
had best not mention the subject ■ to the lin maker can Improve It to some degree by
pupil or try to instruct him in the vibrato reducing the thicknesses of some of the parts,
Superior|£e^r£|£^ish and
until he is able to play well Into Kreutzer— or by a more perfect adjustment of bar,
that Is, until his left hand work Is well bridge and sound-post.
established in the various positions, and he
,f Fine Violins
J. E. L.—If you use good strings, If the
O. STENGER, 1
Is able to play In good tune.
in your bow is In good condition, and
2. No exact rule can be laid down as to hair do
not use too much or too little rosin,
just what, and how many books a pupil you
if you have studied bowing and tone pro¬
should study before commencing Kreutzer. and
duction carefully, and yet you can only pro¬
The thirty-six studies of Kayser, Op. 20, are duce
“squeaky” tone In the higher posi¬
usually considered as the standard prepara¬ tions, athere
is little doubt that the trouble is
tory studies for Kreutzer. and many teachers CEUscd
by your bowing too f&r from tli©
take up Kreutzer with their pupils as soon bridge. In a bow instrument, the shorter
as the Kayser studies are mastered. Many the string to be set in vibration, the nearer
teachers use another series of studies between the bow must approach the bridge. This is
Kayser and Kreutzer, such as the Thirty-six a common scientific principle. In the higher
special studies of Mazas. As a rule an in¬ positions of the violin, the vibrating portion
struction book such as the Violin School of of the string is so short that it is like play¬
Hermann, or any other good preparatory ing on a toy violin, and the bow must ap¬
work Is studied, at least In part, before the proach quite close to the bridge if a good
Kayser studies are begun.
tone is to be produced.
1. B.—Just how high the strings of the
C. E. W.—The vibrato was thoroughly
violin should lie above the fingerboard is a
matter to some extent of Individual taste; plained in The Etude in the July number of
some violinists prefer them higher than last year. Your difficulty In producing the
others. In fitting a bridge, the violin re¬ vibrato no doubt comes from gripping the
pairer usually leaves the bridge rather high neck of the violin too tightly with the left
so that the violinist can lower the strings to hand. The base of the first finger opposite
the point which suits his convenience. The the thumb must be held quite free, otherwise
E string should not lie higher than 1/8 of an it would be impossible to produce the un¬
inch above the end of the fingerboard nearest dulating motion necessary for the vibrato.
the bridge, nor the G higher than 3/16 of This is a case where hand gymnastics would
Sawyer Musical Agency
an Inch, with the A and D to correspond, the be of no special benefit, as there are no
A a little above the level of the E and D,
which need strengthening.
and the D a little above the level of the G musclesis Involved
GISELA WEBER
required is lightness and rapidity of
and A, so that the bow will not strike two What
strings at once In playing. Some players action of the muscles. If there is any good
Solo Violinist
teacher
available
in
your
city
you
could
learn
have their strings lower than these measure¬
more of the vibrato from him In a half-hour
Metropolitan Opera House Bldg.
ments, hut rarely higher.
2. There Is no “recognized greatest violin lesson than from books tn a week.
New York
manufacturer of the present day.
Each
D. A. B.—Possibly the “muddy, wheezy
country has many excellent ™a^ers'
you complain of comes from the fact
United States has not a few who have tone”
you do not hold the strings down to the
achieved eminence for their original Instru¬ that
OVIDE IVI USIN’S
firmly enough with the fingers of
ments, and in making copies of the old Cre¬ fingerboard
Correspondence Conrte in Violin Playing
mona masters. 3. Keep your violin n a your left hand. If the strings are not held
good leather case and keep it covered with a down very firmly on to the fingerboard the
(M nn will bring you TWO SAMPLE LESSilk auilted cover. Never subject It to great string cannot vibrate clearly and a distress¬
$1’UU SONS in BOWING. SHIFTING or
CHROMATICS-las you prefer). .These alone
extremes of heat and cold, and keep it in a ingly bad tone results.
drv place. 4. Rigat Buhns, of St. Peterswill CONVINCE you of the practicality and
T. McF.—You say that you are through
• --g, 13 not among the great violin makers.
efficiency of the complete Course.
with the Spring Song, Trailmerei and Raffs
1 t—The violin mute Is a little instru- Cavatina, and that you are going to tackle
“EXTASE”
,'t made of wood (usually ebony) or metal, Tsehaikowsky’s Violin Concerto. Possibly
(Valse Lente de Concert)
deft projections —j? forks’ ’which
rohl',h ad!U|- you do not know that this work Is of enor¬
mirof its’being’pressed down on thejnddge mous difficulty, and should only he attempted
By OVIDE MUSIN
trings. Theeffect of
without touching^
A brilliant concert number for Violin and
„
deaden the resonance of the by students who have had a thorough vir¬
Piano. Mr. Musin’s instructions as to how CQtuoso training. You will only waste your
violin, so that the Instrument sounds much time
it should be played free with each copy
by attempting a work of this character.
softer, and also acquires a dllferent tone
A worthy successor to his celebrated
It would he like a pupil in the fourth gram¬
quality.
.
,
.
“MAZURKA DE CONCERT”
in the public schools attempting to
o Your Dupil should study scales ana mar grade
a difficult and abstruse problem in
Ovide Musin’s Virtuoso School of Violin
exercises daily. You will find a good course solve
The study of a musical instrufor beginners’ In the violin department of trigonometry.
Dept. E.
51 West 76th St., New York City
ment should be like steps, gradual and even,
The Etude of July last year.
and the pupil should not try to jump two
r M B.—You would find the Hermann or three flights at once.
violin Schule, Vols. 1st and 2d, of great asStince For pieces you might fay Harvest
For Christmas a fine
j K—Anton Seidl was a great orchestra
conductor, who died a few years ago. He
?/ 3rlZeri\ roPlidE^yJFUan4lMet96p^86, formerly lived in Europe, but the latter part
by Ch. Dancla. Both these works have pleas¬ of his life was passed in this country, mostly
ing piano accompaniments, you ougnt to re- in New York City, where he conducted grand
is a most appropriate gift
opera and orchestral concerts, and was the
KftVi
director of Seidl’s Symphony Orchestra, an
E. M. H—The .‘Volf’luta avlolta
Our stock of old and new Violins is very
^klf'Vhcrfma/have becnTvmUn ££&
large and our prices are reasonable.
S the same name, or “SeldU" as spelled in
- v- itTs usually your letter, at the date the inscription in
When well marked
Write for catalogue of the
less —
in every
and but
on your violin suggests, but he is not known as
found more or. less
- octave
violins
There- f ”
old established house of
a great violin maker. For all that, your
have7 aBt“woTf” Somewhere, either in a greater violin may he a good one and possess an ex¬
S? less degree. Sometimes It is so bad that cellent tone.
JOHN
FRIEDRICH & BRO.
the instrument is almost worthless, it

ROOT VIOLINS

VIOLIN

gTduerer violins
two-hioh-orade outfits at special, prices
CORDE DE LUXE

VIOLIN E
USED BY LEADING ARTISTS
15c Each
$1.50 per Dozen
Catalog of fine violins sent free
MUSICIANS' SUPPLY CO.
60 Lagrange Street
Boston, Mass.

. 1 STRADIVARIUS MODEL, rich redh Amber varnish Ebony trimmed,
gewood pegs High-class workmanship.

THEO.

*0. 2 AM ATI MODEL, small body, one piece back,
ull length scale, polished finger board, wood nicely
natched and varnished light amber brown, white
;dges, full ebony trimmed, complete outfit including

PRESSER

CO.,

“Chemical Violin-Bridges”

„

These tone-improving, almost indeEBSdfis;:; /*r

n Book by express.$20.00
1712 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia. - Pa.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressingour advertisers.
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TO THE BIRTH HOUSE OF A
KING.
(Scene
U. S. A. about a week after
Christmas.
Music room littered with
toys and Christmas decorations. Mary at
the piano plays “The Last Rose of Sum¬
mer" with one finger. Ben watches the
rain outside, drumming the tune on the
window pane.)
Ben (yawning) : Wonder who in¬
vented the week after Christmas? It’s
the stalest week on the calendar!
Mary (putting in chords with the left
hand) : It isn’t, either, if you get busy!
Ben: Oh, Shucks! You’re pretending
—“faking the bass” or whatever they call

BEETHOVEN WAS VERY ABSENT-MINDED.
UPON ONE OCCASION WHILE THINKING
ABOUT A NEW THEME HE TOOK UP THE
WATER PITCHER AND WALKED ABOUT THE
ROOM POURING WATER ON HIS HANDS, MUCH
TO THE DISCOMFORT OF HIS NEIGHBORS BE-

Mary (indignantly) : The idea! Why
I’m harmonizing a melody—you don’t,
know what you’re talking about, Ben
Price!
Ben (losing interest) : It’s awful to
live in a town that isn’t even put down
on the map. No one eve r heard of this
place but us.
Rondo (a boy, tall and rather restless,
steps into the room) : I have, and I have
come a long way to prove that something
new can happen to boys who live in a
town off the map.
(Ben and Mary starting up, too sur¬
prised to speak.)
Rondo (laughing) : You don’t know
nte—I’m an old friend, one you have
known for ever so long.
Ben: You look like Rondo, the G
major our teacher is so fond of playing.
Rondo: Good! You can recognize me;
that’s fine! Now I’ve come to take you
to Bonn to-day, to the birthplace of a
king who marked a path in musical his¬
tory that every really truly musician will
follow until time ceases. (Looks at the
scattered toys.) I see you have celebrated
the birthday of the King of Love. Come,
we will now celebrate the birthday of a
musical prophet who opened for us a new
world of ideals. You remember'his birth¬
day, was also in December.
Ben (excitedly) : It’s Beethoven!

THE
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Rondo: Come, my Dream Ship is fas¬
tened outside. It’s the ship people are
always waiting to come in.
Mary: Oh, Ben, it’s come for us.
Shall we go ?
Ben: Well, you guess I wouldn’t miss
the chance! (Puts on his hat and coat.)
Mary : Shall we take our new Christ¬
mas metronomes?
Rondo (.opening the door) : To be sure,
we may need them.
Scene: Rondo’s Dream Ship sailing in
the clouds over the Rhine. Ben and
Mary lean over the edge of the basket
and listen. “Weia! Waga! Woga, du
Welle, Walle zur Wiega, Wagalaeia!
Wallala Weila Weia!”
Mary: Sounds like water, doesn’t it?
Rondo: Yes, it’s Woglinde practicing
the Rhinemaiden’s song from Wagner’s
opera, Rheinegold. (Consults the map of
musical Europe, September Etude, 1910.)
We are in the Rhine district now, not far
from Bonn.
Some way those Rhinemaidens always know when I’m bringing
a party to Bonn, for they never fail to
give us the Rhine signal. (All listen in¬
tently.) “Heiajaheia! Heiajaheia! (They
all sing.)
Wallalallalala Heiajahei!"
(The ship sails with the music trailing its
ropes up the Rhine.)
Rondo:
Wagner loved Beethoven’s
music. The Symphonies were his par¬
ticular joy, and he studied them faith¬
fully. Here we are at Bonn at last.
(The ship descends slowly.)
Scene: (No. SIS Bonngasse. Rondo
ties the Dreamship to the gate. They
ring, the doors By back and they enter
a walled-in garden.)
Rondo (anxiously looking up at the
windows) : Why where are the boys, I
wonder? (Two boys, one in pink and the
other in blue, run to meet them.) Oh,
here they are! (Presenting the boy in
blue.) This is Adagio, the well-beloved
of Beethoven, and this lively one (turning
to the boy in, pink) is Scherzo.
Mary: What cute little dears!
Ben (pokirt£ her violently with the
metronome): Not so loud! Boys hate
to be called “litle dears” and “cute.”
Scherzo (laughing) : They call me
“little,” and “dear,” and “a joke,” but I
tell you I’m no joke when it comes to a
Beethoven Sonata. Why, I most run
>ff with the notes, I go so fast!
Mart '}ooking at him admiringly): I
should ‘ 'y you do! I never could play
a Scherzo fast enough! That’s why we
got these new Christmas metronomes
Adagio : I don’t believe Beethoven
cared for the metronome. He said, “He
who is imbued with the right spirit re¬
quires no such guide, and he who is not
so imbued does not benefit by it, for he
runs away from his orchestra in spite of
the metronome.”
Rondo: That’s true enough, but I be¬
lieve they are a good thing, and I’m
heartily glad that you have yours this
Christmas.
Ben : Isn’t Adagio the sober one
’round here?
Adagio: Not half so sober as you
think, unless you call big runs in thirtysecond and sixty-fourth notes sober!
That’s what you find very often in a

Beethoven Adagio, besides thrills and
crossing hands. Without bragging, 1
think I am the most beautiful part of his
Sonatas.
Beethoven loved them and
played them with divine clearness and
expression. He was very particular, too,
about holding the hands and placing the
fingers upon the keys.
Ben: What method did he use?
Rondo (with a loud laugh) : In these
days of methods I suppose you might call
his the Emanuel Bach method. Does that
sound stale and old-fashioned to you
young Americans. It’s still quite a good
method I believe. But whatever the
“method,” he produced such an effect
upon his hearers that frequently_ not an
eye remained dry.
It is said that
Beethoven would burst into a roar of
laughter and say, “We artists don’t want
tears, we want applause.” Then again
he would call his admirers fools and
spoiled children.
Mary: Mercy! What horrible man¬
ners !
Adagio : But remember what a person¬
ality and what a prodigious genius!
Scherzo: I think we should talk about
his
rk and not about his peculiarities.
If ever a man expressed himself in his
work Beethoven did. For my part I
wish your teachers would use the sonata
movements . arately. What a delightful
change that would be!
Many pupils
swallow the sonatas whole like an oyster,
even without tasting. If I were taken
out and given a modern-sounding name
I know I should sell like ten-cent music
on a bargain counter.
Rondo (shocked): Don’t hunt for
cheap notoriety! Anyway a ten-cent
reader couldn’t even play you! Bargain
counter music never lasts long.
Adagio (impatiently) : We might stay
here all day discussing our relative val¬
ues; but what’s the use when we know
them already, so let’s show the children
the house.

BEETHOVEN WAS ONCE INVITED TO PLAY AT
THE HOME OF A NOBLEMAN, BUT UPON
BEING INFORMED THAT HE WOULD BE "EX¬
PECTED TO GO AS. A MENIAL, HE INDIG¬
NANTLY REJECTED THE PROPOSAL.
Rondo: Right, dear Adagio; we’ll go
straight to the top and look at the birthroom first. (They mount the steep wooden
stairs.) The house now belongs to the
Beethoven Verein (society). Joachim, the
violinist, was its first president. He has
been here many times with his quartet, and
pla.-ed upon these old instruments that
you see in the case (pointing into the
room on second Boor).
They were
Beethoven’s. The piano too, which stands
there, was played by Beethoven after his
deafness. It is said he played so loud and
hard that the ivories came off. At least
you will see that many are missing.
Adagio (running on before) : Oh let
me be first to show the birth room.

Scherzo : Somehow dear gentle Adagio
thinks that room belongs to him!
Adagio (standing at the attic door):
It’s almost as bare and lowly as a manger.
(The American children look into a lowceilinged attic room, with sloping roof
and narrow window. Beethoven’s bust
stands upon a pedestal, a faded wreath at
its base. Fresh violets and American
Beauties are scattered near the doorway.)
Mary (surprised): Why where did
these flowers come from!
Rondo: American tourists, of course.
You have no idea what lots of flowers
we have to carry out; it’s beautiful to
know how well beloved our master is in
your bright new country; you know he
didn’t get much love here. To be sure
his mother was gentle and he adored her;
but his father was a severe, cross-grained
fellow.

BEETHOVEN CONDUCTED A PERFORMANCE
OF ONE OF HIS SYMPHONIES, AND AT THE
END HIS DEAFNESS PREVENTED HIS HEARING
THE TUMULTUOUS APPLAUSE. A FRIEND
TURNED HIM AROUND SO THAT HE COULD
SEE THE VOCIFEROUS AUDIENCE.
Adagio : Johann Beethoven was a sourtempered exacting man, but perhaps we
wouldn’t have had such a Beethoven if
he had not made Ludwig work.
Rondo:
Nonsense!
Brutality never
made anybody wiser—the fact is Johann
was poor and starving. He saw the com¬
mercial value of his sort, and no doubt in¬
spired by what Mozart’s father had done
in making a musical “wonder,' he set
out to do the same with his four-year-old
child.
If the boy had had what you in America
call “nerves,” he would have laid down
and died of heart sickness and neglect;
but he was a sturdy chap, and while he
practiced his father’s lessons, many tears
must have fallen; still he never wavered.
Ben: Did he have to go to school?
That’s what gives us nerves over home—
making grades.
Scherzo: Oh, yes. He went to the
common school until he was thirteen.
His father’s friend taught him French,
Latin and Italian, and he studied piano,
violin and harmony besides. At twelve
the court organist, Neefe, took him and
made him his deputy at the chapel organ.
Then the folks of Bonn began to know
him and to talk about him.
Rondo (looking at his watch) : It’s get¬
ting late, but before we go I must play
over some of the easy Beethoven pieces,
so that you may begin practicing them
the first of the year. (They descend to
the second Boor front. Rondo opens the
piano and runs his fingers lightly up and
dozvn the keyboard.) Pianos have changed
in tone and power since Beethoven’s time.
He could not have dreamed of °ur
modern effects. Musical composition has
changed too; but even in this day of new¬
fangled harmonies you will not find ^Bee¬
thoven behind the fashion or “easy.” "
Continued on page 865.
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cost. This puts our readers in posses¬
sion of a large art print especially
suited for the walls of the musical
home and the studio. All that it needs
is an appropriate frame. Thus the re¬
cipient of this copy of The Etude se¬
cures a supplement which hitherto
would have cost him from two to four
times the entire cost of a year’s sub¬
scription to The Etude.

the Paris Conservatory, and also of
Prof. Marmontel, of the Paris Conser¬
vatory. The work consists of 60 exer¬
cises for the acquirement of agility,
independence, strength and evenness
of the fingers and suppleness of the
wrist.
,
The special introductory price dur¬
ing the current month is 40 cents, post¬
paid, if cash accompanies the order.
If charged, postage will be additional.

Operatic Album for
the Pianoforte.

Treble Clef Album.

We have in preparation at the
present time a
new album of selections from all the
great operas in the form of transer ptions and fantasies, by various standard and popular writers.
It is the
style of work for which there is always
a large demand, and we aim to make
it as comprehensive as possible. The
selections will be of intermedia e grade
chiefly, all carefully edited. Some of
the most beautiful melodies and inspirations of the great composers are
to be found in the various grand
operas, and it is always a pleasure
have such a book on hand.
The special introductorv price dur¬
ing the current month will be 20 cents,
rostpaid,
if
the ""
,
.. cash
- accompanies
_
der. If charged, postage will be additional.
Bach Album_
The Bach Album
uas gone to press
and will be issued about the time this
rn appears. Therefore, the special
journal
Joffer on this particular volume is here¬
°
by withdrawn. The response in-orders
for this particular Album, which is of
a high class, has been particularly large
when the classical nature of the Album
is considered. This shows that our
musical taste is constantly increasing.
We trust tbe Album will not be a disappointment to those who have or¬
dered it in advance. This work can
now only be had at the regular cata¬
logue rate.

We will publish
in the Presser
Edition an album containing only the
treble or G-clef music. The work will
be graded in progressive order for first
Gallery of Eminent Over three years $600 Prize Offer for We desire to call
grade pupils. We have a very large
Musicians of Toago we com- Vocal Compositions, attention again to
supply of this class of music, and only
Day and Yesterday, menced in The
the complete anthe best we have in our catalogue will
Etude a series of nouncement of the particulars and
be included in this volume. The pop¬
portrait biographies known as “Thi: conditions of our Etude vocal prize
ularity of treble clef pieces has been
Etude Gall- ry of Musical Celebrities.” contest, which will be found in another
growing of late years, and to meet the
This ser
was something new in column. We have received a number
increasing demand we are. going to
musical journalism, and met with in- of letters of inquiry regarding this conmake the best album that is possible
uccess. Out of deference test, and a considerable number of
Stantaneu
along this line.
cs of thousands of our manuscripts have been sent in already,
Our introductory price for the album
to the \
published the portrait-b:- 14 should be understood that there is
readers
will be 29 cents, postpaid.
pains have been spared to no restriction as to the nationality or
ographies
This work is fin¬
Letters from a
as impossible to include previous experience of the composer,
form.
1
ished and will
Musician to His
ost musicians in that one Also that any composer may be repreall the i
soon be on the
Nephew. By E.
consequently we are now sented in any or all of the classes.
volume,
market. There
M. Bowman.
dish a selection from the Manuscripts that are unsuccessful will
about t<
have been a num,
.
hich
have
since
appeared
be
returned
to
the
composers
promptly
biograpl
l the book appear
ber
of
chapters
from
thus making the two after the close of the contest. An ad
in this journal, and these will give a
books a , omplete biographical
work
libitum part for some other instrument
—o------.
very good idea of the contents of the
.
,
t-Liin nftrtil-inn
In compiling
the bi- in
addition fn
to flip
the niarm
piano arm
accompaniment
of refer,
work. The work will contain about
. the first year in Book would not be a bar to the . considers175 pages, and will be full of the ex¬
as to the facts, and so far tion of a song, p. ivided the song
periences of a lifetime of one of our
mits, to indicate the essen- were complete without said instrugreatest teachers, E. M. Bowman. _ It
, r of each person treated, mental part.
is modern, instructive and interesting.
, biographies are, in many An Art Supplement The enormous
Many of the present-day teachers
i present facts not to be Seldom Equaled.
difficulty in sewould have been thankful for just such
< ordinary musical dictioncuring a musical
material when they were in the early
■ his new volume we will, as supplement
suitable
for
framing
-----stages of their professional careers.
whe has
usual, m: ,- an introductory price, but not be appreciated by anyone who
The advice given in these chapters is
ill, nevertheless, be ready not encountered this in person. After
the book
valuable
to every teacher, it matters
lay business. The advance the consideration of hundreds of subfor the 1
not how young or how old. The price
cash pre¬ ,i ill be 35 cents each, post- jects, and after many fruitless searches
that we have made in advance, 20
11 is gift edition.
Musical for a subject up to The Etude standard,
paid, for
cents, is ridiculously low. It should
the first of these Gallery we came across a rare European photo-Celebrit i
We shall con- have been at least twice that amount,
volumes, sells during the gravure representing the great' masters. The Virtuoso
tinue the special as the work has been enlarged con¬
.1,- 50 cents. We will make from Bach and Handel right down to Pianist.
holiday
siderably since it was first advertised,
By
C.
L.
Hanon.
offer
a sped:,- ash price for December on Grieg and Brahms, seated in a hall of
but we will deliver the book to all ad¬
standard
the two ,, flumes of 75 cents. Both fame and arranged in the order of their
importance as generally conceded by during the current month. So impor- vance subscribers at this very low
be also published
volume.
•
-’-1—-j was
— is this work that it has found favor
usical
historians.
This
picture
inform price of $1.00 each,
leather
of the kind that usually ’sold for from with some of the very greatest piano Four-Hand Piano
This work is now
e regular price is $1.50.
postpaid
$4.00 to $6.00. By means of printing teachers, and it is used very largely Pieces.
nearly ready and
'
-1—
enormous number
ofr these
by the both in Europe and America. It has By F. Neumann.
the special offer
Twenty-third AnOur
will be continued
v art methods recently introduced the endorsement of Dupont, Brassin
Annual
nual Hobday Offer, thi
printing it was made possible to and Mailly, directors of the Royal Con¬ during the current month. There are
Holiday Offer
of ”
Utteroi
tUg remarkabie supplement ■with servatory at Brussels; also of Le Coup- 16 duets in all contained in this vol¬
music;,; rods is particularly rich this ®
of The Etude w;th0ut extra pey, the distinguished piano teacher of ume, each one of them a complete and
year. We have made an effort from
separate piece. The book is carefully
year to year to present to our readers
graded, beginning about at the second
valuable musical gifts which we offer
grade and continuing through the sec¬
at an exceedingly low rate during the
ond grade to third grade. It is not,
strictly speaking, a work for teacher
month of December. Many of our
EARTY CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
and pupil in the sense of one part be¬
readers, no doubt, have been deceived
AND RICH CHRISTMAS BLESS¬
ing much easier than the other, but the
by the small type in which this offer is
INGS
TO
“ETUDE”
READERS
THE
parts throughout are very well bal¬
printed, but if the prices are closely
anced. The pieces are all very musical,
observed and also the gifts themselves,
WORLD AROUND IS THE EAR¬
and they are original four-hand com¬
it w^ be found that every one is valu¬
NEST WISH OF THE PUBLISHERS
positions. It is a work that will do
ables its way. The small type is used
AND
EDITORS
OF
“THE
ETUDE.”
equally well for the study of sight
because of the value of our space, and
reading or for ensemble practice.
for this reason we can do no more
Thanks to your generous support the past year has been
The special introductory price will be
than simply list each article with the
a particularly good one for THE ETUDE.
20 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies
price.
the order. If charged, postage will be
This year we have eliminated from
With this issue the circulation of your paper reaches an
additional.
the list all those that have not been
unprecedented figure in musical journalism.
Without
Nursery Songs
We have in the
Popular in the past with our readers,
and Games.
course of prep¬
your good will, your cordial interest, and your liberal
and there are a great many new ones
aration a volume
support, this would have been impossible.
on the list this year.
of kindergarten songs for children,
We would strongly urge our readers
containing the
traditional nursery
We desire to show our appreciation of this by making
to order early, for as Christmas ap¬
songs with some few additions of more
the 1912 Etude so good that you will take a personal
proaches, delays are almost inevitable.
modern pieces, but this volume will
interest in introducing it to many new friends who will
Two weeks’ time should be allowed for
eontain all of the old songs for chil¬
Pacific Coast orders to insure delivery
dren that have been sung for the past
be benefited by the regular monthly visits of what so
before Christmas; east of the Mis¬
S'xtv years. Among the=e are “Humpty
many are good, enough to call “ the indispensable musi¬
sissippi at least five days should be
Dummy,” “Ride a Cock-Horse,” “Three
cal magazine.”
Plind Mice,” “Ring Around the Roses,”
given. All orders are filled the day on
“Tack and Gill,” etc. The melodies to
which they arrive, but orders from
all these songs will be the old meloeven adjacent States should be given
Continued on page 859.
from three to four days’ time before
Christmas in order to insure delivery.
§
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,.
The book will be gotten out in
tractive form for children with an
frustrated cover
Our price for this
!:tle volume will be only 15 cents,
nostpaid- We expect to have it ready
some time in January.

|j Appropriate and Suitable Christmas Gifts for Music Lovers
Musical Literature

IMAGINARY
BIOGRAPHICAL . volume Gallery of Eminent Musicians,
LETTERS FROM GREAT MAS- 75 cents for the two. A beautiful gift
TERS OF MUSIC TO YOUNG
PEOPLE, BY ALETH.IA CRAWFORD-COX. This is primarily a book
best suited as a gift. It is a fanciful
work; great, departed musicians telling
their life stories. They make interesting reading for any one. Price, $1.25.
The Holiday cash price, 84 cents,
Postpaid.
I

^ESTORIESOFTHE GREAT
COMPOSERS. A large volume
of 600 pages, bound in cloth and
containing a comprehensive biography
" of all the great musicians. A practical
work, copiously illustrated. Price, $1.50.
The Holiday cash price $1.00, post¬
paid.
__ is perhaps
__■
AND WORKS. This
.... _ handsome volume, the
best from the gift point of view that
we publish. Profusely illustrated and
containing 15 portraits of the masters.
as well as caricatures, autographs, etc.,
a biographical and critical work, containing the complete life of this great
modern master.
paid.6 F°hda> C3sh pnCe' $U7, p0S"
TORIES OF STANDARD
TEACHING PIECES. BY ED¬
WARD BAXTER PERRY. Be¬
cause of the unusual popularity of Mr.
Perry’s Descriptive Analyses of Piano¬
forte Works, this work has been pre¬
pared. It includes favorite and standard compositions of lesser difficulty
than the first work. Mr. Perry’s
analyses are poetical and inspiring, as
well as educational. Both of these
works should be in the library of every
music lover. Price, $1.50 each.
The Holiday casfi price on either
volume is $1.00, postpaid; or both,
boxed, in binding to match, for $2.00,
postpaid.

MISTAKES
POINTS

AND
DISPUTED
IN
MUSIC
BY
LOUIS C. ELSON
There is
hardly a reader of this notice that will
not find use for this volume if it is on
the library shelf. Mr. Elson, one of
• •• ..
and educators, has included in this, his
latest work, all of those hundred-andone things upon which most music
teachers have an incorrect knowledge.
> the outcome of a lifelong pracevnerieti c T+
cafe ct>o
tical experience.
It sets
one
every disputed point. Price, $1.
The Holiday cash price
84 ,
postpaid.

BUSINESS
MANUAL FOR MUSIC
TEACHERS. What better book
could be selected as a gift to a
young teacher, and some that are not
just beginning would be helped by it.
It presents the business side of music
teaching in a practical, concise and
easily understood manner including
bookkeeping, advertising, the getting
and holding of pupils, etc., etc. Price.
$1.00.
The Holiday cash price is 67 cec
postpaid.

Gallery
of musical celeb¬
rities. Seventy portraits of
musicians with a page biography
of each. The book is printed in two
colors and forms an art gallery as well
as including biographical matter that is
almost constantly desired and very
seldom close at hand.
The Holiday cash r
if ordered in connection with 'rnir^ew

edition of either bound in full leather
for $1.00 each. All postpaid.
On another page of this issue among
the advertisements wiil be found a
iarger list of gift books published by
tj,is house,

schools. The work is written in a most
fascinating manner, illustrated and is
divided so as to form a complete series
of 40 lessons. Price, $1.25. _
The Holiday cash price isi 90 cents,
nr,ct-nairl

Dictionary
of music and
MUSICIANS, BY DR. HUGO

Music Rolls, Satchels
and Folios.
All of the following are manufact¬
ured from the finer grades of leather.
The prices have been made as low as
possible, considering the quality. Our
large sales of these goods make it pos¬
sible for us to buy, and, therefore, sell
as low as any one in the trade. We
suggest these music rolls, etc., as most
appropriate and acceptable Christmas
gifts for any one in music:

RIEMANN. A large octavo vol¬
ume of 1,000 pages, containing a thor¬
ough and complete account of the
History of Music, and including bio¬
graphical sketches of musicians of the
past and present. A more usable encyclopedia than the large number of
MUSIC ROLLS.
Spl. Ps.
volume sets selling at five times the
Cowhide, smooth finish, unlined,
Ppd.
price. Price. $4.50.
li% inch; Mack and brown..$1.25 $1.00
The Holiday cash price $2.75, post- Same, leather and colors; size,
1514 inches . 1.50 1.20
paid.
MUSIC SATCHELS.
Cowhide, smooth finish, unlined.
with handles, folds music once.
Black and brown. 1.75 1.40
Seal Grain Leather, same size.
Many of our readers and patrons are finish, 25 cents each^ or, in hard en¬
Black only . 2.00 1,50
gold-plated, 25 cents for the Same size color and leather, hound
familiar with our musical jewelry. amel,, _
edges and longer handles. 2.50 2.00
This line of goods makes very suitable three, sold only
Seal Grain Leather. Pull sheet
and appropriate gifts at small prices,
music size, with handles. Black
and brown . 5 ! 2.75
Thousands of orders have been reTICK PINS, in either of the three Same
size, colors and leather
ceived for these goods, and they have
sentiments, sterling silver, 25 cents
lined . 4 00 3.50
given - universal satisfaction. On aneach; or, in gold-plated, 25 cents
other page of this issue will be found for the set of three.
an advertisement of this jewelry.
QTANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC,
O BY JAMES FRANCIS COOKE.
music teacher, music
pe^sonTnteresTed1
’ ' '
'
wh0 would not be interested in this
fjrst History for Students of all ages,
Many thousands have been sold and
e-ordered by music teachers and music

Jewelry

S

Metronomes.

OREAST PINS. Containing all three
■O sentiments, 50 cents each, in silver or gold finish; hard enamel,

LADIES’
COLLAR AND CUFF
PINS, made in the three mottoes.
Never Be Flat,” “Sometimes !e
Sharp’ „„„
'Always Be Natural,”
made in sterling silver, gold r silver

JEWELRY DESIGNS.—The
No music room is complete without
Lyre as a cuff pin or as a stick a metronome. This house sells more
pin, 25 cents. The Violoncello
metronomes than any other house.
the Violin or the Cornet as stick pins The following prices are for delivering
in two qualities, 25 cents and 50 cents.
metronomes in good, order to your
See the advertisement listing the door and fully guaranteed. It pays to
Lyre, Harps, Mandolin, Tambourine, buy a good metronome. The following
Banjos, Violins, Cornets as pendants special prices are for caffi with the or¬
charms in prices ranging from 38 der and good only until January 1st,
1912. If cash does not accompany the
cents to $1.81
order, transportation is additional:

Pictures and Plaques
It has always been difficult to find
assortment of musical pictures. \
have a specially prepared list which
will be glad to send to t
ne for the
asking. The following
manufactured by ourselves and are sold at about
9uarter the usual prices for such art
subjects: “Harmony,” “Franz Liszt,”
£?rtr.ait °f Schumann, of Schubert, of
.Chopfi?> c,f Rub,\n?teln> of Liszt. “visipns of Wagner,
Mozart at Salzburg,”
Schubert: Maid of the Mill”
, “Rep.
“Beethoven: “The Approaching Storm.”
^°^en:.
slze.10 x
,
, ,
the price of each of the above,
str°ngly packed in a. tube, 25 cents
eaca> postpaid; or hand-colored, 75
cents each.
Cents

portraits can be made into attractive
ornaments for the studio.
Price, 10
cents per sheet, or $1.00 per dozen, assorted, postpaid,

American
American
J. T. L.
J. T. L.

Make
Make
Best
Best

Bell.
without Pell...
Foreign Bell.. .
Foreign without

$3.15
2.15
4.25

OPERA
SCORES FOR CHRIST¬
MAS. We have an unusual offer

for the Holiday time on opera
PLASTER PLAQUES.
scores. The four operas composing The
These bas reliefs of great masters Ring of the Nibeiungen, by Vagner,
form a most pleasing and artistic holi¬ namely, Rheingold, Siegfried, Walkure
day remembrance at a very small price. and Gotterdammerung. we will offer,
mey an
They
are 4inches, arranged for bound in cloth, the four volumes com¬
hanging
plete, delivered postpaid anywhere in
_i £ ing, on the wall. The list consists United States, for only six dollars, cash
ach, Beethoven, Chopin, Handel,
Liszt, Mozart, Schubert, Schumann and with order. These operas were origin¬
Wagner. Price, 50 cents each, post¬ ally six and eight dollars for only one.
We will also sell the single operas, cash
paid, during December only.
with order, at $1.75 each, postpaid. If
any of these works are charged on our
POST CARDS.
books the postage or express will be exThe picture list above spoken of also
contains a list of platinotype and other
IMITATION FRAME BORDER
We have just issued a circular of all
kinds of post cards. We have at leas'
done in photogravure of the following
the popular operas for the holidays.
subjects: Handel, Bach, Chopin, Rubin- 1,500 different portrait subjects qnd Space does not permit us print'fcg this
stein, Schumann and Haydn. Size. 9x many others of various kinds. All of list, but any one desiring it can have the
these cards are of superior grade and
10J4 inches,
quality. The price is almost uniformly same on application.
5 cents each or 50 cents per dozen. We
PHOTOGRAVURE CABINET PHOTOS,
will make up a selection of those you
Four to the sheet, Handel, Haydn desire.
JOY OF CHRISTMAS.
Rubinstein and Schubert, or Bach
The platinotype card is identical with
BY R. M. STULTS, AND OTHERS.
Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt, or Mendels- a fine, modern art photograph-'Tf anv
sohn, Mozart, Schumann and Wagner, thing, they are of a mulh richer and
There are many ways in which these sharper finish
d
This new Christmas Service for
Sunday-schools is now ready. We feel
-—sure it will be used 'extensively.
It is a bright and cheery service, full
of variety, and tuneful throughout.
GREAT MASTERS CALENDARS.
Some of the very best writers of Sun¬
IMPORTED FRAMES
A photograph in . photo brown mounted
. .
■ an appropriate board, size DJS
8x10 01
of contaming platinotype post cards of your day-school music are represented. The
the following
subjects;
Beethoven,
' "
'
* • '
^- own selection in either size 6 x 8 or 8 x 6. service is complete, containing the
Chopin, Liszt, Wagner, Mozart, Men- The frame is dark gray and decorations usual number of carols and appropriate
delssohn.
pieces, and also some fine recitations
in green.
PANEL CALENDAR
and exercises. We shall be very glad
lithographed in colors, tied with a silk
The price of all of the above calen¬ to send a specimen copy to anyone
cord, size 3^x7, six subjects—Mozart, dars is in each case the same. Any sending us a 2c. stamp. The service
sohrTLl ®eethoven’ Chopin, Mendels- assortment will be madeGo&cents each may be had in quantities at our usual
$1.00 per dozen, postpaid.
liberal rates.

Calendars for 1912

New Beginners’
This will be a
Method for
genuine elemenL Pianoforte.
tary piano meth^
od, starting in
the easiest possible manner, almost in
kindergarten style and progressing
' rapidly- It will be published in parts,
the first part being very nearly ready.
The phenomenal success of our pre¬
vious instruction book, “First Steps in
pianoforte Study,” should be sufficient
guarantee of the excellence of this new
work to which even more care has
been’devoted.
F.very teacher should
take this opportunity of ordering a
copy in advance.
.
The special introductory price for
the current month will be 20 cents,
postpaid, if cash accompanies the or¬
der. If charged, postage will be addi¬
tional.
New Gradus Ad Par- This is one of
nassum Arpeggios.
the most importBy I. Philipp.
ant volumes of
Philipp’s
new
series of selected technical studies.
Arpeggios enter very largely into all
modern pianoforte playing and com¬
position. In this volume some of the
very best arpeggio studies ever written
by the great classical and modern mas¬
ters have been assembled and carefully
edited.
The special introductory price dur¬
ing the current month will be 20 cents,
postpaid, if cash accompanies the or¬
der. If charged, postage will be addi¬
tional.
A Christmas
Oratorio.
By W. W. Gilchrist,

We would once
more call attention to this fine
work for choral
societies and large choirs. It is one
of the very best works of its class
suitable to he sung during the Christ¬
mas seas n.
There is no need of
searching for foreign novelties when
such, excellent works by American
composers may be found near at hand.
This will be the final month for the
introductory price, 25 cents, postpaid,
if cash accompanies the order. If
charged, postage will be additional.
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INVOCATION. Tremendous hit. After
playing Meditation, study Meckel's InvocaMUSIC TEACHERS—Send 30c In stamps
by Engleman, and
for "Song to tt
t we wish you to see.
four teaching pi<
.. . M. D. Swisher, 115
u"Tenth”"st-T Philadelphia.
VOCALISTS COM:al teaching material,
outcome of years of study aud_ successful
teaching. "
“1‘il
dollars. ’ 50c. Alfred T. Uoodsell, Bridgeport,

$600 Prize Offer
Vocal Compositions

FOR SALE. Washburne <
MUSIC WRITTEN at very low prices.
Vocal or Instrumental. Write for particulars.
The Blank Music Co., Bradford, I*n_THE LIST OF NEW VICTOR RECORDS
recently published makes a thirty-two page
booklet, with over fifty thumb-nail half-tone
Illustrations as well as numerous exceptionally
interesting musical sketches giving much in¬
formation As an Instance of the educational
work now being conducted on a very compre¬
hensive scale by the Victor Company, this
booklet contains no less than sixty descriptions
of records which have a distinct educational
bearing. These records range from solos liy
Paderewski and Kubelik to arias by Scotti,
Tetrazinni, de Gogorza, as well as orchestral
records made by Victor Herbert and opera
records made by a competent opera company.
This little booklet is sent gratis to all who
i Victor
send a postal request for it
Company at Camden. N. J.
primary department in piano. Can teach
harmony. Lila M. Marlng, 101 Maplewood,
Peoria. Illinois.
SONG: By Those Gates of Gold a Mother
Waits, fifteen cents prepaid. Safford Co.,
Keene. N. H.■■■ ' "
most thorough revision given this work
by Maurits Leefson, one Of the most
distinguished editors that we have.
Our introductory price is only 20
cents, postpaid.

entitled “Sound Advice” written by August
Gemunder the most celebrated member of the
eminent Gemiinder family which has been
known for the wonderful instruments made
under this family name for over a century
and a half. This leaflet which describes
Instructive Album
This useful vol- “Temperament in Violins” may be obtained
gratis by sending a postal request to August
for the Pianoforte.
ume
is now
owfl HnnO dO EaSt 2.3l*d St-, NeW
By Carl Koelling.
nearly ready, but
we will continue
THE MUSIN VIRTUOSO
VIOLIN
SCHOOL,
founded four years ago by Ovid
the special offer during the current
Musin (late Professor of the Virtuoso Depart¬
month. This is an excellent work to ment of the Liege, Belgium Conservatory, an
use with pupils who are progressing institution that has produced many dis¬
tinguished violinists) has met with flattering
through the second grade. It may be success. The ingenious correspondence course
used in connection with an instruction originated by Mr Musin is designed to bring
the student as close to the teacher as is
book and with any set of studies. The possible through corresponde'nce. One feature
pieces are musical as well as educa¬ is that of having the pupil draw the outline
of his hand on paper so that Mr. Musin
tional; melodious and at the same time may comprehend some of the technical diffi¬
attractive. Carl Koelling is one of the culties which otherwise would be most diffi¬
to solve. Full information may be
most successful writers of pleasing cult
obtained bv addressing 51 West 76th St.,
teaching pieces, and he has put some New York City.
of his very best work into this book.
wanted second-hand Claviers in good
The special price during the current condition. Cheap. Address Robt. A. Morrow,
!5i'4 5th Avo.. Pittsburgh. Pn.
month will be 25 cents, postpaid, if
cash accompanies the order. If charged, 25 FINE POST CARDS ONLY 10 CTS.
Greetings, Xmas, and New Year Cards.
postage will be additional.
AM. POST CARD CO., Dept. 154, Burlington, Iowa

-7—HE publisher of The Etude
(J makes the following offer,
being convinced, that a com¬
petition of this kind will awaken a
wider interest in voeal composition
and stimulate to effort many com¬
posers, both those who are known
and those who are as yet striving for
recognition, bringing to the winners
a desirable publicity in addition to
the immediate financial return. It
seems unnecessary to note that the
fame of the composer will in no way
influence the selection and that the
songs will be selected by absolutely
impartial judges.
Six hundred dollars will be divided
among the successful composers in
the following manner:
Class One

rfapopuUrOTsemi-

Concert Songs ck“S character.

0
such as A Gipsy
Maiden I,” by Parker: “ Villanelle.” by Dell'Acqua; "The Bobolink." by Wilson ; "Spring” by Wooler and “Carmena.” by Wilson.
First Prize.$00.00
Second Prize.$40.00
Class Two
S^uclwis “Shadows of
by Rathbun;"! Heard
the Voice of J<Say,"byRatlibun; “Pilgrims of the Night,"
w Parker; “The Homeland,” by Schnecker;
1 is a Blessed Home,” by Fairclough.
First Prize.$60.00

Sacred Song8

Class Three

““Grand*

Characteristic Songs
pother
0
Brow n, ”

by Gottschalk: “April Fooling,” by Robinson;
“ By the Garden Gate,” by-Whitney Coombs:
“Slumber Song." by Newcombe; “Lolita,"
by Tracy .and ‘Cowboy Song,” by Troyer.

Motto Songs i

rs Field; '‘Three
Lucky Lovers,” by Sudds; “Foolish Liltle
Maiden,” by Troyer: “Faith and Hope,” by

T¥
c
Mine, ny uauoway;
Home bonas "There Little Girl,
0
Don’t Cry," by Norris;
This is one of
“A Little While,” by Cadman.
the new volumes
. about to be added
RATES—Professional Want Notices five cents
is a 10O-PAGE Music Magazine for Violinists. 32 [.ages of New
per word. All other notices eight cents per
to the Presser Collection. This set of
nonpareil word, cash with orders.
Class Six
easy teaching pieces has long been a
Nature Songs or Love Songs
favorite with teachers and pupils. The
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS Invited
pieces are short, but each is complete Correspond with LOUIS ARTHUR RUSSELL,
Such as “The Violet,” by Hervey; “Spring
Song,” by MacKenzie; “Message of the Rose,”
and each one is different from all the Carnegie Hall, New York Citv, or the 1 ubby Gottschalk; "The Gypsy Trail,” by Galloway.
iichors rpeardinff the introduction and use or
others. The use of a book of this sort the Russell Systems of Music Study for PlanFirst Prize.$60.00
tends to relieve the monotony of tech¬ ists. Vocalists, and Theory Class Work. The
Second Prize.$40.00
Russell books are coming into use ah'011®
nics and studies, and promotes style earnest musicians throughout the country._
and,musicianship. Second grade pupils
CORRESPONDENCE LESSONS In Har¬
-CONDITIONS—
mony and Counterpoint. Stanley T. Relif,
should do well with this work.
Special^desigiis for musical ^cliibs and classes
Mug Bac., Lansdowne, Pa., and 1714 Chest
Our special introductory price dur¬ nut ‘St- Philadelphia, Pa. _
ing the current month will be 15 cents.
DEBUSSY REVERIE DU SOIR—THE
n Vent &°"bush ccC
every nationality.
Postpaid, if cash accompanies the or¬ Piano Piece of the Decade. Special 20c.
15
School
St.,
Boston,
Mass.
Wn-hiniton Music Co, Washington, D. C.
ill close January 1st, 191
der. If charged, postage will be addi¬
st be addressed to “T1
NEW7 EDITION RUSSELL BOOKS at
tional.
30eCcents1'IC“HandS1aatureI',la40c!“Ptanlst's
Faust School of ^ Tuning
Kunz Canons.
There are few First Reader" 30c; “Graded Studies” 30c:
ing line written at the toi of the first page:
“Rbvthm and Accent” 30c; Scales 30c.
works of an edu¬ “Arpeggios”
“ For the Etude Vocal Pi_
30c: “SJght-Sln^Dg” 30c “TauThe name and full address of tl
cational character that have grown sig Hand Expander $1.00. All postpaid. Esposer must be written upon the la
more in popularity with all classes of se! Publishing Co., Carnegie Hall, New Volk
of each manuscript submitted.
Each song must be complete, i.i
teachers than Kunz Canons.
This
voice part and pi-!BEST music memorizing system ever in
work is, in fact, a school of polyphonic vented (25c). Guaranteed or money back
Paying. It is the first book of coun¬ System, St. Joe, 2”'“-—"IrhANgIxgT Music arranged for Piano
terpoint. It makes an excellent introduction to Bach, and besides this, is
...— --fission m
REGULATING AND REPAIRING
by the composers from the 1_
most excellent for promoting inde¬ wav. New York, N. Y.-——
copyrights.
TaDY WANTS^TO TEACH and study Thorough, practical individual instruction in repair
pendence of the fingers. It culrivates
The compositions winning prize!
pia^o in music school. Address M, care of shop, enabling students to start for themselves ’
concentration of thought and accuracy The Etude.-__-—-— a short time; free practice. Low terms. 19th yi
Diplomas granted. Prospectus.
°* Playing and develops a musical inner
Vul PARD' MUSIC DOMINOES, Beauti¬
ALEX. SCHEINERT
sense. The work is quite well along ful Xmas Gift. 70c postpaid. Shepard Pi¬ 2840 N. 11 th Street
Philadelphia.
_
toward completion. We have had a ano System, Orange, N. J.
mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Maybells, Op. 44.
By F. Spinder.
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IT IS, WITHOUT
A DOUBT, BEING
USED MORE THAN
ANYSACREDSONG
WRITTEN IN RE-

SAN FRANCISCO .
SPOKANE

7

SPOKANErSl™!,:^

i my entire satisfaction that Grapeuts food contains the elements needed
by the brain and nervous system of the
hard-working public writer.”
Name
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
"There’s a reason,” and it is ex¬
plained in the little book, “'The Road
to Wellville.” in pkgs.
Ever read the above letter? A new

TACOMA S':
VIRGIL *^jf«jfl,«rsgr-h
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Music and Pisys for Christines
SACRED SONGS**2

...

SECULAR SONGS

You Can Learn Piano Tuning at Home by Devo¬
ting Your Spare Moments to the Study op Our
Correspondence System.

.. j

onrsMSENTlUowSUw

5s a profession that can be converted into money
at any time or place in the civilized world at
an hour’s notice. Our exclusive, patented
mechanical aids make our instructions dear,
••I tuned 24 pianos last week at
understandable and practical even to those
S3 each. Am making as high as
who have had no previous musical training.
*75 per week tuning.”
K. Weller Daniels.
WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY

^.JUVENILE PLAYS

ac*uio>’Price.
8P* , il!l •*»!«*> 5BeI’oatjmld
A Joke on the Toymaker

a k e 55 to *10 most any
Would not take
iy course.”
August C. Mints.

SOHMEB

“jP»taS,V«e.*»pe>'laiPH™. 8r.c Postpaid
Christmas With the Old Woman
Who Lived in a Shoe
A Km Hutieal nayjer rot»<y
aarf Zjirtci

Siifglc Coplca,1 BOt^PooTpald." '

logue mailed on applloat
THE SOHMER-CECILIAN INSIDE PLAYER
SURPASSES ALL OTHERS

lVr' Illz'eii

M. WITMARK & SONS
Dept. “T." 48 Witmark Bldg.. NEW YORK

tleally 11
demands

h quickly and pracwhlch here In Europe
couple of years factory

/f)EFFA ELLIS

, Royal Conservatory.
THE TUNE-A-PHONE IN USE

Christmas Music
M Menagh
S°L°S
Christmas Belle. Q (d-d).$0.40
' Bells of Bethlehem. F (eb-a).
Eduardo Marzo
Song the Angels Sang. (Violin Ob.) C (e-a)
^ Song^of^Salvation. Bi (d-flf) G (b-d).

.50

A’ GadUdAH Lowly. F (f-g).

K

eyboard harmony
and 105 Eartraining
Exercises enable students of
all grades to easily and rapidly
spell, write, hear and play all
kinds of chord combinations,
resolutions and modulations.
Write

W« > ;iply free a Tune-a-Phone, also a working model of a full-sized,
Modern, Upright Action, and the necessary tools for each pupil.
OUR WONDERFUL INVENTION, THE TUNE-A-PHONE, gives the exact
number of beats that should occur In the test intervals. With It the student
knows what the result should be. It eliminates guess-work.
Write today for free illustrated descriptive booklet. Address,

Effa Ellis Illustrated Music School

NILES BRYANT SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING
20 Fine Arts Building, Battle Creek, Michigan, U.S.A.

G W Warren
DUETS
‘Babe Divine. Sop. Mid Alto. (Violin Ob.)
H. W. Ruffner
While Shepherds Watched. Sop. and Alto.

.50

F E. Chi man ANTHEMS
■ Peace to the Earth. Sop. or Tenor Solo and
J. H-WJ^iin.
Hark Adown the Bygone Age*. Sop. or
Utt^Town ^Bethlehem.’ “ Sop. r Tenor
Solo and Chorus.
J. G Marks
Hark What Mean Those Holy Voices. CVio- ^
fin Ob.) Sop. and Bar. Solo* and Chorus. . .20
G. B. Nevin
Light of Glory*. Solo for Medium Voice and
Chorus.
We are the publishers of die famous ‘Grace
Collection' of Sunday School Carols.
Our music will be sent on examination whenever desir
WM. A. POND & CO.
18 West 37th Street
NEW YORK

THE FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD WINTER COURSE
freedom bom limitations Mental and financial.

WHAT

WE

“It is great to be an F. M. teacher, but, Oh! what would it not be to

FLOREINE

99

be ^‘j^have stu&ed'abroad and ath^e^but ^knownow^ere

anjr pt^er

THE GREAT SYNCOPATED WALTZ

MOON DANCE

because it makes it possible for any and everyu j,
express himself through Music

A Beautiful Number by ABE OLMAN

“SPARKLES”

Burrowes Course of Music Study
Kindergarten and Primary INSTRUCTION FOR TEACHERS BY HOME STUDY. --*
c^;Ta.TKi"«,"S5r
' ?4®. Highland Avenue, Highland
K'iSZ'SrliSTt Katharine Burrowes,
in THE ETUDE when addressing our advei

Above Pieces are Suitable for All
Occasions Price, 25c Per Copy or
All Five for $1.00.
NOT SOLD IN 10c STORES
Your money back if you are not satisfied

successful teacher MUST have the

to .Ucc-m. “»

CANDLELIGHT REVERIE

"STAR OF LOVE”

:

:

Apply today for a place m th.s class.

Read what seventeen of the twenty-two members of the last class say of the Fletcher Music Method

“ be

of .ho fvftissss riwrsa11.?
petty jealousies of the Musical Profession, Decau
the boundaries for all. ”
,,
■•Tho notch.,M.ftodi.‘

MetM, there will be

THINK

g in memorizing Music has been the result.
“The only important thing
'
' such
uch an intelligent grasp of the
In the Fletcher Method the child
gets
Music, that he is to memorize, that no> anxiety is felt over results.
They are certain.”
“I came to you ir n optimistic frame of mind—I am leaving you an
* ‘ The Fletcher Method is a marvelous revelation to me, of how simple
and interesting Music CAN be made for children.”
“ The Fletcher Method appealed to me because of the broad found¬
ation it gives the child for all the difficulties and possibilities of life.”
“The Fletcher Method is a really royal road for children in the study
of this most beautiful and universal language, teaching and encouraging
the expression of their own individual musical thoughts and thereby pav¬
ing the way for greater sympathetic appreciation of those of others.”

“The successful work of the Fletcher pupils opens the way to new
worlds musically.”
“The loving, grateful and enthusiastic attitude of the members of your
class after eight weeks of such strenuous study, is the finest possible
endorsement of the value of your method.”

no mS'pSMiU of^ »P
°P ‘P°k“
°"
current literature.”
hit5ous for it, and shall never rest till you
“I love my city and am ambitious tor
,,
have every teacher who ever accepts a g
,
For Further Ini

rmatton Address

EVELYN

31 YORK TERRACE,
, BOSTON. MASS.

FLETCHER

^OPP

P. Q. BOX 1

"pI^Tmcntion THE ETUDE when a<

BROOKLINE,

MASS.

THE

-HOIV1E STUDYa^rl^MlIVT
ImW’O Su-llil'lS? IQ CE
composition
or nun subject*
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
as used in the Public Schools of New York City.

NEW YORK SCHOOLS

INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL
.. . AND...
EDUCATIONAL AGENCY
MRS. BABCOCK
Offers teaching positions, Colleges, Conservatories,
Schools. Also Church und Coucert engagements;
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORIL

E. f. MURKS, 2 West 1 2 1 st SI., New York
itmliidinir vnnm and hnarii

Dunning System STUDY FOR I

iSSj: 2M?5

„s e\
___ day that it pays,
sevem'y-two'iifsix moiUhs'.S Teache'rsa^re proving
Financially, to take the Dunning System, for if
we'n'kgf Busof"'
Mason, Johanna Gadski and many'otliers. For further itiformation and I
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING. I I West 36th Street,

=

We Want Your Pupils
to have the uplift resulting when you kn

Shepard Piano System
By it you can Force results which you at this moment do
acknowledge as possible. May we prove it ? Write for
Performers’ Courses
Normal Courses

r

By MaiI
Personally

If you are a poor Sight Reader and have difficulty in reading
NEW MUSIC at FIRST SIGHT, write for Booklet giving
full particulars of our complete correspoi ’
■ " fessor of Music in one of tl
is worth the price to me every week
ount of time it saves me alone.”

Address Shepi
Orange, N. J.

New York College of Applied Music
18 Metropolitan Tower

-

-

New York C ;

The Greatest Violinist America has
The Greatest Woman Violinist in the Wi
Accompanied by Waldemar Liachowsky, the German
NOW 1911-1912 BOOKING
H. Godfrey Turner,
1402 BROADWAY,

NEW

Practice

Clavier

MUSIC

EDUCATION

1R. CADY’S Private Classes In Planolo
nnd normal, COURSES

The Am eric&n Institute ol Applied Music

Far superior in its latest construction to any
other instrument for teaching and practice.

VIRCBL SCHOOL OF MUSIC
AUTUMN TERM BEGINS MONDAY, 0<
ENROLMENT DAY SATURDAY OCTOE
For catalogue and prospectus address
A. K. VIRGIL, 45 East 22nd Street,

New York School of Music and Arts
58 WEST 97TH STREET
RALFE LEECH STERNER,
:
:
:

MONEY
CAN BE EARNED IN EVERY CITY BY
ARRANGING AND COMPOSING MUSIC.
Can YOU arrange? If so, this “ad " will NOT int rest you. But if you cannot and would like.to.be ablate

THE

“TEK’

Director

For many Years New York City’s Pre-emii
Delightfully situated between Central Park and the
Recognized throughout America by teachers and students
courses, most eminent instructors and unusual free advantages, I
atmosphere and proper chaperonage.
All branches of Music taught from the beginning to the highest artistic finish. Also Elocution, Dramatic Art, Drawing, Paintiug and- Languages.
Celebrated faculty in luding, Gustav L. Becker, Clarence De
Sterner, Harold A. Fix, Harriette Brower, S. Reid Spencer, Mabel’
riniLeonetti, Mme. Natalie Le Vinget, Bertha Firgau, T. E. King, ’
Concerts Weekly aU Year

ThisNEWReverie pupil who

can play a Chopin waltz or
mazurka very smoothly and well might
fall down completely on Beethoven Op.
49.
Scherzo: Amateurs usually play the
.atroductlon only and the name ot
your music dealer.' Order today. easy parts fast and the hard parts slowly,
CHAS. E. ROAT MUSIC CO.
Dept. A, Battle Creek, .Mich. when it should be the other way round.
Rondo (selecting the Six Variations on
the Swiss Song in F) : Here is something
that is very good, and the same might be
said of the Nine Variations in A (Paisiell° theme). Do not forget the BagaSix Variations in D Op. 76 upon the
Turkish March from the Ruins of

Sight Reading for Pianists

Finest and best practice instrument
A. M. VIRGIL YIROIL piano :
CONSERVATORY
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HUMORESQUE
By A. DVORAK

THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
EIGHTY-FIVE MUSICIANS

| 1911—October 13

::

::

April 13—1912 [

T70R the twelfth Season, the fifth under the baton of

)MINENT SOLOISTS in Philadelphia during Decern
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r PUBLICATION
by j
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pride in the fact that such a book

MUSIC MATERIAL
Kindergarten

BECOME A LEADING
MUSIC TEACHER
_ssss

Teachers
the best biography of Grieg, and possibly
of Richard Wagner, was written by Mr.
H. T. Finck, a New York critic, and the
best biography of Chopin written by Mr.

this direction assumes an importance
which is, to say the least, flattering. Our
writers, such as those mentioned and Mr.
L. C. Elsop, Mr.
rence Gilman, Mr. D. G.
Richard Aldrich, Mr. Geo. Upton, Mr.

Our Free Art Catalog tells how.

Send for it.

Elements of Leadership
dent to place 1

lifted' their works from the region ’of inspissant criticism to that of literature in

£ sssiiSissss

a Wog2ph?erWeL,expecStedrro0rr from
us. From cover to cover it is full of the
Mr. Huneker and he has not disappc

Your MusicisTorn!

S3?3

reading. Unlike so many works, v
similar aim, the book does not in:

MULTUWI-IN-PARVB BUNG TAPE
atfjssssasarsst
equally interested in “Liszt Pupils and
Lisztiana.” Then, there is a most inter-

gives

carefully selected

no more than a few minutes before Gig¬
gles, violin in hand was actually walking
down an aisle of oboes, clarinets, flutes
the center of the stage which is the goad

1 out over the great sea of

her cue.

^^

^

nor’of ftiTorchestra! tat oT“’!oJ*b

to love' for .11 the world.

The music

E. M. BOWMAN
r I_2 inr'Mason8 ’Sle'n"'ay a--ZCHRISTMAS PRESENTS

^Immediately there could be f

audience^ The people in the f

The Sherwood Normal Piano Lessons
and University-Extension Lectures
on the Art of Teaching Music

THE
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HOW TO USE YOUR MUSIC AT

THE PERRY
PICTURES COMPANY
Box 611, Malden, Mass.

ENTERTAINMENTS
catalog of amateur entertainment material ever
put out. Sent free to your address upon request.
OPERETTAS, CANTATAS, ACTION SONBS, PLAYS, ETC.
Arrange with us now to present “The Captain
of Plymouth,” the best amateur comic opera.
-ENTERTAHSHENT HOUSE . Franklin, Olilo
PIANO

TEACHERS

"Little Journeys in Melody Land"
"Poetical Thoughts," “Melodic Sunshine”
and other compositions by NETTIE D. ELLSWORTH, gem,
thematio o°rmlar » XIV. ELLSWORTn JTcO°!

caught it, the boxes caught it, the gal¬
lery caught it and the players in the
orchestra caught it. The blase critics
over by the wall commenced to look
at each other and raise their eyebrows.
At the end there was a roar of ap- ■
plause, augmented by the violinists in
the orchestra rapping on the backs of
their violins with their bows. Giggles
rushed to the dressing-room just in
time to meet her father running down
the hall waving his black, broadbrimmed hat and shouting like a Commanche Indian. He threw his arms
around her and sobbed, ‘'Giggles, Gig¬
gles, my own dear little baby Giggles.
Oh, if your mother had only lived to
see it! God knows, she must be look¬
ing down on our little Giggles now.”
Mrs. Carmody rushed into the dress¬
ing-room shouting, “Come back, Gig¬
gles, you’re crazy; go out and bow.
and keep on going out till they stop
clapping; I ain’t never seen nothing
like it—the audience has gone clean
loony.”
Giggles kissed her violin and laid it
in the case and they all rushed down
to the stage door. Giggles went to the
front of the stage and bowed and
bowed. After she had made at least
six trips it became 'evident that the
audience would not be content without
an encore. At the door was Ignace
Varasowski with her accompaniments
in hand, praying for an opportunity to
appear just once on the stage with her.
Giggles broke through a cordon of
wildly enthusiastic friends and returned
As she opened the door of the room
violin case she gave vent to a scream
that was heard even out in the audis the preci little bits,
was Jan
and shak-

SIXTY-FOURTH YEAR

PORTLAND,

Lawrence Conservatory
(A department of Lawrence College)

OREGON

The

Carson Voice Studios

id Morrison— Stearns Bldg.
ROBERT BOICE CARSON, Tenor, - Director
RHEA CARSON. Soprano,
•
Anutant
LIST OF PROMINENT PUPILS BEFORE
THE PUBLIC ON APPLICATION
Mr. and Mrs. Carson will be available for Ora¬
torio Concerts and^Recitals. For further infor-

study of music Enjoys the intellectual
and social life of Lawrence College.
Faculty of noted specialists, Chotal
Society of 150 voices, Orchestra, Recit¬
als by World’s Artists, May Music
Festival, Faculty Concerts, Superior
Public School Music Course. Teacher’s
Training Course, Piano, Voice, Violin,
Harmony. Dormitories for students.

min°Europe from June 15th to September 15th—
WILLIAM HARPER, Dean, Appleton, WU.
;nt of Oratory and Drama
HOSAL FACIUTIEsTtvaplETE OM^SioN AND COmVrWeSBIVE COURSES .

EigbibSL, s.
"

MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOl OF MUSIC
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART

?rt

Modernrouretema&riull?taughtby'jo’em
Art-,”0teachers for schools and colleges. Pu
Twen^y-sixlb Season.
John J. HATTSTAEDT.

^NTER-STATE system
private Teachers {JJjJprivate Clauses upon reg¬
ular Conservatory Methods, as part of a State^OlMrtored
■
Intermediate, Preparatory. F
Address. E. II. SCOTT, Pres., Steinway Hall, Ohloago

iKSlir ivrtSl

THE BECOUXIZED LEADING INSTITUTION OF THE NORTHWEST
FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 4, 1911
h SpartL’t unto
1 or Ann. Fully equipped stage for anting and ope;

renthing. Correct Tone

University School of Music
Inn Arbor, Michigan.
Albert A.SIonley, Director
University of Michlgai

•

risk

President

Teachers’ Agency

815 Steger Bldg,, 28 EastTackson Blvd., Chicago, ill.

IOWA o

Detroit Conservatory
of Music—
FINEST CONSERVATORY IN THE WEST
37th Year.

SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS
.. . Advertise Your Sessions in ...

D FOR SPECIAL RATES

Among the Faculty are found :
Francis L. York*. Plano; H. C. Pease. Vocal;
Herbert MiUiken, Violin; Mrs. Alice Spencer
Dennis, Public School Music; Mrs. K. C.
Margah, Public School Drawing.
Students may enter at any time. Dormitory In eonJttufUim.
Address Secretary for Catalog, Special Catalog, Public
School Music. JAMES H. BELL, 680 Woodward Ave.,

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, establishfd i867
: Miss Clara IJaur,
Directress,
Faculty of International Reputation

ALL DEPARTMENTS OPEN
Elocution-MUSIC - Languages

GOURAUD’S

ORIENTAL
CREAM

boys sang carols in the courtyards going
Des Moines, la.

CLARE OSBORXE REED, Plrcefor

PIANO i VOICE » VIOLIN :
Faculty of Sixty.
I

custom still exists—it is a pretty one,
and you boys and girls who know his¬
tory and music could bring this custom
back to your own village or town if you
cared to. There is nothing sweeter than

J. B. HALL. Man

BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

American Academy of Music and Art
(FORMERLY THE EPISCOPAL CONSERVATORY)
(FORMERLY
4203 GRAND BO!
iflliated with Victoria

sons and practice, try to think of it this
holiday as the greatest gift your parents
can give to you. Regard it as your most

training for Public School Supervisors.
The Only Boarding School for mu
the most beautiful boulevards in the city.
Season Opened
Thursday, Sept. 7, 1911

TESJ.TMUIM1A.LS.

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

Lomtinn and surroundings ideal
id Circular Address
MISS CLARA BAUR, Highland Avenue and Oak Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

HENRI W. J.
Teacher of Piano.
MARY C.
Ait of Singing.

HERMAN
,-DEVRIES—i

mmM

RUM

gpi

Formerly of Metropolitan Opera House,
Covent Garden, Grand Opera and Opera
518-528 Fine Arts Bldg.
Chicago, - - - - III.

■JPtte'

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
WARREN, 0.

t issue of

ma¬
best
the
I’m

Also Special Normal Course in

i all of

. member
W of the
:n at the
had made
_‘ly to per__them durIt is little wonder
Mystery
.ii of the
iring the

Would it not be better than any
terial gift to give your teacher the
lesson you can prepare instead of
worst, iust before the holidays?

MIDWESTERN £PuNs?c

THE COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Northwest Normal School of Music and Art

“laugh at you,” they will feel proud of
you and recall it days after.

you transpose a simple hymn tune? Try
over a few this holiday. This does not
mean “to practice,” just play them and
see if you can keep both hands together.

LEADING MUSICAL
institution : :

263-276 K. P. Block,

Pbrtland, Oregon, 165% 4th St.

Why not learn the music and words of

Michigan Conservatory of Music

Park Street, Detroit, Mloh.

lAlIf A

SPOKANE, Wash,
school of Vocal Art

Your Complexion
Needs Protection

"AMERICAN CONSERVATORY

A. in All branches of Jf.,.1.,

THE ETUDE
heads again. A pretty press-agent
yarn, indeed! In the dressing-room a
search revealed that the entire carved
head and scroll of the violin was miss¬
ing. The attendant had left the door
“for only just one little moment to
hear the grand applause.” There were
at least twenty people in the passage¬
way. Had no one seen the miscreant
enter the room? No one had. All had
had their eyes fixed upon the door to
ie stage. Mrs. Carmody fainted three
“ " lini had a

'western SCHOOLS

WESTERN SCHOOLS

pupils in Music Hall. Opera'perform'ance at the Illinois Theatre.
MRS. HERMAN DEVRIES. Assistant

Publishers of Music can increase the Sale y
of their Publications by advertising ‘

HE

ETUDEl

SEND FOR RATES_j

ZABE.L BROTHERS

MUSIC PRINTERS
nmbla Ave., and Randolph St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
in addressing our advertisers.

AND ENGRAVERS

WILLIAM H. DANA, 1
[c=a|ORTY-THIRD year.
I Ml Lessons daily and pris
ors. Located in one of the n
the country. Healthful locat
forty-three years. Chartered s
dormitories for pupils, with rur
room, etc., etc. Send for 64
WM. H. DANA, President.

mmmmm
jrPIANO TUNING!I
,n THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

VOCAL INSTRUCTION
IN PARIS

GEORGE E. SHEA

(Georges Chais)
5. rue Gounod
One of the first American men to sing In Opera In France

TH E
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SPECIALLY DESIRABLE GIFTS FOR MUSIC LOVERS
50 CENT
PIANO
COLLECTIONS
Music of the better class, although popular. Not
For December Only:
-— paid, or * your
choice added to an ETUDE subscription, $1.70 for

Album of Lyric Pieces, Plano.... 34
Album of Favorite Compositions,
Piano, Englemann.18
Childhood Days, Piano Duets, Dr.
H. Harthan.31
Clement! Sonatinas, Piano.12
Complete Waltzes of Chopin.14
Duet Hour, The, Piano.31
Easy Dance Album, Piano..25

Pcs.
Pcs.
Pcs.
Pcs.
Pcs.
Pcs.
Pcs.

Gallery of Musical Celebrities
Gallery of Eminent Musicians
An art gallery of 70 portrait-biographies
A companion volume to the art gallery of
of the world’s foremost composers, singers,
Musical Celebrities. These two ejections of
pianists violinists, organists and teachers
portrait biographies will form not only a
who
have lived during the last 200 years.
work of reference unprecedented in value
but are also gift books, either in paper or
Prlca, In paper, 75 cent*
leather, worthy the library of any music
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 50 CENTS
lover’s home.
Beautiful gift edition, bound In leather
Price In paper, 75 cents
and gilt
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 35 CENTS
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, $1.00 POSTPAID
Holiday Cash Price, In Leather, $1.00
Both volumes bound In paper, Hedlday Cash Price, 75c, Postpaid
A Complete History of Music
Price $1.75
Contributions from leading American
writers. Includes the most approved
ideas'for teaching and studying history,
making it the best text-book on the subConcise and comprehensive.
Special Holiday Price, $1.10, Postpaid
Stories of Standard Teaching Pieces

!!!!!.It !!!!'

Grieg, Lyric Pieces, Piano. 8 Pcs.

important features not found in any simi¬
lar publication.
The names, with pronunciation, of all the
most prominent musicians of the last two cen¬
turies, with dates of birth and death, and
nationality.
Special Holiday Cash Price 67c,Postpald
Descriptive Analyses of Piano Works
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY

ETUDE subscription for $1.85, or given as a pre¬
mium for sending two subscriptions.
Album of Instructive Pieces.34
Beethoven, Selections from Piano
Works.11
Chopin, Lighter Compositions.20
Chopin Album, Selected Album-32
Concert Album, Vol. I, Plano-25
Concert Album, Vol. II, Piano-25
Concert Duets, Piano.24

Pea.
Pcs.
Pcs.
Pcs.
Pcs.
Pcs.
Pcs.

Grlepian!bc“mpLmlCse!!a!e0US . .23 Pcs.

panion "vH^er'^’peseriptHe Analyses'"^!

Special Holiday Price, SI.00, Postpaid

Large and comprehensive volumes, of handsome
appearance, and substantially bound. Including com¬
pilations of the works of all the standard composers.
Carefuly selected, revised and edited. The list includes
classical, popular and semi-popular collections.
For December Only:

A first-class, up-to-date pronouncing dtej

Price $1.50, Cloth Gilt

Fa mi 1 la r^Danc e a "pi arm ^ r‘ Organ! .11 III
ml!! n!!!!!

Musical Dictionary
By HUGH A. CLARKE,^Mus. Doc.

ONE DOLLAR
PIANO
COLLECTIONS

Piano Duets, Book I..30 Pcs.
Rolling, C. Teacher and Pupil,
Vol. I

Special Holiday Cash Price, $1.00, Postpaid

..61 Pcs.

Vol’. II.! .61 Pcs.

Organ .!....’.16 Pcs.
Kohler, Children s Friend, Book 1.30 Pcs.
r l "luJks ill Muiic Bio ah-

TheMusicLifeandHowtoSucceedlnlt

Mode™ ^Sonatinas, Compiled by
M!:fe°rWpLef fo!e?iSanof!e! .’“"Vi p!s.

Piano

..’...29 Pcs.
Sudy. composeJ

"" "

Marcli^Album for Four Hands*
17 Pcs
Melodious Studies for Four Hands,

Standard Fifth & Sixth Grade
Pictures from the Lives of Great

The Pedals of the Pianoforte

For Children

|lif§§fj

Musical Thoughts for Little Tots,

Modern Student, Vol. 1.31 Pcs.
Modern Student, Vol. II.21 Pcs.
Hands . 5 Pcs.

Musical Poems. Hudson For Chil¬
dren .14 Pcs.

Studies in Melody Playing, Vol. I. .31 Pcs.
Studies in Melody Playing, Vol. II..21 Pcs.

.mental .10 Pcs.
Music Talks with Children
By THOMAS TAPPER. Prica$1.25
Schumann, Album for the Young. .43 Pcs.
StUd^dtepianoUlar AlbUm’ Vi'lin22 Pcs

Some of the observations and expe“tyFe

Mathews .31 Pcs.

Tranquil Hours,’ Piano.31 Pcs.
Two Pianists, Four Hand
Collection .26 Pcs.
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MUSICAL PINS
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By W. FRANCIS GATES. Price $1.50
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Mathews .27 Pcs.

ano, Mathews..’-16 Pcs.
Tone Stories for Boys and Girls to

BOXED SETS OF BOOKSi AT VERY LOW PRICES
The Petite Library
LH. and Work. o. Handel, Haydn. Weber,

By RIDLEY PRENTICE

Liszt, Wagner, Mozart
By EDWARD FRANCIS

by classical writers

Hands, Engelmann.24 Pcs.

ive, suitable and lasting present lor Teachers

ifelliiiil

™th

th^elslesTand ^
Young Duet Players.22 Pcs.

etc., in miniature as pins and charms.
sHumental! Spaulding.!!..14 Pcs.

Theo. Presser Co.,

Eitherofthesesets,J,P-

: : :

1712 Chestnut Street,

:

:

:

Philadelphia, Pa.

871

ETUDE

TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL HOLIDAY OFFER OF MUSICAL GIFTS
»nd ‘c^kctimis'.^The'bfndi'na:11 a»t°g!ve,nS?8>Sthe>ebe8tn|<n 'which3 thlfhnnk ANNUA^ *>«*■* Holiday-0.hr

This

For a Musiclovers Holiday Gift
is the first important work of this kind to be
or the finished artist-for amateur or profession^—for

P^J s

KErl H£!nprEsHhsBS

blic teacher—for members of musical orgamor puhl^
text-book flavor, but is marked

zations, this is something new and necessary.
It has about it no
g
bv easy style, brilliant characterization, vivid narrative, and amusing anecdote.
as a storehouse of musical information and inspiration.

It is a real literary delight as well

fare and costly.

Its complete accuracy,

compactness^6 conveni'ence^moderat^^rice^and^s^^erms of sale all make it a requirement of present-day
American^musicians^nd^musidover^

^Professor'lxm^C Elson^of^theNe^England'ornser^

is -ffident

of the h,gh

character of this production.

JUST A FEW OF THE CON¬
TRIBUTORS

A STATEMENT BY DR. ELSON
“It is imperative in this day of musical
advance that the pianist’s education should not
be bounded by the keyboard, that the singer
should understand many things beyond the mere
management of his larynx. The lives of the
masters, the birth and growth of different musical
schools, the management of the orchestra m com¬
positions that one hears frequently, the compre¬
hension of the plan or form of the composition,
which one executes—all of these are necessary to
the fullest enjoyment and appreciation of Music.
It has been my aim to gather as many as possible
of these topics into a single work, properly classi¬
fied and accessible for constant reference.
lHt.
UNIVERSITY MUSICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA

^ V0LUME OF THE SET.

-‘""“S’lS C. ELSON. .

ACTUAL SIZE, sl,81 INCHES.

EDWARD M. BOWMAN
JAMES F. COOKE
HORATIO W. PARKER
MATHILDE MARCHESI
MARK HAMBOURG
LILLI LEHMANN
WILLIAM MASON
WILLIAM H. SHERWOOD
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
GUSTAV KOBBE
NELLIE MELBA
ARTHUR ELSON
LILLIAN NORDICA

Three Voices of the Press Selected from the Chorus of Praise

Our 286-Page

“Handbook”

Sent Gratis to Inquirers

sonal letter. This letter will as°eP
P
the subject that you will be glad to receive. We
event, we have had prepared some llte”“r*
rate cover a copy of our Musiclover s Handshall also take pleasure 1 n,malh ,ngmy°fU thf U NIVERS1T Y MUSICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA,
book,” which is entirely mdependentofthe UTU
terms and a biographical diction-

mafbenneormike.mUIf you have friends who, you thinly would be

MUSICAL

SESSSSSS

r

COUPON

(Etude .m.)

UNIVERSITY SOCIETY, NEW YORK

ENCYCLOPEDIA, with prices and terms; also,
in accordance with your agreement, a copy of
the “ Musiclover’s Handbook
without any
charge to me whatsoever.
Name.

|

The University Society

I 44-60 East Twenty-third Street

New York City

Street Address ...
To>wu and State.
Occupation.

IVERS & POND PIANOS; BOSTON^
A NEW SMALL PARLOR GRAND

W

AFTER long experimenting we announce the new
/-\
Small Parlor Grand (Style 73), here pictured. Full
•*" advantage has been taken of its length (5 feet, ten
inches), to secure the maximum tone volume pos¬
sible. It has the delightful tone quality for which our
instruments are distinguished. The case shows the newest
ideas in design.
Built in a factory specializing upon highest grade work,
IVERS & POND PIANOS combine the best traditions
of old-time Boston piano-making with the most progressive
ideas of today. They are used in nearly 400 Leading Edu¬
cational Institutions and 50,000 discriminating homes.
Write for the new catalogue, showing our complete
line of fine grands and uprights designed for 1912.

HOW TO BUY. A piano is an important purchase. Distance
===== should not deter you from securing the best,
If we have
dealer near you, we can make expert selection and supply
you from our factory at our risk of pleasing you. Our unique plan for furnishing pianos
on divided payments anywhere in the United States may interest you. Liberal allowances for
old instruments in exchange. Prompt action will insure delivery before the holidays.
For catalogue, prices and information of great value to any prospective purchaser write us today.

RS & POND PIANO COMPANY EASTON

“The Crowning Attribute of Lovely Woman is Cleanliness”

It s Baker’s
and

It’s Delicious
Made by a per¬
fect mechanical
process from
high

ODORLESS

HYGIENIC

Supreme
Quality!

Beauty!

in
Cleanliness!

Possesses two important and exclusive features. It does not de¬
teriorate with age and fall to powder in the dress—can be easily
and quickly sterilized by immersing in boiling water for a few
seconds only. At the stores, or sample pair on receipt of 25c.
pair guaranteed.

Every

The C. E. CONOVER CO., Mfrs., 101 Franklin St., New York

vose pianos
T

^

grade

cocoa beans,
scientifically
blended, it
is of the finest
quality, full
strength and
absolutely pure and! healthful.
Sold in Vs lb., Vt, lb., % lb. and 1 lb. cans, net weight.
Booklet of Choice Recipes Sent Free

WALTER BAKER & CO. LTD.
Established 1780

DORCHESTER, MASS.

j,\z rster

^ instruments in excnange and deliver the new piano in v

?nNiDT4MnrrS»
Vnte f°r Catalo^e D and explanations
vose «S SON
SONS PIANO CO., Boston, Mass.
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